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Abstract
Event and state detection in time series has significant value in scientific areas and real-
world applications. The aim of detecting time series event and state patterns is to identify
particular variations of user-interest in one or more channels of time series streams. For
example, dangerous driving behaviours such as sudden braking and harsh acceleration can
be detected from continuous recordings from inertial sensors. However, the existing methods
are highly dependent on domain knowledge such as the size of the time series pattern and
a set of effective features. Furthermore, they are not directly suitable for multi-channel
time series data. In this study, we establish a genetic programming based method which
can perform classification on multi-channel time series data. It does not need the domain
knowledge required by the existing methods.
The investigation consists of four parts: the methodology, an evaluation on event detection
tasks, an evaluation on state detection tasks and an analysis on the suitability for real-
world applications. In the methodology, a GP based method is proposed for processing and
analysing multi-channel time series streams. The function set includes basic mathematical
operations. In addition, specific functions and terminals are introduced to reserve historical
information, capture temporal dependency across time points and handle dependency be-
tween channels. These functions and terminals help the GP based method to automatically
find the pattern size and extract features. This study also investigates two different fitness
functions - accuracy and area under the curve.
The proposed method is investigated on a range of event detection tasks. The investigation
starts from synthetic tasks such as detecting complete sine waves. The performance of the
GP based method is compared to traditional classification methods. On the raw data the GP
based method achieves 100 percent accuracy, which outperforms all the non-GP methods.
The performance of the non-GP methods is comparable to the GP based method only with
suitable features. In addition, the GP based method is investigated on two complex real-world
event detection tasks - dangerous driving behaviour detection and video shot detection. In
the task of detecting three dangerous driving behaviours from 21-channel time series data, the
GP based method performs consistently better than the non-GP classifiers even when features
are provided. In the video shot detection task, the GP based method achieves comparable
performance on 11200-channel time series to the non-GP classifiers on 28 features. The GP
based method is more accurate than a commercial product.
The GP based method has also been investigated on state detection tasks. This involves syn-
thetic tasks such as detecting concurrent high values in four of five channels and a real-world
activity recognition problem. The results also show that the GP based method consistently
outperforms the non-GP methods even with the presence of manually constructed features.
As part of the investigation, a mobile phone based activity recognition data set was collected
as there was no existing publicly available data set.
The suitability of the GP based method for solving real-world problems is further analysed.
Our analysis shows that the GP based method can be successfully extended for multi-class
classification. The analysis of the evolved programs demonstrates that they do capture time
series patterns. On synthetic data sets, the injected regularities are revealed in understand-
able individuals. The best programs for three real-world problems are more difficult to
explain but still provide some insight. The selection of relevant channels and data points by
the programs are consistent with domain knowledge. In addition, the analysis shows that the
proposed method still performs well for time series pattern of different sizes. The effective
window sizes of the evolved GP programs are close to the pattern size. Finally, our study
on execution performance of the evolved programs shows that these programs are fast in
execution and are suitable for real-time applications. In summary, the GP based method is
suitable for the kinds of real-world applications studied in this thesis.
This thesis concludes that, with a suitable representation, genetic programming can be an
effective method for event and state detection in multi-channel time series for a range of
synthetic and real-world tasks. This method does not require much domain knowledge such
as the pattern size and suitable features. It offers an effective classification method in similar
tasks that are studied in this thesis.
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
As time series is one of the most frequently encountered types of data, understanding and
analysing time series is of great importance in various scientific areas and real-world appli-
cations. Time series classification is one essential task in time series analysis. The aim is to
categorise time series data into a set of pre-defined classes, for example, deciding whether a
server is under attack or not from examining a period of network traffic data of that server.
Note that in time series classification, there is no prediction of future values involved. It can
be a very difficult task to classify real-world time series data due to limited domain knowledge
and the complexity of data. The focus of this thesis is to establish a genetic programming
based approach as an advanced time series analysis method. This method is different from
traditional time series classification techniques as these are usually highly dependent on the
acquisition of domain knowledge. Note that domain knowledge means application specific
information rather than general knowledge about time series. In addition, the GP based
method is able to handle multiple-channel streams while most of the existing methods can
only cope with single-channel time series. Hence, our method will be more suitable for
real-world applications where the time series data come from multiple channels.
A time series is a sequence of data points recorded at regular time intervals. For example,
the electrocardiogram (ECG) records the electrical activity of the heart which reflects the
rate and the regularity of the heartbeats. In this example, only one channel is involved, so it
is a single-channel time series. In the case of multi-channel time series the data come from
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more than one channel. A typical example is electroencephalography (EEG) data which
is acquired through multiple electrodes attached to the scalp, each recording the electrical
activity of one region of the brain. Time series patterns refer to certain regularities that
are of user interest. We categorise them into two types: events and states. An event is the
occurrence of a particular situation, for instance an abnormal pulse appearing in an ECG
reading. A state refers to a particular condition lasting for a period of time, for example,
a person showing excitement in EEG data. In this thesis, our task is essentially time series
classification targeting both events and states.
There are three keys to a successful time series classification:
1. Segmenting the time series stream: Time series are usually continuous streams which
can last indefinitely. Classification tasks are often conducted based on finite segments
of the recordings, not on the whole stream. Data points that are close to each other
are more closely related than the ones further apart. A pattern can be identified by a
segment which contains the necessary historical data points, for example, the common
classification task on ECG data is determining whether each heart beat is normal or
not. One pattern is not affected by future points and less affected by the data points
collected much earlier. A long ECG recording should be broken into segments of the
length of a typical heart beat for classification purposes. Classification performance
will deteriorate if the data is incorrectly segmented as the included data may not be
sufficient or be misleading.
2. Capturing temporal dependency: Temporal dependency refers to the relationship among
data points along the time axis. Time series data have a natural temporal ordering.
The order of the data points itself can partially characterise a pattern. Sometimes not
all data points are relevant to that pattern. In addition, occurrences of a pattern will
not appear exactly the same. Its appearance can take a number of different forms.
Capturing temporal dependency requires maintaining the temporal ordering, finding
the collection of relevant data points and handling the variations of the same pattern.
3. Capturing channel dependency: Channel dependency refers to the relationship across
channels as a pattern may not be contained in a single channel but exist across multiple
channels. For example, brain activity is hard to identify from just one sensor reading.
A combination of sensors readings is needed. It is more difficult to identify time se-
ries patterns involving multiple channels than a single channel. This is because: 1)
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The combination of relevant channels can be complex and 2) Redundant or irrelevant
channels have to be ruled out of the decision process.
There are two main categories of existing methods for classifying time series patterns: 1)
Similarity-based techniques and 2) Feature-based techniques. To extract time series segments
both categories need to use a fixed-size sliding window moving stepwise through the time
series stream. To achieve the best classification performance, finding a suitable sliding window
size is crucial. Usually the sliding window size needs to be very close to the pattern size, i.e.
the duration of a time series pattern. The step size of the sliding window is also important.
For example, if the step size is too large, a pattern occurring across two consecutive segments
might be missed. Such information needs to be known as a priori knowledge.
In similarity-based methods the class of a time series segment is determined by its similarity
to other segments. The similarity value is calculated based on pairwise alignment. In this way
the temporal dependency is captured. However, such methods assume that one time series
pattern always appears in similar shapes. This often does not hold in real-world scenarios. In
addition, for multi-channel time series, similarity-based methods will be biased by irrelevant
channels. They are also not suitable when a pattern involves an arbitrary combination of
channels, for example, an increase in any four of five channels.
Feature-based methods involve a manual feature extraction process before classification. A
set of features is manually extracted in the hope of being able to successfully capture the
temporal dependency and/or the channel dependency characterising the time series pattern.
It is time-consuming to manually construct a useful feature set especially for multi-channel
time series. Furthermore, the effectiveness of a feature set is highly domain dependent so
features suitable for one problem may not suit other problems. In fact, there is no generic
feature set for time series analysis.
This study aims to address the shortcomings of the above methods and develop a method
based on genetic programming (GP) for state and event detection in time series. This method
addresses two drawbacks of the existing time series classification methods:
1. They heavily rely on domain knowledge.
2. The majority of the methods are proposed for single-channel time series.
GP is a form of evolutionary computation. It has been chosen for this study because of
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its capability for solving a range of complex problems, especially those which are not well-
understood, for example, satellite antenna design [113, 131, 157]. It has been applied to
complex classification tasks such as computer vision problems, e.g. object detection and
motion detection and achieved promising results [186, 216, 227].
GP has been used for many classification problems. There are a number of studies on using
GP for time series analysis, but the majority are on prediction. There is only very limited
work on using GP for time series classification. In this thesis, we formulate a new method
based on GP for time series classification. With a specifically designed representation, we
show that this method can effectively determine the length of time series patterns and can
automatically extract features. Therefore, domain knowledge such as the pattern size and
what features are suitable is not needed. Furthermore, the proposed method is able to
identify patterns in multiple channel inputs.
Because of the above characteristics, the GP based method has good potential to be used
in a range of real-world applications. Therefore, one major focus of this study is to evaluate
the performance of the GP based method on three real-world problems:
1. Dangerous Driving Behaviour Detection: The task is to detect patterns of danger-
ous driving behaviour such as harsh acceleration, sudden braking and swerving, based
on sensor data collected by onboard smartphones. This can be considered as event
detection.
2. Video Shot Detection: The task is to detect scene changes in a sequence of video frames.
This can be considered as event detection.
3. Activity Recognition: The task is to detect human activities such as sitting, standing,
walking and running from sensor data collected by smartphones. This can be considered
as state detection.
In real-world applications, classification accuracy is not the only consideration, so an analysis
is carried out to further explore the suitability of the proposed method in real-world scenarios.
1.1.1 The Benefits of Using GP
Using GP for classification has attracted attention from many researchers because GP has a
number of advantages as a candidate to build good classifiers:
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1. The main advantage of GP is its flexibility in representation. So GP is able to represent
solutions in a range of forms based on the functions and terminals designed by the users.
2. GP can be used not only in classifier induction, but also in pre-processing, feature
selection and feature construction.
3. As GP can automatically extract features, it is less dependent on a priori knowledge
and therefore is a more generic methodology.
4. GP is a population-based algorithm so more than one good solution can be found from
one evolutionary process. Thus it is more suitable for creating an ensemble.
1.2 Terminology
The terms defined below will be used throughout the thesis. Examples based on smartphone
sensors and applications are given to assist the explanation.
Time series A time series is a sequence of data points recorded at regular intervals, denoted
as D0,D1,...,DN . A data point at time point ti (i = 0, 1,...,N) is noted as Di. An
example is smartphone sensor data which consists of the sampled readings from the
built-in accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer.
Channel There can be one or more data stream recorded in a time series, each one reflecting
one type of measurement. Such a measurement is called a channel. For example, a
3-dimensional accelerometer has three channels: the accelerations on the x, y and z
axes.
Single-channel time series This term refers to time series that contain only one channel
recording, that is, each data point Di only has one data item. A recording that contains
only x-axis acceleration readings is a single-channel time series. Another example is a
sequence of temperature readings from a thermometer.
Multi-channel time series This refers to time series consisting of multiple channel record-
ings, that is, each data point Di has more than one data item. A recording that contains
x, y and z axis acceleration readings is a three-channel time series.
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Figure 1.1: Example of A Sliding Window (Window Size = 8, Step Size =1)
Time series segment A time series segment is a subsequence extracted from a time se-
ries stream. For example, in the time series stream mentioned above, D0,D1,D2 and
D2,D3,D4 are two time series segments of length 3.
Sliding window A sliding window is a fixed-size window moving along the time series
stream to extract time series segments. The sliding window size is denoted as Sizew.
At time point ti (i ≥ Sizew), a sliding window contains the latest Sizew data points
from Di−Sizew+1 to Di. The step size of the sliding window determines the overlap
between two consecutive time series segments. In this study we only consider a step
size of 1. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a sliding window of size 8 moving through a
single-channel time series.
Time series classification Giving a single or multi-channel time series stream the aim of
time series classification is to assign one of a pre-defined set of class labels to a time
series segment that has been extracted by a sliding window, for example, positive class
(a pattern of interest) and negative class (no pattern of interest has been identified).
In this study, classification is performed continuously at each time point.
Time series pattern A time series pattern refers to certain regularities in time series that
are of interest to users. There are two kinds of time series patterns: events and states:
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State A state means that the time series is stable for a period of time, for example, a
person in a state of continuous walking. Such patterns often show a certain form
of repetition. The repetition here can be either periodic or not. For example,
being in a walking state means that a person moves forward periodically step by
step while in a sitting state there is no such periodicity.
A state may last indefinitely but can be detected before it ends. For example, a
running state can be detected from sensor readings within one second although the
running can last for another 20 minutes. Nevertheless, a state requires a certain
number of data points to be identified. A running state cannot be identified before
the first step has been completed.
All the data points in a state are considered as positive.
Figure 1.2 shows the z-axis acceleration when a person stands for a while and
then transits from standing to sitting. Two dotted grey lines mark the boundary
of transiting from a standing state to a sitting sate.
Event An event is the occurrence of a particular regularity. An event may reflect an
interruption of a state, such as a person jumping or falling down.
An event usually has a certain duration. The occurrence of an event can only be
detected when it is finished. In this study, only the ending point of an event will
be considered as positive. The transition from standing to sitting shown in Figure
1.2 can be considered as an event.
Pattern size For an event, pattern size means the length of a time series pattern. As a
state may last indefinitely, the pattern size of a state is the shortest period to identify
its existence. The suitable sliding window size should be close to the pattern size.
Event Detection Event detection aims to identify the occurrence of a user-defined event
in a time series stream.
State Detection State detection aims to identify the occurrence of a user-defined state in
a time series stream.
Note: Despite the conceptual differences between state and event, the distinction between
them is not absolute. A state may consist of a number of events and vice versa. Figure
1.3 shows a short period of a state of walking, which consists of four steps. Each step can
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be viewed as an event. An event of step can be further partitioned with finer granularity
into a range of states, such as a leg raising state and a leg lowering state. Determining
whether a pattern is a state or an event should be based on what is meaningful to users at
the application level.
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Figure 1.2: Event: A Person transiting from Standing to Sitting
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Figure 1.3: State: Four Steps in Walking
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1.3 Research Goals
Currently there is no framework for using GP for time series classification. The existing
classification methods are highly dependent on domain knowledge to determine the size of
the sliding window and feature sets need to be constructed based on domain knowledge
for each particular problem. In addition, the majority of these methods are designed for
single-channel time series and are not capable of capturing channel dependency.
The goal of the thesis is to address the above problems by formulating GP as a new method
for time series classification which can: 1) Operate directly on raw data or use domain-
independent, low-level features rather than manually extracted features, 2) Work effectively
without knowing the pattern size and 3) Select and combine data items from a set of channels
to capture a time series pattern. This method is expected to be suitable for real-world
problems. In particular, the following research questions will be addressed:
1.3.1 Research Questions
1. How can GP be formulated for classifying raw multi-channel time series data?
To enable GP to process and analyse a raw time series stream, we need a suitable set of
functions and terminals which allow: 1) Historical data points to be stored, 2) Features
to be automatically extracted from the stored data points and 3) Channel dependency
to be captured. In addition, a fitness function is needed. This function needs to take
into account data imbalance (the positive class has many fewer members than the
negative class, especially in event detection). This research question is investigated in
Chapter 3.
2. How well does the GP based classification method perform on event detection tasks?
We evaluate the performance of the GP method on a set of synthetic tasks and two
real-world event detection tasks: dangerous driving behaviour detection and video shot
detection. The performance of GP is compared with a number of classical non-GP
classifiers. The investigation is presented in Chapter 4.
3. How well does the GP based classification method perform on state detection tasks?
We evaluate the performance of the GP based method on a set of synthetic tasks
and one real-world state detection task: activity recognition. A large data set has been
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created which could be used as smart phone based activity recognition benchmark. The
performance of GP is also compared with the same set of classical non-GP classifiers
used in the event detection tasks. The investigation is presented in Chapter 5.
4. How suitable is the GP based method for real-world applications?
We investigate the suitability of GP for real world applications from four aspects: ex-
tensibility to multi-class classification, interpretability of evolved classifiers, ability to
handle variable pattern sizes and real-time execution performance. Firstly, we explore
ways to extend binary classification into multi-class classification. Secondly, the best
individual programs evolved by the proposed method are analysed to reveal any regu-
larities captured by the evolution. Thirdly, the capability of handling variable pattern
sizes is investigated. Lastly, we examine the real-time performance by analysing the
sizes and execution times of the evolved programs. This research question is explored
in Chapter 6.
It should be noted that our study is not to establish that GP is the most accurate time series
classification method compared with other methods, but to investigate a new methodology
for time series classification problems in which domain knowledge necessary for the other
methods is not available. Therefore statistical tests on classification accuracies are not present
in every experiment. The tests are only applied on a limited number of studies.
1.4 Contributions
1. We have established a formulation of genetic programming for time series classification
tasks. This brings benefits to the two areas of genetic programming and time series
analysis.
2. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the GP based method for event detection
on a range of synthetic tasks and tasks in real-world scenarios.
3. We have further demonstrated the effectiveness of the GP based method on complex
state detection problems consisting of both synthetic tasks and a difficult real-world
application. The investigation on the real-world data set has been published as a
benchmark study for mobile-based activity recognition.
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4. The proposed method has addressed the drawback of the existing methods of requiring
a close approximation of the pattern size. Therefore, it can be used as a solution
for real-world applications in which other methods cannot work properly because the
pattern size is not known.
5. The proposed method has addressed the drawback of the majority of existing methods
of only coping with single-channel time series. Our method is able to classify patterns
that occur in multi-channel time series.
6. We have collected real-world data sets that can be shared by the research community
to evaluate other algorithms.
A list of publications resulting from this thesis can be found on page ii.
1.5 Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, a detailed literature review is
presented to discuss the relevant work. Firstly, time series analysis is discussed in general
and then classical time series classification algorithms. Secondly, an overview of genetic
programming is presented, followed by the current status of GP on classification tasks, GP
on handling temporal information and GP on time series analysis. Lastly, the three related
application areas of dangerous driving behaviour detection, video shot detection and activity
recognition are reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents the proposed methodology for event and state detection in time series by
GP. A pilot study first shows the potential of GP to capture temporal patterns. After that,
a set of functions and terminals proposed specifically for time series classification tasks is
demonstrated. Additionally, the fitness function and runtime parameters are also discussed.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 extend the investigation of Chapter 3. The purpose is to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method on event detection and state detection respectively.
The evaluations are carried out on synthetic data sets and on three real-world applications -
dangerous driving behaviour detection, video shot detection and activity recognition.
In Chapter 6, the suitability of the GP based method for real-world applications is analysed
from four perspectives: extensibility to multi-class classification, interpretability, ability to
handle variable pattern sizes and execution time.
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Based on the main results and analysis from the above investigations, Chapter 7 concludes
the study and suggests future work in this area.
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Literature Review
This chapter gives a review of relevant studies from three aspects, the problem domain, the
techniques and the applications that are related to this research. These three aspects corre-
spond to three parts of this chapter. The first part is concerned with the definition of time
series data and the basic concepts of time series analysis in statistical methods and machine
learning in the context of the problem domain. In particular, time series classification meth-
ods are reviewed as they are used as comparisons with our proposed method. The second
part reviews the main technique, GP, in the context of evolutionary computation. The third
part presents the state-of-the-art techniques in the areas of activity recognition, dangerous
driving behaviour detection and video shot detection. These are the three main application
fields to which the proposed GP method is applied. A summary is presented at the end of
each part.
2.1 Overview of Time Series Analysis
Time series data is of significant importance in a wide range of scientific areas and real-
world applications. Typical time series analysis tasks include stock price prediction and
weather forecasting. Investors can obtain significant profits by learning the trends of the
stock market from historical data [1]. David Hendry, Hashem Pesaran and Peter Phillips
won the 2013 Nobel Prize in Economic Science for modelling and forecasting economic time-
series [2] in a long term of 3-5 years. Companies can find the interests of customers based
on their purchase history and adjust sales and advertising strategies accordingly to develop
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more profitable and more loyal customer relationships [63]. By mining the relationships
between persons’ electroencephalography signals and their thoughts, communication can be
potentially established without any voice or actions.
In this section, we will examine the basic concept of time series and review different time
series analysis techniques.
2.1.1 What is Time Series?
Definition and Categories of Time Series
Static data refers to data of which the values do not change over time, or only change
negligibly [211]. In contrast, in time series the data values change over different time points.
A time series can be defined as a sequence of data points, sampled at a fixed time interval. A
time series can be noted as D0, D1,..., DN , each data point Di being recorded at time point
i (i=0,1,...,N). Time series data can be categorised in different ways:
1. Single-channel time series v.s. multi-channel time series: In a time series, if the data
points contain only one data item, it is called single-channel time series. If there is
more than one data item in the data points, it is a multi-channel time series. For
example, an electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is a single-channel time series while the
reading from a 3-axis accelerometer is a three-channel time series.
2. Real-valued time series v.s. discrete time series: A time series is considered as real-
valued when all the data items of a data point are continuous numeric values. Discrete
time series can have either symbolic data or discrete numeric data. One example of
discrete numeric data is student enrolment over time. There cannot be half a student.
In some of the literature [19], only a continuous, real-valued sequence is considered as a
time series. Nominal ones are called temporal sequences. In this thesis, only real-valued
time series are studied.
3. Spatially-dependent time series v.s. non-spatially-dependent time series: For non-
spatially-dependent time series, the relationship between any two channels of a data
point is not dependent on their spatial correlation. In spatially-dependent time series,
two channels are more related if they have similar coordinates. Videos are typical ex-
amples which consist of sequences of image frames. In this case, each pixel constitutes
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a channel. The adjacent pixels representing the same object are dependent on each
other and should not be treated separately.
The Nature of Time Series
Time series data follows two rules. Firstly, it is one-directional as past data points affect
future data points while the opposite is not true. Secondly, data points closer to each other
are more related than points further apart. This temporal ordering is important in handling
time series data.
2.1.2 Time Series Analysis Methods
Time series analysis methods can be grouped into two categories: statistical methods and
machine learning methods.
Time Series Analysis By Statistical Methods
Statistical methods use statistical models to predict future values of a given time series. The
most widely used models are autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) [80]. ARIMA is a generalised version of ARMA which
has an initial differencing step to remove non-stationary components (i.e. trends and periods).
Both of them are built on top of the following basic models:
Autoregressive (AR) model [41] In an AR model, each data point at time point t can
be calculated by:
Xt = c+ εt + ϕ1Xt−1 + · · ·+ ϕiXt−i + · · ·+ ϕpXt−p (2.1)
In this equation, c is a constant, εt is current white noise and ϕi (i = 1,2,...,p) are man-
ually assigned weights. Hence, the current data point is a combination of a constant,
the current white noise, and a sequence of weighted previous data points. The number
of historical data points that are used by an AR model p is called the order of that
model.
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Moving-average(MA) model [80] In a MA model, each data point at time t can be
calculated by:
Xt = µ+ εt + θ1εt−1 + · · ·+ θiεt−i + · · ·+ θqεt−q (2.2)
where µ is the mean value of the time series, εt−i and θi (i = 1,2,...,q) are paired white
noise values and their corresponding weights. The current data point can be inferred
from the combination of these values. Similar to the AR model, the MA model also
has an order q.
In the above models, a time series is represented as a linear model on historical data points.
However, in the real world, the relationship between time points is often more complex than
a linear combination. These models are therefore impractical. Moreover, ARMA cannot
handle periods or trends in the time series. In addition, it can be seen from equation 2.1
and equation 2.2 that these models can only model single-channel time series and are not
suitable for this study as multi-channel time series are involved.
Time Series Analysis By Machine Learning Methods
Machine learning is the process of automatically constructing or improving a system through
experience learnt from data. Machine learning aims at automatically learning or discovering
meaningful patterns from data1. In the context of time series analysis, the aim is to use differ-
ent techniques to find useful information from a time series. In comparison with the statistical
methods described in the previous section, machine learning methods are more suitable for
the periodic data and time series data with trends. The machine learning approach enables
more analysis tasks such as prediction, classification, clustering, anomaly detection and motif
discovery.
1Data mining and machine learning are similar concepts. Data mining (also called knowledge discovery) is
the process of discovering meaningful patterns from a large quantity of data [215]. The two concepts overlap
significantly. Sometimes research communities intentionally bundle the two terms [3, 4, 215]. They are treated
as the same in this thesis.
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2.1.3 Time Series Analysis Tasks
A number of the most common tasks are discussed below. As time series classification is
particularly relevant to our work, it is reviewed separately in section 2.2, page 24.
Event Detection and State Detection
There is no universal definition of an event in a time series. An event can mean different
things depending on the context [17, 78, 93]. Sometimes it is considered as another name for
anomaly detection (see section 2.1.3, page 21), for example, in [16], [93] and [225]. In this
thesis, an event means the occurrence of a particular regularity (see section 1.2, page 7).
Event detection can be simplified as a change point detection problem. In [78], an event
was defined as follows: “Consider a dynamic phenomenon whose behaviour changes enough
over time so as to be considered a qualitatively significant change. Each such change is
an event” (page 1). In [78], the authors proposed an iterative method to represent a time
series sequence by a piecewise segmented model. In this method each time series segment
was modelled by a linear function. A likelihood criterion was used to determine whether a
segment should be partitioned further. Any intersection point between two joined segments
would be considered as an event. Similarly, Preston et al. defined an event as “characterised
by an interval of measurements that differs significantly from some underlying baseline” [159]
(page 1). In [159], a probability model was used to calculate the statistical significance of
an event. Overall, in these works, a time series is modelled mathematically and the models
are characterized by a set of parameters. An event occurs when any statistically significant
changes occur in the parameters, or in the model itself. These models can be constructed
without domain knowledge. However, these models are not appropriate for applications
where events contain complex relationships between multiple channels.
Our definition of events is similar to the concepts described in [92, 179]. In [92], an event is
defined as “a temporal interval over which the nature of the signal, usually in more than one
channel, is characteristic of the occurrence of a particular process”. However, the authors
used a very different method from ours which extracts all features characterising an event
and then detects the presence of an event by a pattern matcher. This method can only work
properly when the pattern size and a suitable feature set are known. For those reasons, this
method is highly domain dependent.
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State detection rarely appears in the literature. In this study, we consider a state as a
stable condition during a period. There is no formal definition for state detection in the
literature. However, activity recognition, which aims to detect a subject being under a
consistent condition (undertaking a certain activity), is very similar to state detection in our
research. A review of the topic of activity recognition is presented in section 2.6.3 (page 54).
Clustering
Clustering is often used when no class labels are available. The aim of time series clustering
is to separate time series into a number of clusters so that the time series within one cluster
are more similar to each other than those outside the cluster. The difference between two
time series is quantified by a similarity measure [19]. The commonly used similarity measures
include Euclidean distance, root mean square distance, Pearson’s correlaction cofficient and
related distance and dynamic warping distance. More details of these similarity measures
can be found in section 2.2.4 (page 32).
Depending on whether the number of clusters K is known in advance or not partitioning
clustering algorithms or hierarchical clustering algorithms can be chosen:
1. Partitioning clustering algorithms divide a set of time series into K disjoint clusters.
Commonly used partitioning clustering algorithms include K-means [137] and its vari-
ants, e.g. the fuzzy c-means algorithm [33] and the k-medoids algorithm [104]. The
above algorithms assign each time series to an exact cluster. Expectation-Maximization
(EM) is another well-known member of partitioning clustering algorithms [215]. EM
calculates for each time series, the probabilities of it being placed in each cluster.
2. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are often used when the value of K is unknown [191].
As the name suggests, such algorithms group time series into a hierarchical structure,
each node representing a cluster. Any clusters on the same branch are more similar than
the ones on other branches. The process can be done either bottom-up or top-down.
The evaluation of clustering results often depends on the nature of time series data and the
application. Domain experts are usually required to explain the outcomes and choose the
most meaningful clusters.
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Anomaly Detection
Anomaly Detection in time series is the task of detecting uncommon patterns in a time series.
Sometimes the terms “anomaly”, “outlier” and “unusual event” are used interchangeably.
Anomaly detection can be used in a wide range of fields, such as detecting fraud in credit
card transactions and intrusions in network traffic [85, 97, 230].
A problem with anomaly detection is that an anomaly must be an “interesting” occurrence to
users, therefore what is normal or anomalous is often task dependent. Moreover, sometimes
the distinctions between anomalies and normal data points can be subtle, which makes the
task very difficult.
There are a range of methods for anomaly detection: 1) Statistical-based methods which
establish a data model for normal data and treat a data sequence that does not fit the
model as an anomaly, 2) Classification-based methods which train a model to differentiate
normal data and anomalous data, 3) Clustering-based methods which treat small clusters
as anomalies. One of the commonly used methods was proposed by Keogh et al. in 2005
[106]. This method translates a time series into an alphabetic string and applies a heuristic
anomaly discovery algorithm to the string to capture the anomalies. This method needs to
know the length of an anomaly.
Motif Discovery
Motifs are repeated patterns in a time series. The significance of a motif can be measured
by its occurrences, for example, 1-Motif is the motif having the highest occurrences [132]. It
is also considered as the most significant motif. The motifs of less significance are marked as
K-Motifs, where K is the rank of the motif.
In [60], statistical values were calculated based on time series sequences and time series
sharing similar values were identified as motifs. Four statistical measurements including the
average value, the sum, the minimum value and the maximum value were used in this study.
This method is computationally efficient. However, it is not suitable for finding complex
motifs.
Mueen and Keogh developed a method for online motif discovery on streaming data [142].
The algorithm only searched for motifs in the latest history of a time series stream. Therefore
the computation time is only linear with respect to the sliding window size which makes this
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algorithm real-time.
Prediction
Time series prediction is forecasting future numeric values based on a sequence of previous
values. In the past, time series prediction tasks were usually done by statistical methods
which were mentioned in section 2.1.2 (page 17). The use of machine learning methods for
prediction is increasing. Three main techniques include artificial neural networks (ANNs),
support vector machine (SVM) and evolutionary algorithms (EA).
Pan et al. used multi-layer feed-forward neural networks to predict stock market index from
the Australian stock exchange and a number of other related markets [151]. This method
successfully found a 6-day cycle in time series data and achieved a prediction accuracy of 80%.
However, for prediction on different lengths of time frames the technique requires different
selections of input data.
Kin employed a SVM with a polynomial kernel and the Gaussian radial basis function to
predict a stock price index [109]. This method yielded better results than other two ap-
proaches: a back-propagation neural network and case-based reasoning. The author claimed
that SVM was a better option for prediction than ANN. The reason is that in the training
SVM focuses on minimizing the upper bound of the generalization error while ANN only
tries to eliminate the error, hence SVM is more likely to find the global optimum. Moreover,
ANNs are more prone to the over-fitting problem. However, SVMs are very sensitive to the
parameter settings.
Evolutionary algorithms have also been employed for financial forecasting [102, 103]. For
example, Kaboudan et al. applied a GP based framework on the annual median price of
single family houses of twelve neighbourhoods in Cambridge for the period of 1993-2002
[102]. The model was trained on data from the first eight years and tested on the rest. In
this paper GP slightly outperformed ANN.
Prediction is not investigated in this thesis.
Summarisation
Time series summarisation refers to summarising the essential features of a given time series
[163]. It is useful especially when time series are very long and complex. Simple statistical
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characteristics such as the maximum value, the average value and the number of peaks are not
informative enough to show the characteristics of a time series. Instead textual descriptions
or graphs can help users obtain an intuitive understanding of time series data, for example,
trends [42, 189] or periods [213].
Boyd proposed a method of using wavelets and scale space theory to summarise short-term
and long-term trends [42]. First, the trend was detected and shown by a set of numerical
values. These values were then fed into a natural language processing system to automatically
generate descriptions.
In [77], Guimaraes et al. proposed to use self-organizing maps to extract patterns from time
series and then present the patterns as grammatical, human understandable rules. This
method was applied to detecting sleep related breathing disorders.
Sripada et al. established a project named SUMTIME for generating textual summaries of
time series data [189]. In this project, short textual descriptions are crafted based on both
experts’ and users’ opinions and therefore are highly dependent on domain knowledge and
application contexts.
Visualisation
In the above works, time series are summarised by textual rules. The following present time
series data as graphs.
Hochheiser and Shneiderman developed a time series visualisation tool called TimeSearcher
which allows users to query a particular time series [84]. Users have to know the key charac-
teristics of the queried time series.
Wijk and Selow proposed a method for visualising time series clustering results with a calen-
dar [202]. A clustering algorithm was first applied to a daily time series. The clusters were
then shown in a calendar. This method can help users to identify regularities in time series
on different time scales (i.e. days, weeks and seasons). This method is only for single-channel
time series.
Weber et al. used spiral graphs to visualise periodic time series [213]. Different colors and
line thickness were used to represent various ranges of data values. However, this method is
only effective for periodic time series and the period has to be known a priori.
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Lin et al. introduced a tool called VizTree to identify anomalies without much domain
knowledge [127]. First, the time series were transformed into a symbolic representation by
using Symbolic Aggregate approXimation [126]. Note that two similar time series would be
translated into the same symbolic sequence. Second, those symbolic sequences were encoded
into a modified suffix tree. The frequency of a symbolic sequence was then shown by the
thickness of the branch, therefore anomalies can be seen on thin branches.
2.1.4 Summary of Time Series Analysis
As an important research field, time series analysis has been active for several decades. There
are two main categories of time series analysis methods:
1. Statistical methods usually adopt linear models to predict future values. This method
is less practical if the data are nonlinear, e.g. periodic time series, or involve multiple
channels.
2. Machine Learning methods are able to deal with nonlinear time series. They also enable
more tasks for example, clustering, anomaly detection and motif discovery.
2.2 Time Series Classification
There are three main types of machine learning methods: supervised learning, unsupervised
learning and semi-supervised learning2. The input in supervised learning is a vector (at-
tributes) coupled with an expected value (a class label). In unsupervised learning there are
no class labels. Usually supervised learning, e.g. classification produces more meaningful
outcomes than unsupervised learning by taking advantage of labels. However, if labelled
data are not available, supervised learning would not be feasible. Hybrid semi-supervised
learning [214] combines the aforementioned two learning approaches which can overcome the
drawbacks to some degree.
Our work on state and event detection can be viewed as supervised learning.
2Machine learning methods can also be categorised as supervised learning, unsupervised learning and
reinforcement learning.
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2.2.1 The Basis of Classification
Classification is one of the most common tasks in Machine Learning [81]. The goal is to
identify the class of an instance from a set of pre-defined classes. Important terminology is
explained below:
Instance (Example or Observation) An instance refers to a sample in classification, con-
sisting of a vector of attribute values and a given label.
Attribute An attribute is one element in an instance vector (excluding the class label),
characterising a certain aspect of the instance.
Training and Testing Training is the process of learning the mapping between attributes
and labels from a set of training data. The output of a training process is a classifier.
It can be either one, or a set of rules, functions or models. The performance of the
trained classifier on new instances is obtained by applying the classifier to an unseen
data set (test data set). This process is called testing.
Binary Classification and Multi-class Classification Binary classification tasks only
deal with two pre-defined classes such as true and false, and positive and negative.
If more pre-defined classes exist the task is multi-class classification.
Positive Instance and Negative Instance In binary classification the two classes are of-
ten considered as positive and negative. Positive instances are often of user interest. For
example, in heart rate monitoring applications, normal heart beats are often considered
as negative and abnormal one are positive.
Over-fitting Over-fitting (also called over-training) refers to the phenomenon that a classi-
fier fits too well to the training data and performs poorly on the test data. A classifier
may be tailored too much for the training data. The performance will deteriorate in
test as the classifier is not well generalised to other data sets. Another factor causing
over-fitting is the lack of representative training data. If a classifier is generated based
on only a few instances, it cannot capture the true characteristics of the data.
Feature Extraction Feature extraction captures key characteristics of a data set by trans-
forming the raw data into a new feature space. Feature extraction sometimes also
reduces the dimensionality of the original data set. A good feature set can describe a
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data set better and therefore lead to a more accurate and efficient classifier. Feature
extraction plays an important role in time series classification as irrelevant features can
mislead model construction and increase the processing time.
Feature Selection Feature selection is the choice of a subset of features for generating
a classifier. Feature selection aims to remove irrelevant features. Feature extraction
and feature selection can be used jointly to improve the classification performance,
execution time and interpretability of the constructed model.
The Class Imbalance Problem
Class imbalance, referring to skewed class distributions, is a common issue in classification.
For example in binary classification, on an imbalanced data set that is composed of a minority
class, e.g. cancer cells, and a majority class, e.g. normal cells, a classifier that classifies
everything as negative will show good accuracy, even though it is useless. Class imbalance has
been identified as a challenge for classification methods. Japkowicz and Stephen conducted a
systematic study on how class imbalance affects the accuracy of classifiers [98]. They found
that imbalanced data will be a problem only when the small class is very small with respect to
concept complexity. For very large data set, the performance of classifiers may not deteriorate
with class imbalance, in spite of the large discrepancy between the two classes. However, a
high volume of data is often difficult to obtain in real world applications. Imbalanced data
still remains an issue in classification.
Traditionally, class imbalance can be dealt with at either the data level or at the classifier
level. At the data level the data set can be balanced either by over-sampling techniques or by
under-sampling techniques. In over-sampling techniques, instances from the minority class
are replicated in the original data set until the two classes have the same number of samples.
Under-sampling techniques remove instances of the majority class.
At the classifier level, one commonly used technique is the cost-modifying method. This
method compensates imbalance ratio of two classes by modifying the costs of misclassification
of two classes. Wrong decisions on the minority class will result in heavier penalties. For
example, if the ratio of the positives and the negatives is 1 : 10, the penalty of a false
negative instance should be set to 10 times of that of a false positive. Another adaptation
at the classifier level is to evaluate classifiers with a fitness function that is less sensitive to
data distribution. Such fitness metrics will be discussed in section 2.2.3 (page 28).
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For evolutionary algorithms, Bhowan proposed three methods to address the unbalanced
data problem: 1) Use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve instead
of accuracy to measure how well a classifier is performing, 2) Use the multi-objective GP
approach to treat the accuracies of the minority and majority classes separately and evolve
a trade-off solution and 3) Combine the classifiers learnt from the second method into an
ensemble classifier to increase the accuracy [36].
2.2.2 Commonly Used Classification Methods
A number of classification methods are reviewed below. They will be used for comparison
with the proposed GP method. These methods are OneR, Decision Tree, Na¨ıve Bayes,
Nearest Neighbour and Support Vector Machine.
One Rule (OneR) [87] OneR is one of the simplest classification algorithms. However, it
can be surprisingly accurate even on some difficult data sets. OneR generates a rule
based on only one attribute and hence this classifier is effectively a one-level decision
tree.
Decision Tree [161] A decision tree is a tree-like structure in which each internal node
represents a decision based on an attribute value. C4.5 is one of the most popular
algorithms for generating decision trees. In constructing the tree, instances are split
into smaller subsets by an attribute with the highest information gain. The splitting
steps recursively continue on each subset until all the instances in a subset belong to
the same class.
Na¨ıve Bayes [99] Na¨ıve Bayes is based on probabilistic models. For each instance, the
output is the probability that the instance belongs to each of the available classes. The
class with the highest probability will be assigned to the instance. It works under the
assumption that all attributes are mutually independent, which sometimes does not
hold in real world data. To generate an accurate Na¨ıve Bayes classifier, a large amount
of training data is required.
Nearest Neighbour [15] Nearest Neighbour is an instance-based classification method
which does not require a training process to create rules or models. The class of
an unseen instance is decided by the classes of the K instances most similar to it in the
training data. Therefore the method is termed as k-nearest-neighbour (kNN).
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) [105, 156] SVM represents all the instances as points
in a high-dimensional space. Instances are divided by a collection of decision boundaries
(hyperplanes). Each hyperplane contains a subset of training instances. The class of a
new instance will be determined based on which sides of the hyperplanes that instance
falls into.
Multiple classifiers can be combined to form an ensemble classifier to achieve better per-
formance. This idea originates from a discussion on creating a strong learner based on a set
of weak learners [6, 176].
There are a number of ensemble learning methods such as Bagging and Boosting. In bagging,
a set of classifiers are trained based on a range of training sets which are uniformly sampled
with replacement from the training data. With replacement means some samples in each
training set can be duplicates. Bagging is considered as a method to improve learning
stability [46]. In boosting, the ensemble classifier is built by iterative runs. AdaBoost [70] is
one widely used variant of the boosting method. In this method, each instance has a weight
to indicate the penalty of misclassification. At the beginning the weights are the same. A
classifier is then trained and the weights of the misclassified instances will be increased. These
instances will receive more attention in generating the next classifier. The learning process
will be iterative and all the trained classifiers become the ensemble model. In this study, we
use adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) to form ensembles for comparison purposes.
2.2.3 Evaluation of Classifiers
The performance of a classifier can be measured in several ways. Some commonly used
metrics are described below:
Accuracy For classification tasks, accuracy is the most intuitive metric to measure the qual-
ity of a classifier. Accuracy is the proportion of correctly classified instances against
the total number of instances. The correctly recognised positive instances and the
correctly recognised negative instances are called true positive and true negative re-
spectively for binary classification tasks. False positives and false negatives refer to the
misclassified positive instances and the misclassified negative instances. The accuracy
can be calculated by equation 2.3. Training accuracy is obtained from training data
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and test accuracy from test data. High training accuracy does not guarantee high
testing accuracy.
Accuracy =
True Positives+ True Negatives
All instaces
(2.3)
TPR, TNR, FPR and FNR True positive rate, TPR, is the proportion of true positives
out of the total number of positives, shown in equation 2.4, while true negative rate,
TNR is the proportion of true negatives out of the total number of negatives, shown in
equation 2.5. False positive rate, FPR, is the proportion of wrongly recognised positives
out of the total number of positives, shown in equation 2.6, while false negative rate,
FNR, is the proportion of wrongly recognised negatives out of the total number of
negatives, shown in equation 2.7.
These four measures are used to evaluate the performance of binary classifiers. However,
each measure itself cannot decide the quality of a classifier. Usually, an usable classifier
is expected to be high in TPR and low in FPR at the same time. A classifier achieving
high TPR may not be good. For example, in an imbalanced data set a classifier
assigning all the instances to the majority class will have very high TPR.
TPR =
True Positives
All Positives
=
True Positives
True Positives+ False Negatives
(2.4)
TNR =
True Negatives
All Negatives
=
True Negatives
True Negative+ False Positives
(2.5)
FPR =
False Positives
All Positives
=
False Positives
True Positives+ False Negatives
(2.6)
FNR =
False Negatives
All Negatives
=
False Negatives
True Negative+ False Positives
(2.7)
AUC It is difficult to maximise both TPR and TNR. Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves illustrate the trade-off between successful detections and false detections
on the positive class of a classifier. On this curve, each point represents the true positive
and the false positive rates that are obtained at a certain threshold. Area Under the
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Curve (AUC) refers to the area under the ROC curve. A classifier with the maximum
AUC has the greatest distinguishing power regardless of the choices of threshold and is
the most desirable. AUC is widely used by medical practitioners to evaluate diagnostic
tests where difficult trade-offs often have to be made [32, 160]. More recently, it has
also been adopted in area of machine learning [43, 91].
AUC is a better measure than accuracy for evaluating classification methods when the
data sets are highly unbalanced [34, 91]. The drawback of AUC is that its calcula-
tion will increase training time hence it is not suitable for applications requiring short
training time.
Sensitivity and Specificity Sensitivity and specificity are the same as TPR and TNR, as
shown in equation 2.8 and equation 2.9.
Sensitivity =
True Positives
All Positives
=
True Positives
True Positives+ False Negative
(2.8)
Specificity =
True Negatives
All Negatives
=
True Negatives
True Negative+ False Positives
(2.9)
Precision and Recall Recall can be calculated the same way as TPR as shown in equation
2.10. Precision is the number of true positives divided by the total number of instances
being classified to the positive class, shown in equation 2.11. It measures how many
are correct decisions among all the recognised positives.
Recall =
True Positives
All Positives
=
True Positives
True Positives+ False Negatives
(2.10)
Precision =
True Positives
All Classified Positives
=
True Positives
True Positives+ False Positives
(2.11)
F-measure The F-measure combines both the precision and the recall, as shown in equation
2.12. It is usually calculated as harmonic the average of precision and recall.
F–measure = 2 ∗
precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
(2.12)
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All the above metrics measure the discriminating capability of a classifier, that is, how well
a classifier separates different classes. There are also other criteria for evaluating a classifier:
Training Time Some applications may require short training time. For example, in highly
dynamic environments, the classifiers need to be re-trained frequently so that long
training times are not desirable.
Interpretability Interpretability refers to how well a classifier can be understood by ex-
perts. It is essential in many applications such as diagnosis and nuclear power control.
Execution Time Execution time measures how long it takes for a classifier to process a
new instance. A fast classifier is very important in real-time applications, especially
where high volumes of streaming data need to be processed with no delay.
Note that the aforementioned measurements should not be used alone to evaluate a classifier.
The emphasis on one metric often varies in different circumstances. Therefore the quality of
a classifier should be discussed within a particular context.
In this study, we use accuracy as it is the most common measure for evaluating a classifier.
AUC is also used for uneven data distributions. We will also discuss the interpretability and
the execution time of GP evolved classifiers in Chapter 6.
2.2.4 Time Series Classification Methods
Time series can be handled in two ways by the traditional classification methods, which are
very similar to time series clustering [211]. One way is adapting the traditional algorithms to
make them more suitable for processing time series data. The other way is transforming time
series data into vectors which can be directly used by the traditional algorithms. The state-of-
the-art time series classification methods are in two categories: similarity-based methods and
feature-based methods. Similarity-based methods usually create a similarity/distance metric
for time series, which is adapting the algorithms. Feature-based methods extract a vector of
lower-dimensional features and then apply the traditional classifiers to these features, which
is adapting the time series data.
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Similarity-based Methods
In similarity-based methods, the classification is based on the similarity between time series
sequences. The similarity between two time series sequences refers to the distance between
them. Nearest neighbour, the most popular distance based classifier, is also a widely used
similarity-based time series classifier [212]. An alternative is a decision tree that uses a
similarity measure as the splitting criterion [171].
The key factor affecting the performance of such classifiers is the effectiveness of the similarity
measure they use [218]. Several commonly used similarity measures are discussed below.
Given two time series X(x1, x2, x3, ..., xN ) and Y (y1, y2, y3, ..., yN ) having equal length N,
an intuitive measurement is the Euclidean distance in N dimensional space. The distance
between X and Y is calculated as:
d(X,Y ) =
√
(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + (x3 − y3)2 + ...+ (xN − yN )2 (2.13)
This measure perhaps is the most used distance measure [55, 163]. However, it is highly
sensitive to noise and common time series deformations. Imagine two time series sequences
having exactly the same fluctuations but at different levels, they appear the same but the
Euclidean distance between them can be large, for example, the Euclidean distance between
two four-point time series 1, 2, 3, 2, and 101, 102, 103, 102 is 200. For such a deformation
along a signal amplitude axis, normalisation [75] can be used to remove the gap between
two sequences. However, for more deformations, especially along the time axis, more robust
measures are needed.
Dynamic time warping (DTW) [30] is a more elastic similarity measure which allows two
time series to be compared in a non-pairwise fashion. Unlike Euclidean distance, it can
address deformations in the time axis, i.e. time series sequences which consist of similar
fluctuations, but at different speeds. DTW is more effective than Euclidean distance in a
number applications [9, 31, 223]. However, DTW is calculated by dynamic programming, of
which the computational complexity is quadratic O(m ∗ n), m and n are the lengths of the
two sequences [30]. A significant amount of effort has been made to increase the efficiency of
DTW [107, 108, 164, 175], however, it is still criticised for its long execution time.
The vast majority of the similarity measurements have been proposed for text processing
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and bioinformatics [18, 20, 64, 203]. Usually in these fields time series data are symbolic and
these measurements are not suitable for real-valued time series.
A real-valued time series however can be transformed into a string and the similarity measures
proposed for symbolic data can be used [18, 20, 64, 203]. Lin et al. [126] introduced a
novel symbolic representation Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX). SAX divides a time
series into w parts of equal length. Each part is then symbolised by a character according to
its average value. In this way, a real-valued time series is translated into an alphabetic string
which is called a word. A symbol similarity measure is then used to measure the distances
between words. There are a number of parameters to be defined in the SAX process such
as the size of a word w and the number of characters. The optimal combination of these
parameters is problem dependent and has to be tuned manually. Another problem with SAX
is that it does not preserve any trend information. For example, a segment of increasing
values and a segment of decreasing values can result in a same character if the average values
are similar enough. Despite of these drawbacks, SAX is a state-of-the-art technique.
Similarity-based methods have four main drawbacks: 1) They require knowledge of the pat-
tern size which is often not available, 2) They cannot work properly if the appearance of a
time series pattern does not stay the same, e.g. a periodic function at different phase, 3)
They can only work on single-channel time series and 4) Some similarity measures are com-
putationally expensive. In this thesis, we do not use similarity-based classification methods.
Feature-based Methods
Feature-based methods can be used when a time series pattern is complex in appearance and
may occur in more than one channel. Such methods usually consist of three steps:
1. Pre-processing, including calibration, normalisation and segmentation (also known as
windowing or framing)
2. Extracting features
3. Applying classifiers to constructed features.
Most commonly used classifiers (section 2.2.2, page 27) can be used for feature-based classi-
fication. Obtaining a suitable feature set is the key to such methods. Feature extraction is
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highly dependent on specific domains as useful feature sets vary across different applications
[48, 66, 72, 146, 193]. We will review feature-based classification methods in the context of
the application areas in section 2.6 (page 50).
2.2.5 Data Sets for Time Series Classification
There exist a number of public data sets for time series classification [5, 7, 173]. These data
sets are not used in this research for three reasons. First, most data sets contain only single-
channel time series while one purpose of this study is to investigate multiple channels. Second,
the majority of public data sets are already segmented as the pattern sizes are available. In
this study we aim for a method for situations where no a priori knowledge is expected and
pattern sizes are unknown. Third, some data sets are proposed for other purposes such as
identifying error channels and handle missing values which are not the focus of this study. In
this thesis, data sets were generated and collected by ourselves for event and state detection
tasks.
2.2.6 Summary of Time Series Classification
In this section, we introduced the basic concepts of classification and reviewed two categories
of time series classification methods: similarity-based methods and feature-based methods.
Similarity-based methods require the pattern size as a priori knowledge. Moreover, they
are only useful when the time series patterns in a class have similar appearance. They
are only suitable for single-channel data sets. For these reasons, they will not be used for
comparisons in this thesis. In feature-based methods, features are highly dependent on
applications. Domain knowledge including the pattern size is required to construct a useful
feature set and a solution for one application is not transferable to other applications.
2.3 Overview of Evolutionary Computation and Genetic Programming (GP)
Evolutionary computation is inspired by biological evolution which is a process of selecting
of the fittest individuals from a population and reproducing new generations [23]. In evolu-
tionary computation, each individual in the population is one candidate solution (or a part
of candidate solution) and the quality of a candidate is calculated by a given fitness function.
Such evolutionary processes can be considered as meta-heuristic (heuristic of heuristics) op-
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timization procedures as an evolutionary algorithm itself is a higher-level heuristic and it
generates a group of solutions for a certain problem. There are several types of evolutionary
computation algorithms, differing in representation and implementation, for example, genetic
algorithms [74], evolution strategies [167] and evolutionary programming [221]. The repre-
sentation of an evolutionary algorithm (how it constructs and presents a solution) is the main
difference between the different types of evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary computation
can work with other techniques. For example, Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) are essen-
tially evolutionary algorithms in conjunction with reinforcement learning techniques [86]. In
LCS, an evolutionary algorithm is used to search the space and reinforcement learning is
used to assign fitnesses.
Genetic Programming (GP) belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms. GP generates
and optimises a population of computer programs to automatically solve a given problem.
Based on the way that the computer programs are presented, GP can be categorised into
tree-based GP [112] (tree-structure programs), linear GP [44, 57] (a sequence of instru-
ments), graph-based GP (graph-like programs) [136] and grammar-based GP [140] (grammar
formalisms).
In this thesis tree-based GP which presents evolved programs in tree structures is used. So
throughout the thesis, when GP is mentioned, it refers to tree-based GP. Figure 2.1 shows
a typical GP program tree. The leaf nodes are terminals which are the input variables x, y
and a randomly generated value of 0.5. These terminals are processed by internal tree nodes
(the functions) such as + and −. The tree outputs a numeric value at the root node. The
functions and terminals can also been called the primitive set. From the same primitive set,
various programs can be derived. For example, a different GP program ((y − 0.5) + 0.5) + x
uses the same primitive set as the tree mentioned above.
GP in this thesis is a strongly typed version. This means data types are used and programs
handle data differently based on their types. For example, GP functions will only receive
parameters that are of the expected types. This can reduce search times.
2.3.1 Basic GP Process
GP is an iterative process. As shown in Figure 2.2, a population of program trees is generated
stochastically at the beginning. Each individual is then assigned a fitness value by the fitness
function. Individuals with higher fitness are more likely to be selected as the parents to
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Figure 2.1: An Example of GP Program Tree (y + 0.5)− x
1. Randomly initialise a population of individuals
2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual
3. Select individuals for reproduction
4. Apply operators on the selected individuals to generate the new generation
5. Repeat Step 2 to Step 4 until one termination criterion is met
Figure 2.2: Main Steps of A GP Process
generate the next generation. The evaluation and reproduction process are repeated until a
termination criterion is met, for example, a training accuracy of 100% has been achieved or
the maximum number of generations is reached.
Good initial populations are important. There are a number of techniques to initialise the
population. These individuals should be within a given maximum tree depth. Several com-
monly used initialisation methods are listed below:
Full Method This method generates full trees on which all leaves are at the same depth.
First, a function is randomly chosen from function set as the root node. Then, child
nodes of that function are assigned at random. The process is recursive until the
maximum depth is reached. At the last step, terminals are assigned to leaf nodes.
Although all of the leaf nodes are at the same depth, the tree shapes can vary as
functions may have different numbers of parameters and hence different numbers of
child nodes.
Grow Method This method is also recursive, but allows arbitrary tree shapes. Not only
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functions but also terminals can be selected before the last step. Therefore, the gener-
ated trees will have arbitrary shapes.
Ramped Half and Half Method This method is a combination of the above two. The
initial population is created half by the full method and half by using the grow method.
This method guarantees structural diversity in the initial population. It is the most
widely used initialisation method and is used in our study.
Individuals with higher fitness values are more likely to be selected for reproduction. Two
most popular selection methods are:
Roulette Wheel Selection In this method, the probability of selection of an individual is
decided by its fitness value against the sum of fitness values of the whole population,
as shown in equation 2.14 (N is the population size).
Probablityi =
fitnessi∑N
i=1 fitnessi
(2.14)
Tournament Selection In this method, tournaments are carried out on subgroups selected
from the whole population at random. For each tournament, the individual with the
highest fitness value will survive for the next generation. The advantage of tournament
selection is that the selection pressure can be changed by adjusting the tournament size
(the size of the subgroups). When the tournament size is smaller, weak individuals will
have a better chance to be selected.
New programs are created by applying the following evolutionary breeding operators to the
selected individuals:
Elitism Some of the best individuals are directly copied from the current generation to the
next generation.
Mutation A sub-tree selected randomly is replaced with a randomly generated sub-tree.
The root nodes of the old and new sub-trees should have the same return type.
Crossover In crossover, two individuals are selected to produce two children by swapping
sub-trees. A sub-tree is selected randomly for each parent. The validity of children
should be maintained.
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2.3.2 Runtime Parameters
Runtime parameters such as population size and the maximum number of generations (one
termination criterion) have influence on the evolutionary process. Usually a longer evolution-
ary process and a larger population size are used if the problem is complex and the search
space is large. The proportions of the population that are chosen for elitism, mutation and
crossover need to be also defined. Higher mutation and crossover rates are helpful to main-
tain the diversity of population but may slow down convergence. In addition, GP trees can
be controlled by the maximum tree depth and the minimum tree depth. By allowing deeper
trees, the search space will be significantly enlarged. The programs, however, may become
less explainable.
2.3.3 Application Areas of GP
GP has been proved to be a powerful problem solving mechanism in many domains, especially
when human knowledge is limited [113, 131, 157]. One active area is computer vision where
problems are usually sophisticated in nature, for example, texture segmentation [184], object
recognition [227], motion detection [183] and video shot detection [186, 216]. GP has also
been used in a wide range of other fields:
Medicine Tsakonas et al. applied a GP based method in two medical domains where most
other machine learning algorithms performed very poorly [198] . One task was to
diagnose 4 subtypes of aphasia. The other one was to classify pap-smear examinations.
GP based methods generated more comprehensible rules to facilitate computer-based
assistant applications for diagnosis than neural networks. Zhang and Wong applied
GP to two medical data classification problems [229]. The results showed that the
performance of GP was superior to a number of non-GP classifiers such as decision
trees and nearest neighbour.
Biology Wang and Lichodzijewski developed a GP based method to identify promoter re-
gions which initiate the transcription process from DNA to mRNA in eukaryotes [208].
The research was very helpful for drug discovery and better understanding of the dif-
ferences between various creatures. Johnston et al. explored the link between the
tomatoes and the salinity of the growth farmland by GP [101]. Their analysis showed
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that the best GP individuals (classification accuracy over 95%) could successfully iden-
tify relevant, interpretable spectral and biochemical features.
Finance In [28], a committee decision system based on GP evolved rules was developed
for detecting suspicious home insurance claims. Although the accuracy was not high
(slightly over 60%), considering the quality and quantity of the data, the results were
already impressive according to domain experts. Garcia-Almanza and Tsang employed
GP to find significant movements in financial stock prices. These are often the signs of
great financial opportunities [71].
Military Stanhope and Daida proposed to use GP to identify different types of military
targets, e.g. tanks and vehicles, in synthetic aperture radar imagery [190].
2.3.4 Summary of GP Overview
In this section, the basic operation of GP was described. Some of the areas that GP has
been applied to were also reviewed. It can be seen that GP is suitable for a wide range of
complex domains, especially where domain knowledge is not available.
In this thesis, we apply the GP based method to three complex application areas - dangerous
driving behaviour detection, video shot detection and activity recognition.
2.4 GP for Classification
As mentioned in section 1.1.1, using GP for classification tasks has a range of benefits. Next
we review the role of GP in classification related tasks such as feature selection, feature
extraction, and how to formulate binary and multi-class classification tasks in GP.
2.4.1 GP on Feature Selection and Feature Extraction
Feature selection refers to choosing a subset of relevant attributes from a feature vector while
feature extraction means creating new attributes on the basis of original data set attributes.
GP can perform both of these tasks.
GP can implicitly select features during the evolutionary process. In a typical GP tree, the
leaf nodes (i.e. the terminals) are mainly the attributes of an input instance. Only some of
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the attributes will appear in a tree. During the evolutionary process, the more useful features
a program chooses, the more likely it is to generate a higher fitness value. Thus at the end
of a GP run a good subset of features is likely to appear in the best individuals.
This ability of GP can be enhanced to make it an explicit feature selection tool. Muni et al.
used GP for feature selection by evolved classifiers based on randomly selected feature subsets
[143]. Two adaptations were made especially for the purpose of better feature selection:
1. The fitness function was set to a combination of classification accuracy and the size of
the feature subset. If two classifiers result in the same accuracy, the one using fewer
features is assigned a higher fitness value. This pushes GP to find a smaller but more
effective subset of features.
2. Two specific crossover operations were introduced which only allow two classifiers
sharing features to generate child individuals. The two operations are homogeneous
crossover and heterogeneous crossover. Homogeneous crossover only allows crossover to
occur between classifiers using the same feature subset while heterogeneous crossover
encourages two classifiers to breed if they share some features.
This method was applied to seven data sets with an increasing number of features, from 4
to 7129. The experimental results showed that GP is effective for feature selection.
Davis et al. applied a two-stage GP on an NMR data set which consisted of a massive number
of 16384 features [61]. In the first stage, only features that appeared most frequently in the
best individuals were considered important. These features were then used in the second
stage for GP to find a classifier. This two-stage method speeded up the classification process
as the search space was dramatically reduced at the end of the first stage to around 200 in
this study.
GP has been also used for feature extraction. Sherrah et al. developed a GP based evolu-
tionary pre-processor to automatically extract nonlinear features [181]. A function “output
point” was introduced specifically for the feature extraction purpose. The child node of an
output point function was then added into a feature set. The root node of an evolved program
is an output point function. This method was applied on one synthetic problem and nine
real-world data sets. The extracted features were fed into three different classifiers including
generalised linear machine, K nearest neighbour (K = 3) and a maximum likelihood classi-
fier. The results showed that the GP based feature extraction algorithm effectively reduced
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the dimensionality while still achieving good classification accuracy.
In [58], Ciesielski et al. used GP to evolve programs to extract texture features for classifying
three classes of bulk malts. The results showed that the evolved feature extraction programs
were competitive with human derived programs. Moreover, the evolved programs captured
regularities that were not captured by human derived programs.
2.4.2 GP for Evolving Classifiers
As mentioned earlier, the advantage of using GP for classification is its flexibility in presenting
solutions in various forms [62, 65]. Mathematical expressions are the most commonly used
form of classifiers in GP. A GP program in this form operates on the attributes of an instance
and produces a numeric value. This numeric output is then used to assign a class label to
the instance. Next, we discuss how to use GP to evolve mathematical expressions for binary
class classification and multi-class classification.
Binary Class Classification
For binary classification, the most intuitive way is to assign an instance to one class if its
output is above a threshold and to another class if it is below [154, 165, 178, 197]. Usually
the threshold value is set to 0, that is, a negative output for one class and a positive output
or zero for the other [67].
In terms of fitness function, perhaps accuracy is the most popular choice [59, 121, 154, 165,
178, 197]. In some work, the fitness function is only based on accuracy. In other cases when
multiple objectives exist, the extra objectives such as tree size are included in fitness function
[13, 185] or multi-objective GP is used [36].
To deal with big training data and to improve the classification performance, ensembles of
GP classifiers have been used. In [28], Bentley used GP evolved fuzzy logic rules to classify
suspicious and non-suspicious home insurance claims. The function set contained only logic
operations. So the output of a GP classifier was either true or false. If the output is true, a
home insurance claim will be classified as trustworthy by that classifier, otherwise the claim
is suspicious. Four rules generated from four GP runs formed a committee to vote for the
final decision.
Zhang et al. [231] developed an ensemble method for classification of large-scale data. The
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training data was divided into 10 subsets by random sampling. A classifier was trained based
on each subset so in total 10 classifiers were learnt. The classification decisions were made
by the majority voting among the 10 classifiers.
In [88], the authors introduced another way to create GP ensemble classifiers. Compared
with Zhang’s work [231], this paper concentrated more on maintaining the diversity of GP
programs within a population. Edit distance was used as a diversity measurement for the
difference between GP programs. The mutation rate was increased to introduce more variety
when a decrease in diversity was detected.
Li and Ciesielski investigated the use of loop functions in an image classification problem
where repetitive elements often exist [125]. The results suggested that the performance of
GP can be improved by introducing loop functions. This method requires domain knowledge
to provide some restrictions on loop semantics. Loop functions could be useful for capturing
periodic time series patterns. However, Investigating how to use loops for real-world appli-
cations in GP is a significant topic and could be a PhD topic itself. So this is not included
in this thesis as it is beyond the scope of this work.
Multi-Class Classification
GP is most naturally used for threshold-based binary classification. Nevertheless, there have
been a number of studies to extend GP to the problems where multiple classes exist.
A number of the studies make a multi-class classifier out of a group of binary classifiers. This
is called binary decomposition. Kishore et al. transformed an n-class classification problem
into n binary classification problems [110]. For each class Ci (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n), a Genetic
Programming Classifier Expression(GPCE) was trained to distinguish Ci against the rest of
other classes (noted as GPCEi). The GPCEs were then applied to a validation data set; each
of them made a decision indicating whether the instance belongs to its class, 1 meant that the
instance belonged to its class and 0 meant it belonged to other classes. Therefore a vector of
decisions were obtained. A strength of association (SA) measure was used when an instance
was claimed by two or more GPCEs (two or more 1s appear in the decision vector). The
SA value for GPCEi was calculated by dividing the number of correctly claimed instances
by the number of instances claimed by that GPCEi. The class label was determined by the
GPCEi with the highest SA value.
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Paul and Iba proposed a method called majority voting genetic programming classifier
(MVGPC) [153]. The core idea is also the combination of several binary classifiers. The
difference between this paper and Kishore’s work [110] is that for each class Ci(i = 1, 2, ..., n),
v classifiers will be trained and the membership of an instance is decided by majority voting.
The v classifiers come from the best individuals of v GP runs. In total, v × n classifiers are
generated to form a MVGPC classifier. Therefore for an instance X, two voting vectors are
obtained by the evaluation of a MVGPC classifier: Positive V otes(X) = p1, p2, ..., pj , pv and
Negative V otes(X) = n1, n2, ..., nj , nv, where pj and nj are the positive votes and negative
votes for class j. The class of instance X is then determined as:
Class(X) = argmax(r1, r2, ..., ri, rv)ri =
pi
ni
(2.15)
If ni is not equal to 0, the range of ri will be from 0 to v − 1. Otherwise, ri will be set to v.
If more than two classes have the same value, the class of X is randomly chosen.
There are other methods other than binary decomposition. In [144], a GP individual consisted
of multiple trees that represent multiple classes. Breeding operators were also adapted to
allow two multi-tree individuals to generate the next generation. For example, in crossover,
a subset of trees was swapped between two individuals, instead of two sub-trees as in the
traditional GP method. This allowed two partially good individuals to create an overall
better classifier. This idea was also used in the work of Jabeen and Daig [96].
In [227], Zhang and Ciesielski introduced a technique called Static Range Selection (SRS) to
set multiple thresholds for different classes. This technique assumes the output of a classifier
ranges from (-∞, ∞), and it sets n− 1 thresholds as boundaries for n classes. For example,
the static ranges can be set to (-∞, -1], (-1, 1] and (1, -∞) for three classes. The threshold
values (i.e. -1 and 1) are pre-defined. SRS is also used in [114, 228].
Loveard et al. [133] reviewed five methods for multi-class classification tasks in GP: class
enumeration, evidence accumulation, static range selection (SRS), dynamic range selection
(DRS) and binary decomposition. The details of these five methods are listed below:
Class Enumeration The class enumeration method uses a special “if” function to cate-
gorise an instance. Program trees generated by this method always have “if” functions
at the root. The “if” function takes three parameters: the output from a logic expres-
sion and two class options. The logic operation is based on the attributes of an instance
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while the two class options are generated from all available classes.
Evidence Accumulation In this method, each GP tree is associated with a vector of which
the size is the number of available classes. Each element of this vector stores a certainty
value for one class. Before program execution, all the values are set to 0. When an
instance is processed, the certainty values are increased or decreased by a terminal
named “AddToClass[X]” adding a value in [-1,1] to the Xth element in the vector.
After the instance is evaluated, the class with the highest value will be assigned to that
instance.
Static Range Selection (SRS) As described earlier in this section, SRS involves setting
thresholds for different classes. One drawback of SRS is the chosen thresholds may not
be suitable for a particular problem as it is very difficult to know the optimal ranges
beforehand.
Dynamic Range Selection (DRS) The DRS method is similar to SRS in that it uses
multiple thresholds to define ranges, each range being associated with one class but
one class may have multiple ranges. In DRS, the ranges are dynamically determined
during evolution and assigned to different classes. Figure 2.3 shows how the ranges
and the class boundaries are decided for each program in a GP population. Note that
although the outputs of a GP program will be within the range of the real numbers,
the range is limited to in practice, for example [-250, 250].
Binary Decomposition Binary Decomposition divides a multi-class problem into a se-
quence of binary classification problems. In this work, assuming the n-class training set
is P = C1, C2, ..., Cn, the decomposition is performed as follows: a classifier is trained
for C1 against P −C1, then the second classifier is trained for C2 against P −C1−C2,
and so on. So as the decomposition proceeds, fewer training samples are used. A total
of n − 1 classifiers are needed. This is a different way of binary decomposition to the
one mentioned at the beginning of this section.
The experimental results showed that DRS performed better than the other four methods.
Because of its promising performance, DRS is used in this thesis. In the proposed GP method
each evolved individual has its own mapping between the output values (from -250 to 250)
to the classes.
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2.4.3 Summary of GP for Classification
The existing studies show that GP can be a competitive candidate for classification applica-
tions. The potential of using GP for time series classification can be seen. With a suitable
// Evaluate each instance and generate the numeric output
FOR each instance X in the training set
{
Read in all the attributes of X
Output = Evaluate GP program on the instance
Output = Round the output to nearest integer value
IF Output smaller than -250
Output = -250
IF Output greater than 250
Output = 250;
Increase GP_Outputs[Output+250][Class of X] by one;
}
//Associate the output values with classes
FOR Range_Index from 0 to 501 //Range from -250 to 250
{
FOR each class Cl
{
IF all elements in array GP_Outputs[Range_Index][Cl] are equal to 0
Range[Range_Index] = ’?’
ELSE
Find Cl with the greatest value in array
GP_Outputs[Rang_Index][Cl]
Range[Range_Index] = Cl
}
}
//Associate the values that are not in the outputs with classes
FOR Range_Index from 0 to 501 //Range from -250 to 250
{
IF Range[Range_Index] equals ’?’
Find the closest value Closest_Range to Range_Index in Range
vector whose value is not ’?’
Range[Range_Index] = Closest_Range
}
Figure 2.3: Pseudocode for Dynamic Range Selection for a Genetic Program
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representation, GP can extract features, select features and construct classifiers.
GP can be used both for binary classification and multi-class classification. The majority
of the existing methods are based on thresholds. Among them, dynamic range selection
generally gives the best performance. The class boundaries can be learnt dynamically instead
of being set manually. There are two main ways to address multi-class problems: directly
evolving one multi-class classifier or using binary decomposition.
2.5 GP on Handling Temporal Information
The majority of existing GP representations are not directly usable for handling time series
data as they do not have memory to store past values along the time axis. Specific adaptations
are required.
In 1994, Teller [196] noted that traditional tree-based GP is not capable of expressing all
algorithms because it lacks memory components. One example is checking whether a string
sequence is in the form of 0n1m. With a standard GP primitive set (mathematical functions,
logical functions, constants and a terminal x used to read current character value of the
string), no solution can be found for this problem since the previous readings are inaccessible.
The author proposed to add an indexed memory for each GP program. The memory could
be accessed by two functions: function Read (X) reads the value from index X and Write
(X,Y) function writes a value Y to index X. The author also suggested that certain kind of
iteration should also be used here and be terminated when the memory reaches a particular
state. The disadvantage of this proposed GP representation is that some evolved programs
can run forever. The author therefore emphasized that the paper is highly theoretical in
nature. The main inspiration of this paper is that to process sequential data, it is important
to have some kind of memory. Raik and Browne [162], Brave [45] (actually an extension
of Teller’s work) borrowed the idea of combining indexed memory and GP and achieved
promising results on planning problems.
More recently, Agapitos et al. [12] included a memory component called Settable in GP which
allows GP programs to store and read values. The difference between this work and Teller’s
indexed memory is that strong typing was used so it did not require dealing with illegal
memory index values [196]. This GP formulation was used for establishing an environment
model for car racing and recognising mental activities based on EEG data [10, 11]. In both
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studies, this GP representation achieved promising results.
There are proposals for how to evolve GP programs which use a memory component such as
a stack and a list. Spector et al. introduced the Push programming language to GP (Push
GP) [187, 188]. It allows stack-based execution in GP such as popping a required value and
pushing an output back onto a stack. Each stack was associated with a certain data type so
that it can only receive inputs and produce outputs of that type. Push GP achieved good
results on several classical synthetic problems such as the general even parity problem and
sorting but it has never been evaluated on real-world tasks.
There is other work on embedding memory into functions and terminals. Poli et al. intro-
duced two implicit memory mechanisms: soft assignment and soft return [158]. The idea of
soft assignment is that the input of a function or a terminal is assigned not to completely new
readings but to a weighted averaging of past readings and the recent one. The assignment
Vresult is calculated by
Vresult = γ × Vnew + (1− γ)× Vold (2.16)
where γ is a pre-defined number ranging from 0 to 1, indicating how “hard” or “soft” the
assignment is. The soft return operation means that the output value OUTnew comes from
a combination of the previous output OUTold and the new result IN1, given by
OUTnew = γ ×OUTold + (1− γ)× F (IN1) (2.17)
The authors only tested two GP extensions: soft assignment in linear register-based GP and
soft return operations in tree-based GP. The two extensions were applied to five classes of
problems including both synthetic and real-world applications. Overall this method outper-
formed traditional GP. However, how to choose optimal γ values is highly problem dependent.
Burke et al. introduced a set of functions and terminals with memory to reuse the previous
readings [51]. The primitive set was designed particularly for the purpose of solving packing
problems. For example, a terminal “MIN” stores the minimum piece size that a program
has ever met and “AVE” maintains the average piece size in memory. With the informa-
tion gained from past observations, the performance of the evolved heuristics was improved
compared with traditional GP.
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Overall, some effort has been dedicated to help GP retain historical data. Although the
previous work is not specifically for processing time series data, it shows that with a suitable
mechanism GP can handle temporal information.
2.5.1 GP for Time Series Analysis
There are a number of studies using GP for time series analysis, but mainly for prediction.
In [102], Kaboudan proposed a GP based framework to forecast housing prices. The terminal
set included a range of statistical values which were calculated based on one or several seasons
of time series data. It allowed GP to extract temporal features based on raw inputs. This GP
based method was compared with a neural network and the results showed that GP could
provide a more reliable and reasonable forecast.
Bennett and Magee used GP to learn models for three problems: traffic light sequence,
hand-crafted snapping rules and prediction of people’s paths through 4 cameras [27]. The
functions and terminals included a set of high-level abstractions of time and events, so an
evolved rule may be like “If Event A happens before Event B, and Event A and Event C
happen at the same time, then Event D will happen”. As the temporal dependence had
already been implied by the abstracted concepts, it was easier for GP to build a model based
on these abstractions rather than learning from numeric values. However, since abstractions
differ from problem to problem, this algorithm cannot be a generic solution across different
domains.
Some researchers adopt hybrid methods. In [83], Hetland proposed a framework for mining
rules in sequential data. The novelty of this work is that it takes advantages of both GP and
a special kind of hardware pattern matching chip, which was introduced mainly to speed up
the process. This framework was tested on a randomised symbolic data set, a DNA sequence
data set and a foreign exchange rate data set. For these three tasks, the experimental results
were at least comparable with existing algorithms. In spite of this promising performance,
the framework cannot be widely used due to the requirement of extra hardware. Another
hybrid method combined a liquid state machine and GP for even parity problems [150]. The
core system consisted of two components. The first component is the liquid state machine
which is responsible for dynamic memory storage. The second component is GP which acts
as a problem solver. This method is computationally expensive because it requires large
memory and computational resources in execution.
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Wagner et al. proposed a dynamic forecasting genetic programming (DyFor GP) model for
time series prediction in non-static environments [204, 205]. Classical methods including
exponential smoothing and regression methods assume time series data are generated by
constant processes, therefore they are not suitable when the underlying processes change.
The proposed GP based algorithm addressed this problem in two ways. First, a sliding
window was introduced as an add-on feature to the basic GP method. The sliding window
size is automatically adjustable according to the prediction accuracy. The adjustment pro-
cess follows this principle: when data generation process is stable, a greater sliding window
size covering more useful information would be beneficial; otherwise, when going through a
transition from one environment to another, the sliding window size should be decreased to
include less data from the “old ” environment. So given the minimum sliding window size
Smin, the maximum sliding window size Smax and step size Sstep, the number of available
sliding window sizes is (Smax−Smin)Sstep +1. “Dormant” solutions were also used, that is, solutions
obtained from past DyFor runs stay in an inactive mode until an applicable stable condition
becomes active again. This allows the model to benefit from knowledge of past environments.
The proposed algorithm was compared with conventional GP on synthetic data and other
leading models on a number of benchmark problems. The results showed that DyFor GP
outperformed both conventional GP and other counterparts. One drawback of this algorithm
is that the parameter settings (12 parameters, four for general GP runs and eight for sliding
window size adjustment) vary dramatically for different problems. It is unclear how to choose
the values and how these values affect the performance of the model.
2.5.2 Summary of Using GP to Handle Temporal Information
The use of GP for handling temporal information can be seen on various problems, such
as parity checking, packing problems, stock price prediction and planning. There is only a
small amount of work on recognising rules in time series. Generally speaking, there are five
approaches and all of them have drawbacks:
1. Explicitly allocating memory for a GP program and allowing accesses by functions
([187, 188, 196]).
Drawback: These methods have been only studied in theoretical contexts and not in
real-world scenarios.
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2. Implicitly retaining previous inputs or outputs by combining past values with the new
ones ([158]).
Drawback: These methods do not allow multiple ways to combine old and new values.
3. Introducing application-tailored functions and terminals to represent temporal sequence
and extract temporal features ([27, 51, 102]).
Drawback: These methods are highly application dependent.
4. Using hybrid methods which employ hardware to process temporal data ([83, 150]).
Drawback: These methods not practical in use, due to the requirement of specific
hardware.
5. Adopting a sliding window to include a span of time series ([204, 205]).
Drawback: The performance of this approach is very sensitive to parameter settings.
In our proposed method, a set of GP functions and terminals are specifically introduced
so that the previous inputs can be stored and combined in various ways. Only one extra
parameter has been introduced to control the memory size. Moreover, each evolved program
can decide how many previous readings are needed by itself, effectively allowing different
window sizes to be used. Furthermore, our functions and terminals are not designed for a
specific time series classification so that the method is generic to different domains.
2.6 Application Areas Related to This Study
The three application areas investigated in this study are dangerous driving behaviour de-
tection, video shot detection and activity recognition, representing three complex real-world
time series classification applications. All of these three tasks can be considered as time
series classification problems. As mentioned in section 2.2.4 (page 33), for each problem,
the existing algorithms need different feature sets. As these areas have significant real-world
impact and have been intensively studied, we review each domain separately.
2.6.1 Dangerous Driving Behaviour Detection
Road safety is a significant issue in modern society. Road fatalities and injuries cost the
Australian economy 27 billion dollars a year [8]. According to the statistical reports of the
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Australian Department of Infrastructure and Transport, more than 15,000 people have been
killed in road accidents between 2002 and 2011 in Australia [148]. These tragic figures could
be dramatically reduced if improper driving actions were instantaneously notified to the
drivers. Drivers who often engage in risky driving behaviours are more likely to be involved
in road traumas. One cost-effective approach is performing driver behaviour recognition
on smartphones placed in the vehicle. Modern smartphones have built-in accelerometers,
gyroscopes and magnetic sensors for sensing movements in three directions.
Improving road safety by modelling, monitoring and recognising driver behaviours is an
active research area. In [120], Lee et al. used two cameras to take pictures of the driver and
the road in front of the car simultaneously. Based on the heading direction of the vehicle
and the sight line of the driver shown in the pictures, time by time correlation coefficients
between the driver and the road were calculated. Then a hidden markov model (HMM) was
applied to the correlation coefficient sequences to identify driving patterns including driving
in a straight lane, driving in a curved lane, changing lanes and making turns. This system
worked reasonably well in ideal conditions but does not generalize well on some real-world
scenarios, for example, traffic signs painted on the road can interfere with the detection
of lane paths. Wahlstrom et al. also employed cameras to track the pupils of the driver
to determine whether the driver was concentrating [206]. In [54], vehicle trajectories were
extracted from optical flows of vehicle velocities. Abnormal trajectories were detected by a
neural network classifier to identify drunk or sleepy drivers.
Although these vision-based techniques can be reasonably accurate, their performance is
affected by obstructive objects and poor illumination when dangers are more likely to hap-
pen. There are more and more researchers trying to combine visual information with other
resources such as inertial sensors, Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors, and in-vehicle
sensors (detecting internal states such as speed and steering wheel angle of vehicles) to recog-
nise driving behaviours.
Oliver and Pentland used coupled hidden markov models to predict driver behaviours based
on the readings from in-vehicle sensors such as video cameras, face and gaze movement
trackers and car internal state (speed, acceleration, steering wheel angle, gear, and brake)
[149]. Their data was generated from a driving simulator.
Mitrovic developed a driving event recognition system using discrete hidden markov models
(HMM) [141]. The data was collected from real vehicles in normal driving conditions and the
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sensors used include accelerometer, air-bag sensor and GPS receiver. In [141], seven HMM
models were developed to recognize seven common driving events: driving along left and
right curves, turning left at intersections with and without roundabouts, turning right at
intersections with and without roundabouts and driving straight across an intersection with
a roundabout. The results showed that HMMs could accurately and reliably recognize these
driving events. However, this approach requires much domain knowledge and human effort
to build the HMM models.
Fang et al. collected data from a range of sensors including visual sensors, inertial sensors
and GPS sensors [68]. The driving data was then categorized into five levels: very safe, safe,
normal, dangerous and very dangerous. However, the definitions of these levels are vague.
Imkamon et al. proposed a system to detect hazardous driving behaviour using fuzzy logic
based on the inputs from an accelerometer, camera and on-board diagnosis II reader to obtain
the velocity and the engine speed of the vehicle [94]. The test results showed that the system
was competitive with expert opinion.
Johnson et al. proposed a system called MIROAD, which used a dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW) algorithm and smartphone based sensor-fusion to classify aggressive and non-
aggressive driving styles [100]. The system can identify nearly 97% of the aggressive events.
In [90], a fuzzy logic clustering approach to identify drunk driving behaviours (sober, bor-
derline, drunk and very drunk) in real-time was proposed. Sensor data were generated by
simulation. The results were three clusters representing the least drunk drivers, drunk drivers
and the most drunk drivers.
2.6.2 Video Shot Detection
In video shot detection the task is to identify the boundaries between two scenes of different
content. A long video stream can then be split into several short clips according to the
contents. This process would facilitate tagging video data and subsequently video retrieval. It
can also be used to remove unwanted video components such as advertisements and opening
and ending sequences which do not contain much interesting content. Furthermore, such
content-based splitting would appear more natural than time-based splitting for creating
episodes of videos such as generating a series of YouTube clips from a single video recording.
Our study involves no artificially inserted frames, such as black screen (a few frames of pure
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black background in between two scenes), and fade-in and fade-out effects (a visual effect
where the first scene gradually disappears while the second one becomes more and more
visible).
Existing methods that are used for detecting hard boundaries can be divided into the follow-
ing categories:
Pixel based methods The most straightforward way to detect a significant change between
two frames is by counting the number of pixels that have changed [222]. A changed pixel
means that the difference of its value between two consecutive frames is over a certain
threshold thresh1. If the total number of changed pixels is over another threshold
thresh2, a shot change is detected. The two thresholds are used to measure whether
significant changes happen at the pixel level and at the frame level respectively. Such
methods are very sensitive to threshold values. For more robustness, the difference on
block-level rather than pixel-level can be calculated [180].
Histogram based methods The histogram based method is perhaps the most popular
approach [182, 195, 199, 226]. For a grayscale image, a histogram is a graph where the x-
axis displays intensity value (from 0 to 255) and the y-axis shows the percentage of pixels
at that intensity value. The intensity values can be grouped into a fixed list of ranges,
called bins. For example, if there are two bins the corresponding intensity ranges are
[0,127] and [128,255]. Colour histograms are more complex as combinations of different
colours need to be considered. Most colour histograms are calculated based on three-
dimensional colour spaces such as RGB or HSV (hue, saturation and value). Methods in
this category differ in bin sizes, histogram types and color spaces. Significant differences
indicate scene changes.
More complex feature based methods In some studies, edge changes in two successive
frames can be used to decide a shot change [182, 224]. Other features that can be
used for shot detection include distance map [52]. Morlet wavelet coefficients [124] and
discrete cosine transform coefficients [21]. Note that there is always a trade-off between
effectiveness and efficiency. Although more complex features can bring higher accuracy
to frame splitters, they may slow down the process significantly when processing high-
quality videos.
In the methods mentioned above, the number of changed pixels, histograms and edges can
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all be considered as features. These methods are based on the comparison of feature values
and thresholds. Feature values over a threshold indicate a boundary point for splitting.
The problem with such methods is that the threshold values are manually set and adjusted
specifically for different video input streams to optimise the performance. This has also been
pointed out in [40, 226]). However, these manual inputs make this approach impractical
for processing large video collections. In our study, the GP based method does not use
any manually determined features and thresholds. Instead, the features and thresholds are
decided through the evolutionary process.
2.6.3 Activity Recognition
Activity recognition refers to detecting human behaviours, often from time series stream
inputs. It is a very active field which has been advancing for more than a decade [26]. The
definition of activity varies in the literature. In some studies such as [138], only high levels
of abstraction such as making a sandwich and getting up in the morning are considered as
human activities. These activities can be decomposed into a range of action primitives, e.g.
sitting, standing and running. In other studies, action primitives themselves are treated as
activities. Our study follows the latter definition of activity.
Based on the recognition of human activities, a wide range of smart services can be estab-
lished, such as timing an activity, creating a sport profile, assisting living and healthcare.
For example an office worker can be reminded to exercise after a long period of sitting and a
nurse can be warned if an elderly patient falls down. There are a large number of on-going
research projects in various application areas [76, 219].
There are three main ways to recognise activities. The first way is to use machine vision
techniques. This approach is suitable for surveillance type applications. However, it is
difficult to personalize or to follow a subject because of the poor mobility of vision systems.
The second way is using wearable sensors. The recognition can be based on a single type
of sensor [25, 166] for the purpose of simplicity or multi-modal sensors [22, 76, 155, 219].
The disadvantage of wearable sensors is that they are cumbersome for the subjects to carry
around. Hence most of the studies are based on data collected in controlled, non-natural
environments.
The third way is to use smartphones which are more suitable for daily use due to their
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accessibility and portability. Despite the widespread use of smartphones, there is only limited
research on activity recognition using smartphones [130].
Activity recognition based on sensor data is a natural time series classification task which is
to associate a sequence of sensor recordings with a class of activity. Sensors generate data
points continuously at regular time intervals. One important aspect of sensor data is that
they are often from multiple channels such as accelerometer readings on x, y and z axes.
Patterns of human activities, such as walking and running, do not appear in a single channel
but in multiple channels.
Since one sensor is not sufficient to make sense of a person’s actions, the ability of handling
multiple data streams is crucial in this domain. This is a challenge for majority of time series
classification methods which are designed for one variable, i.e. one channel of stream input.
Another difficulty in human action recognition is the lack of prior knowledge, such as the
correlation between data patterns and human actions. As a result, manually constructing
suitable models or features for different activities may not be feasible. The proposed GP
method presented in this study can minimize such requirements and operate independently
on multiple channels of input without domain specific features. In the following, we review
the three approaches and some of the public data sets.
Vision Based Activity Recognition
As the vision based approach is less related to our approach, we only list some well-known
work in this field. The KTH data [177] and the Weizmann dataset [38] are the two earliest
well-known datasets for vision-based activity recognition. Low-resolution videos were taken
in a lab environment with a static and clear background. Moreover, there is no camera
motion and all of the activities were performed following scripts. On both datasets, over
95% accuracy has been achieved by the state-of-the-art techniques.
Recently, researchers have turned to more realistic videos. Laptev et al. [118] proposed the
Hollywood-1 dataset which include video fragments from different movies. This dataset has
been further extended to the Hollywood-2 dataset by adding more activities and videos [139].
These two datasets still pose a challenge to all existing techniques. Sport videos are another
source of activity datasets [147]. In these datasets, the videos are all of high quality and taken
from some particular viewpoints. The least constrained current data set was constructed in
2009 [129]. It consists of a large collection Youtube videos. There are still no promising
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Table 2.1: The Pros and Cons of Three Types of Methods for Activity Recognition
Method Pros Cons
Vision Based
Approach
• Subjects do not carry
equipment
• Good for surveillance
• Suffer from poor ambi-
ent light
• Suffer from obstacles
• Not suitable for crowded
environments
Body Sensor Network
Based Approach
• Robust to ambient light
• Not hindered by obsta-
cles
• Difficult to collect data
in natural environments
• Inconvenient for people
• Require specialised de-
vices
Mobile Phone
Based Approach
• Portable, accessible de-
vices
• Has the same advan-
tages as the wearable
sensor network based
method
• Single location on a sub-
ject
• Limitations on the types
of the activities that can
be detected
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results on these video sets.
Although substantial effort has been put into the field, recognising human behaviours based
on camera inputs is still an unsolved problem. To identify one’s behaviours from videos, the
subject needs to be extracted from the background, distinguished from other people, and
tracked. Each step before the actual activity recognition is a difficult problem on its own.
Five challenges need to be overcome by vision-based methods. These are as follows:
• Cluttered background
• Moving cameras
• Poor illumination
• Varying appearance of subjects
• Frequent occlusions by other objects
Wearable Sensor Based Activity Recognition
The term body sensor unit often refers to an integrated device that consists of a collection of
sensors. Compared with digital cameras, body-worn sensors are less affected by the changing
surroundings and lighting conditions. Moreover, objects appearing within close proximity do
not affect the sensing [207].
There are a number of issues associated with this type of recognition task:
Missing Data Missing data often occur in wearable sensor based activity recognition. This
is due to communication problems between a worn device and a server, or between two
devices. The classification is often performed before missing data are filled [174].
Sensor Fault Detection Sensor fault detection means distinguishing degrading sensors
from normal ones. The degradation can be caused by no power, environmental changes
and sensor displacement. Actions need to take place once a detection is reported, oth-
erwise poorly working sensors will affect overall classification performance. Possible
solutions include classifier fusion [172] and heuristic rules [116].
Knowledge Transfer In pervasive computing scenarios, users can introduce new sensors
or upgrade old sensors. Collecting new data and re-training a new model will be
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Table 2.2: Commonly Used Sensors in Body Sensor Network
Sensor Category Sensor Literature
Inertial Sensor
Accelerometer
[24, 25, 39, 49, 192, 200]
[82, 123, 210, 219, 219]
Gyroscope [24, 115, 123, 219, 219]
Magnetometer [24, 115, 123]
Contextual Sensor
Gas and water flow monitor [95]
RFID [76, 192]
Microphone [95, 123, 210]
Visual Sensor
Camera [39, 95]
Light [39, 123, 200]
Electrooculography Sensor3 [49, 50, 192]
highly time-consuming. How to take advantage of learnt knowledge therefore becomes
important. In [53] and [69], the authors introduced a way of teaching new sensors based
on the previous models and the user interaction.
In our study, we assume that no data loss and sensor faults occur during data collection and
test. Additionally, we do not consider how to integrate a previously trained classifier.
Initially, wearable sensor systems used only one sensor [25, 145, 166, 201] but soon moved
to multi-modal sensors [22, 155, 219]. Sensors can also be placed on frequently used objects
such as doors, cabinets and micro-ovens to obtain further contextual information [76, 95]. A
summary of commonly used sensors is shown in Table 2.2. Inertial sensors are most widely
used, especially accelerometers. An investigation was conducted in [115] to study whether
and how magnetic sensors could be used to replace gyroscopes. The conclusions of this
work are: 1) Some derived information from magnetometers such as angular velocity can
be approximated by gyroscopes and 2) Magnetic data can help to compensate for sensor
shift when combined with gyroscope data. This can give a more robust classifier which is
very meaningful for mobile phone based applications as the sensors are usually more loosely
carried. In [24], the recognition rate was increased by 17% by using an extra magnetometer,
compared with using only an accelerometer and a gyroscope. This study demonstrated the
importance of magnetic sensors.
Some well-known public datasets and benchmark studies on activity recognition with wear-
able sensors are listed below:
3Electrooculography sensors measure eye movements.
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Bao04 Data Set In 2004, Bao and Intille [25] collected inertial data from 20 subjects with
five bi-axial accelerometers placed tightly on limbs and hip. The major part of the
data was obtained without any supervision or monitoring in a natural environment
and the rest in a controlled laboratory. All the subjects recorded the start time and
the end time of each activity themselves. As the subjects needed time to write in
their diaries, some data recorded during those periods did not align well to the activity
labels. To minimise mislabelling, data points within 10s of the start and end points
were discarded. Overall, the accuracy reported in their study is 84%.
PlaceLab Data Set Intille et al. [95] designed and operated a laboratory called PlaceLab
for subjects to live in and do their daily activities. The lab was fully operational as
a temporary home and the subjects stayed for days or weeks. An extensive home-run
infrastructure and a range of household appliances are embedded in the lab. Setting up
is time consuming and expensive. At the same time, the artificial environment makes
the research less applicable to the real world, although the data collected are closer to
real-world data than data in other data sets.
OPPORTUNITY Data Set Another well-known public dataset is the OPPORTUNITY
activity recognition dataset [170]. A total of 72 sensors (10 modalities) were integrated
in the controlled environment by placing them on objects and humans. A detailed
description of the experimental environment can be found in [169]. In this data set,
the main interest is in locomotion, e.g. sitting, standing, walking and lying down and
gestures, e.g. cleaning a table and opening a drawer. Noise was added to the test sets
to simulate real-world scenarios. A number of classifiers were compared on this data
set [173]. Nearest Neighbour outperformed four other classifiers achieving an average
accuracy of around 85%.
Body Sensor Network (BSN) Contest Data Set The first BSN contest was held in
2012. The tasks were to distinguish 9 basic activities, such as turning 90 degrees and
stepping forward. The winner successfully classified 87% of activities [73]. However,
the collection process of this data set remains unknown. Moreover, only few details
about the classification are given in [73], hence the results are not very reproducible.
Wearable sensor network based systems require subjects to wear multiple devices on different
parts of the body, which hinders normal activities. This obstructive configuration makes
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these techniques less practical to large-scale real-world applications. In addition, the data
are usually collected in a non-natural environment which makes the performance evaluation
less realistic.
Mobile Phone Based Activity Recognition
Due to the popularity and technical capabilities of smartphones, recognizing low-level human
activities such as walking and running in real-time without extra devices is possible. With
built-in multi-channel sensors and close attachment to the human body, these smartphones
are carried more and more by people and can act as body sensors to receive and process
signals without being intrusive.
Although smartphones are not affected by obstructions in comparison with sensor networks,
they are under much less control. As a result, the variations that an activity recognition
method has to deal with are often much greater.
Another concern of using mobile phones instead of attachable body sensors is that one phone
collects data from one placement only while the interconnected sensor networks can be spread
around a human body to obtain better data coverage. One may argue that smartphones
cannot acquire adequate information for reliable activity recognition. This may be true for
some complex activities, particularly for activities that are only distinguishable by hand
or arms gestures. For example, detecting a person stretching can be a difficult task based
on only mobile phone sensors. However, for most common activities such as walking and
running, using smartphones should be feasible and in this thesis, one goal is to establish this
feasibility. This judgement comes from two observations in the literature:
1. Reasonable recognition performance can be achieved by a single accelerometer [29, 47,
117, 119, 134]. Although these studies differ in terms of phone placement, features and
classifiers, they can achieve around 90% accuracy on some activities.
2. The limitation of using a single placement can be compensated for by using multi-modal
sensors [122, 123]. In [123], Lester et al. used an integrated 7-sensor board to recognise
8 physical activities. Three sensors, audio, barometric pressure and accelerometer,
were found to be more important for recognition. The results showed that the overall
precision and recall could be improved by 30 − 50% by using audio and barometric
pressure as extra sensor inputs. Ward et al. detected human activities based on acoustic
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and accelerometer signals separately [210]. Then the decision was made by classifier
fusion. Wang et al. used GPS signals to decide the velocity of a user and therefore the
travel mode [209]. They also used audio signals to determine the contextual information
such as whether the user was in a noisy environment or not.
In this study we would like to show the feasibility of using smartphones for recognising
activities such as sitting, standing and walking by our GP based method.
Another issue in using smartphones is that different placements of a phone on the human body
can cause variations. Lu et al. described this problem in [134]: the sensor readings are very
different when a mobile phone is placed in a pants pocket (the time series contain periodic
patterns) and in a backpack (the recordings show patterns of vibration). An algorithm may
not work when the phone is placed on a right pocket, because all signals collected for training
were from a left pocket. The most straightforward way to deal with this is to use the phone
only in a fixed placement such as a pants pocket ([37, 117, 119]) or a chest pocket ([47]).
This approach may be realistic in some specialized applications, for example, in hospitals.
Recently, researchers have started looking into how to deal with multiple placements.
In [134], Lu et al. proposed two ways to overcome the placement problem. The first way is
to project raw 3D-acceleration into a coordinate system that is independent of mobile phone
orientation. Hence the features that are calculated based on the new coordination will also
be independent. The second solution is to model one activity by a range of subclasses, each
subclass standing for a particular body placement. For example, the walking activity can be
divided into two subclasses: one for when the phone is carried in the upper body and one
for the lower body. In [194, 220], magnitudes of 3D sensor readings were used because they
are insensitive to orientations of the mobile phones. In [47], the subjects were allowed to
place their phones into a chest pocket, a front trousers pocket, a rear trousers pocket or an
inner jacket pocket. The recordings from all of the four positions were saved in a database.
A new activity instance would be compared with all the existing recordings in the database
and assigned the class of the most similar one.
Some researches try to find the optimal placement for recognition of all activities. Bieber
et al. examined the recognition rate of 7 activities on 6 typical phone placements including
trousers pockets, shoulder bags, belt enhancements, backpacks, upper body pockets and
purses [37]. These placement options were from a survey based on 1549 participates from
11 cities. They concluded that the front pocket of a trousers gives the best results (95%
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accuracy on all activities). However, this paper does not present the performance when the
phone is carried in other places.
Our study does not focus on placement-independent solutions. However, we do examine
several placements and investigate how tolerant a GP classifier can be when trained on one
placement but tested on another.
Just as in other time series classification domains, most of the existing classification tech-
niques in this field follow a three-step style: 1) Pre-process, 2) Extract features and 3) Find a
classification rule based on the available features. In this case, processing massive volumes of
sensor readings in a limited computation environment demands more effective pre-processing
and data reduction techniques. However, just as in other time series classification domains,
the first two steps are often not trivial.
Firstly in pre-processing, a suitable sliding window size needs to be decided. Because most
classification algorithms cannot directly handle continuous multi-sensor readings, they need
to be converted into time series segments by a sliding window. The sliding window size should
be very close to the pattern size. Moreover, two consecutive segments usually overlap. Both
the sliding window size and the overlap between segments impact recognition performance.
Shorter segments may not contain enough information, whereas longer segments will include
more irrelevant data. It is also difficult to decide the length of the overlap. If no overlap
is allowed, a short activity happening across two consecutive segments might be missed.
However, a long overlap is not always good due to excessive computation. The existing
studies choose the sliding window size and the length of the overlap empirically or by using
domain knowlege [29, 79, 117, 119, 122, 123, 134, 209, 210].
Secondly in feature extraction, for each segment, a set of features needs to be extracted to
facilitate the classification. A set of suitable features is crucial not only for high accuracy but
also for efficiency. In [122], the authors found that by selecting the most informative features,
computational costs could be cut by more than 60%. The process of constructing features is
usually highly time consuming. One reason for this is the lack of prior knowledge of human
activities. Activities which appear simple, such as walking, are complex in nature. Hence
finding a suitable representation for a particular kind of activity is not straightforward.
The effectiveness of a feature set is dependent on the activity to be recognized. Certain
feature sets may only help in recognising certain activities. A feature set can be established
for one activity but it may fail for another. This has been clearly shown in [56]. For example,
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Table 2.3: Commonly Used Features in Mobile Based Applications
Features
[29] mean, variance
[194] mean, variance, correlation, energy, entropy
[220] magnitude
[79] intensity
[117]
average, standard deviation, average absolute difference, average resultant
acceleration, time between peaks and binned distribution
[119] mean, standard deviation and variance
[122]
mean, variance, linear and log scale FFT frequency coefficients, cepstral
coefficients, spectral entropy, bad-pass filter coefficients, correlations and integrals
[134]
mean, variance, mean crossing rate, spectrum peak,
sub-band energy, sub-band energy ratio and spectral entropy
[209] standard deviation
[135]
zero crossing rate, low energy frame rate, spectral flux, spectral rolloff, spectral centroid,
bandwidth, normalised weighted phase deviation and relative spectral entropy
[89] entropy
[111] mean, variance, min, max, power spectrum entropy, peak frequency and peak power
[168] variance, energy and the sum of FFT coefficients
[152] variance, intensity, average and spectral entropy
frequency domain features will be more suitable for periodic activities such as running and
walking. They do not work for activities such as sitting and standing. There is no universal
feature set suitable for all activity recognition tasks. New feature sets need to be constructed
for new activities. A recent paper shows that the same features behave differently not only on
different activities, but also for various classifiers, in this case, decision tree, logistic regression,
multi-layer perceptron and straw man [117]. For example, on the same feature set, logistic
regression achieves a recognition rate of 93.6% in the detection of “walking” while straw man
only gets a poor accuracy of 37.2%. However, in the detection of “climbing upstairs”, the
accuracy is only 27.7% for logistic regression but 61.5% for multilayer perceptron.
The activity-dependency of features is somewhat reflected by the wide range of features that
are used in existing work. They include features learnt from observation and empirical studies
[209, 210], statistical features in the time domain [29, 117] and hybrid features from both time
domain and frequency domain [119, 123, 134]. Note that these features are selected manually
specifically for a particular domain. To speed up the learning process, some researchers use
boosting to further select relevant features from a feature meta set for a particular activity
[56, 111]. However, this work is based on the assumption that a subgroup of features in
the meta set must be useful for recognising an activity. Table 2.3 presents a summary of
commonly used features.
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In our study, a domain independent method is provided which does not require the pattern
size and a suitable feature set to be known a priori.
One gap between mobile phone based activity recognition and the other two approaches is
that it lacks an established benchmark dataset. Different groups maintain their own data
sets and reports of performance are based on these data. These data are often gathered in
different environments, using different protocols. The collection processes are also usually
tailor made for specific research purposes. For this reason, even if the classification tasks are
the same, a fair assessment of different approaches remains difficult. A unified platform for
evaluating various action recognition methodologies is desirable. Moreover, as experimental
setups can be expensive and time consuming; a reusable data set will be beneficial to the
research community. This data set should be collected in a natural environment rather than
in a constrained lab as people may not behave normally when being monitored in a lab
setting. Furthermore, scenarios frequently occurring in the real-world, such as turning a
corner, uneven ground and bumping into another person may not be captured in laboratory
environments. In this study, data were collected from mobile phones placed at different
positions on a range of subjects. This dataset consists of common daily activity data collected
in a natural environment. The activities captured are sitting, standing, walking, running,
lying down, going upstairs and going downstairs. This is an attempt to set a benchmark for
recognising seven activities from raw, multi-channel sensor data collected from smartphones.
2.6.4 Summary of Related Application Areas
In all of the three application areas discussed above, the time series data are collected from
various sources. To determine a good feature set, domain knowledge is required. Experimen-
tation is need to determine the features and the sliding window size. The feature sets are
highly problem dependent and are not transferable to other applications.
2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the related fields of time series analysis, time series classification
and genetic programming from the perspectives of theory and application. The use of GP
in classification and handling temporal information was discussed. The three real-world
application areas involving time series classification were also reviewed.
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The current situation of the research in these areas can be summarised as follows:
1. There is no optimal solution for time series classification. Statistical methods have
been proposed for prediction in single-channel time series. Most of these methods
assume stationary, linear models, which are not practical for processing real-world
time series data. Similarity-based methods can only be used when the patterns have
similar appearance and in a single-channel time series data or treating all channels
independently. Although feature-based methods do not have such a limitation, they
require manually defined features. This process makes the methods highly domain
dependent and not effective in a poorly understood domain.
2. Genetic Programming is widely used for classification problems. It is considered to be
a good choice especially when not much domain knowledge is available. It has also
been proposed for handling temporal data and shows great potential in this area. In
many complex domains such as computer vision GP has demonstrated its capability of
dealing with high dimensional raw data and automatically finding useful features.
3. There is no existing work using GP for time series classification on raw data. There
is also no research that applies GP to multiple channel time series data. Moreover,
there is no work reported that uses one method for three complex applications: driving
behaviour detection, video shot detection and activity recognition.
In short, the GP based method established for time series classification on raw, multi-channel
data, is different from the methods we reviewed in this chapter. The capability of the GP
method is examined in three steps in the following chapters. Firstly we establish a suitable
GP representation to classify multi-channel time series streams. Secondly, we evaluate it
on event detection and state detection problems. Finally, we investigate how suitable the
proposed method is for real-world problems.
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Methodology
This chapter establishes a GP based method that is suitable for detecting user-defined events
and states in multi-channel time series data. This method operates directly on raw time
series streams coming from a number of channels. Manually constructed features are not
necessary. This is different from conventional classifiers which require pre-defined features.
This chapter addresses the first research question: How can GP be formulated for classifying
raw multi-channel time series data?
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a GP based method is proposed for time series classification to detect both
user-defined events and states. The classification is based purely on raw data, without any
given sliding window size and feature sets. GP has been chosen in this investigation for the
following reasons:
1. GP classifiers can be represented as computer programs which are capable of applying
mathematical operators to raw data. Therefore, GP has the potential to include pre-
processing and feature extraction as part of the evolved classifiers. Some such work is
presented in section 2.4.1 (page 39).
2. Manually constructing a set of effective features can be difficult. Finding the opti-
mal combination of feature extraction methods and classification methods can be even
more difficult. Further, it is probable that the optimal combination cannot be used in
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other applications as time series patterns vary dramatically in different applications (as
shown in section 2.6, page 50). Since GP can be used both for feature extraction and
classification, it can serve as a single-step solution to automate the process and reduce
manual effort.
3. GP is suitable for areas that are not well-understood, such as complex time series
analysis problems. The nature of a time series pattern is often unknown and there are
no generally effective feature sets. GP can be advantageous in such cases as it requires
no a priori knowledge.
4. Many commonly used features are computationally expensive and consequently are
less applicable for real-time applications, especially on devices with limited computa-
tional power. By introducing less complex functions and terminals to GP, the evolved
programs can be simple in structure and fast in execution.
In the following sections, we first evaluate the performance of the GP representation on
synthetic time series segments. The aim of this pilot study is to verify the hypothesis that
GP is capable of learning time series patterns. Second a set of functions and terminals
is formulated to capture the temporal dependency and the channel dependency in multi-
channel time series. Third, dynamic range selection is discussed. Fourth, fitness functions
and runtime parameter settings are explored.
3.2 A Pilot Study on Synthetic Time Series Segments
Before investigating our research questions, the capability of GP to successfully accomplish
both feature extraction and classification on time series segments should be verified. A
preliminary study will be conducted for this purpose. For each task in this study, the inputs
are time series segments extracted by a sliding window moving through a single-channel time
series. The sliding window size is at least equal to the pattern size. Since sufficient data
are provided and no channel dependency is present, in these tasks the performance of the
GP method is expected to be similar to the majority of existing time series classification
methods. The main difference is that GP has to extract useful temporal features by itself.
A basic representation will be used by GP in this pilot study. Five non-GP methods will be
applied to the same raw time series segments for comparison. As non-GP methods have no
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feature extraction capability, GP is expected to show superior performance if it can find any
useful features.
3.2.1 The Single-channel Time Series Segments
We designed seven binary classification tasks which differ in data type, pattern size and
problem complexity. As this is an initial investigation, all tasks are based on artificial,
single-channel time series segments. The data sets and the embedded time series patterns
are described below:
Task 1. Binary Patterns This is the simplest task. All the data points are either 0 or
1. The target time series pattern is a change within a period of six time points. So
each instance consists of six data points. An instance is negative when all the data
points are identical, that is, no change occurs in those six data points. Otherwise, the
instance is positive. The direction of a change can be either from 0 to 1 or the other
way around. Note that in a positive instance, a change can happen at any arbitrary
time point. Therefore the detection of a change should not rely on a particular sliding
window position. For example, a change occurring at the 100th time point should
be captured by a sliding window of size 6 at multiple positions, from the 101st time
point to the 105th time point. Multiple changes happening within one instance such
as 001100 are not considered. Seven different combinations, illustrated in Figure 3.1,
are used for training and the results we present will be training accuracy.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 class
1 0 0 0 0 0 positive
1 1 0 0 0 0 positive
0 0 0 1 1 1 positive
0 0 0 0 0 1 positive
0 0 0 0 1 1 positive
0 0 0 0 0 0 negative
1 1 1 1 1 1 negative
Figure 3.1: Examples of Single-channel Binary Patterns
Task 2. Integer Patterns The target time series pattern in this task is very similar to
the binary pattern task, except that the data points are integers with no restriction on
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the values. The pattern size is also six time points. Any value change during six time
points is considered as positive while negative means no change. As the total numbers
of possible negatives and positives are infinite, only generalized classifiers can reliably
differentiate the two classes. Examples of both classes are shown in Figures 3.2.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 class
5 5 6 6 6 6 positive
7 100 100 100 100 100 positive
1000 1000 1000 1000 100 100 positive
6 6 6 6 6 6 negative
100 100 100 100 100 100 negative
Figure 3.2: Examples of Single-channel Integer Patterns
Task 3 and Task 4. Floating-point Numbers with Threshold There are two tasks of
this type. In these two tasks, the data points are floating-point numbers and upper
and lower thresholds are specified so that any minor changes within the threshold are
ignored. Therefore in the tasks an instance which contains different values will still
belong to the negative class as long as the variations between the values are within the
pre-defined thresholds.
The acceptable variation is often application specific and so the two tasks differ in the
threshold values. In task 3 it is to detect a short pattern of size 2. The threshold is
set to 0.5, that is, any variations less than 0.5 are considered no change. In task 4, the
target time series pattern again consists of six time points, the same as the binary and
integer patterns, but the threshold is set to a larger value of 5. Figure 3.3 and Figure
3.4 show some examples of the instances in these two tasks.
Task 5. Sine Waves versus Random Numbers In many real-world scenarios, no changes
t0 t1 class
-12 -11.49 positive
5.4 8.6 positive
-5.63 -5.947 negative
2233.2 2233 negative
Figure 3.3: Examples of Floating Point Patterns (Pattern Size = 2, Threshold = 0.5) in
Single-channel Time Series Segments
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t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 class
7 1000 239 1000 43.937 1000 positive
4 9.21 4.3 6.23 5.4 7.32 positive
1 -0.3 0.94 2.953 0.32 2.04 negative
2232.2 2233 2231 2232 2231.3 2333 negative
Figure 3.4: Examples of Floating Point Patterns (Pattern Size = 6, Threshold = 5) in
Single-channel Time Series Segments
do not always mean constant values or minor fluctuations in the time series. Regular
variations can be considered consistent, for example, the voltage of alternating current.
In such cases, merely the existence of variations is not enough to identify a time series
pattern. We have constructed a simple model of such situations in which the positive
class is a complete period of a sine function while the negative class is anything else.
In this task, a sine wave with an amplitude of 100 is sampled every 15 degrees to
generate negative instances. Positive instances are randomly generated numbers in the
range [−100, 100]. Examples of both classes are visualized in Figure 3.5(a). Note that
although only one sine wave (at a phase angle of 0) is shown in Figure 3.5(a), the
instances in the negative class could start from different phases and the negative class
consists of a collection of various sine waves with 15-degree shifts. A good classifier
should treat them as the same class and label random sequences as the positive class.
The size of the periodic time series pattern is 24 time points, the number of sampled
points in a full cycle. However, in this task we used a sliding window size of 37 time
points which is the number of sampled points in one and a half periods. This makes the
task more challenging as GP has to find the pattern size during the learning process.
Task 6 and Task 7. Sine Waves v.s. Step Function and Triangle Function One may
argue that the previous tasks are still not challenging enough as the random sequences
have no regularities but the sine waves do. That would make it relatively easy for GP
to find a hint during the learning process. In the following two tasks, the negative class
is still the sine wave mentioned above while the positive class comes from two periodic
functions, shown in Figures 3.5(b) and 3.5(c). The first function is a step function
which has oscillating values from 100 to -100. The second one is a triangle wave in
which the value also varies from -100 to 100. Both functions have the same period as
the sine function. They are sampled every 15 degrees.
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(a) The Sine Wave versus Random Numbers (b) The Sine Wave versus A Step Function
(c) The Sine Wave versus A Triangle Function (d) The Sine Wave versus Other Sine Waves
Figure 3.5: A Sine Wave: y = 100× sin(x) versus Other Functions
Task 8. Different Sine Waves This task is even more challenging than the previous one
as different sine waves are mixed to form the positive class. As shown in Figure 3.5(d),
only one sine wave, the same one as in last three tasks, is considered the negative class
while the others with different frequencies and amplitudes are taken as the positive
class. Note that all the sine waves may start in different phases.
Task 9, Task 10 and Task 11. Patterns with Noise In real-world applications, time se-
ries data often contain noise. To investigate how noise can be handled by GP and other
classification methods, random noise between [−1, 1] has been added to the data sets
that are shown in Figure 3.5(b), Figure 3.5(c) and Figure 3.5(d).
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Table 3.1: The Function Set of GP for The Preliminary Study
Function Parameters Return Type
+ Double,Double Double
- Double,Double Double
× Double,Double Double
/ Double,Double Double
If Boolean,Double,Double Double
> Double,Double Boolean
< Double,Double Boolean
3.2.2 A Simple GP Representation for Preliminary Study
In this preliminary study, a basic GP representation is introduced. The function set, the
terminal set, the fitness function and runtime parameters of GP are described below:
Function Set The function set consists of the four basic arithmetic operators and three
conditional operators as shown in Table 3.1. A protected version of division is used
which returns 0 if the denominator is 0. The If function takes three parameters; one is
boolean and the other two are double values. The boolean parameter is decided by a
conditional test, if its value is true then the If function returns the second parameter
otherwise the third one. There are two functions for conditional tests: Greater Than
(>) and Less Than (<).
Terminals The terminal set consists of only two members: 1) Input variables ti reading
the ith data points in a time series segment and 2) Random constants. The value of i
ranges from 0 to the sliding window size minus 1.
Fitness Function The fitness function is the accuracy, the proportion of correctly recog-
nised instances out of all instances as shown below in equation 3.1.
Accuracy =
True Positives+ True Negatives
All Instaces
(3.1)
GP Runtime Parameters The GP runtime parameter settings used in this preliminary
study are presented in Table 3.2. A small population size of 10 is used as the tasks are
not very complex in comparison with the tasks in the following chapters. The crossover,
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Table 3.2: GP Runtime Parameters
Maximum Tree Depth 10
Minimum Tree Depth 2
Number of Generations 100
Population Size 10
Mutation Rate 5%
Crossover Rate 85%
Elitism Rate 10%
mutation and elitism rates are the same as those used in similar studies on GP. There
has been no fine tuning of parameter values.
3.2.3 Experiments and Results of the Pilot Study
In addition to the GP method, five classification methods, OneR, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1
and Adaboost (see section 2.2.2, page 27), were applied to the 11 tasks. For each task the
same set of instances were supplied to GP and the other methods for training and test. Two
thirds of each data set were used for training and the remainder for testing. The number of
instances for each task is listed in the column “No. of Instances” of Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 lists the results of all the methods obtained from the test data except the first
one. The results for the first task are from training. Note that there were only six instances
for the first task. For the last three tasks, each noisy data set is indicated by a bracketed
“N” after the task name. Each row in the table shows the performance obtained by all six
methods on that task. Ten GP runs were conducted for each task and the best performance
is presented in the GP column.
Table 3.3: Test Accuracies in Percentages(%)
Task No. of Instances OneR J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 AdaBoost GP
1. Binary Pattern 6 83.30 83.30 83.30 83.30 100 100
2. Integer Pattern 12 85.71 85.71 85.71 90.48 90.48 100
3. Floating-Point (2 Units) 62 76.19 61.9 57.14 66.67 76.19 100
4. Floating-Point (6 Units) 62 69.23 61.54 60.97 53.85 53.85 92.68
5. Sine Wave versus Random Numbers 125 86.05 79.07 81.40 100 95.35 100
6. Sine Wave versus Step Function 151 88.68 88.68 50.94 92.45 92.45 100
7. Sine Wave versus Triangle Wave 168 86.20 81.03 56.90 89.66 89.66 100
8. Different Sine Waves 158 11.76 41.18 43.53 78.82 82.35 100
9. Sine Wave versus Step Function(N) 151 52.83 88.68 50.94 92.45 92.45 98.11
10. Sine Wave versus Triangle Wave(N) 168 79.31 87.93 56.90 89.66 89.66 94.34
11. Different Sine Waves(N) 158 17.65 40.00 43.53 78.82 82.35 92.94
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As shown in Table 3.3, GP consistently outperforms the classical methods. There were
only two cases where non-GP methods could match GP: AdaBoost for recognising binary
patterns and instance-based learning (IB1) for differentiating sine waves and sequences of
random numbers. All of the non-GP methods performed poorly on task 2, 3 and 4 while the
GP method still achieved reasonably high accuracy. The results were similar in distinguishing
different sine waves (task 8), another difficult task. In the last three tasks, even after noise
was introduced, the GP method was still able to achieve better results than other classifiers.
Most of the GP runs terminated around the 30th to 50th generations because a classifier
achieving 100% accuracy on the training set was found. This suggests that the function
set and terminal set described earlier is sufficient for recognizing these synthetic time series
patterns.
The effectiveness of the GP classifiers was not obtained by chance. Although many evolved
GP classifiers are not comprehensible, some of the best individuals are understandable, pro-
viding some insight. For example, in task 3, which is to detect a value change greater than
0.5 in two floating-point numbers, one program can be interpreted as follows:
if ( t_1 - t_0 < 1) then negative else positive
This classifier makes its decisions based on the difference between the two data points.
In distinguishing sine waves and random numbers, task 5, one of the best programs is:
if ( t_4 + t_16 == 0) then negative else positive
The distance between t4 and t16 is exactly half of the period. In sine waves, the sum of any two
values with such a distance should always be 0 regardless the phase of the wave. Therefore,
the evolved GP program did capture a defining characteristic of the periodic function.
3.2.4 Discussion of Preliminary Work
In this preliminary study, a basic GP representation was used for learning time series patterns
in 11 different data sets. In comparison with five well-known classification methods: the rule
based classifier OneR, the decision tree classifier J48, the probability-based classifier Na¨ıve
Bayes, the instance based classifier IB1 and the ensemble classifier AdaBoost, the evolved
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Table 3.4: Function Set of GP
Function Parameters Return Type
+ Double, Double Double
− Double, Double Double
∗ Double, Double Double
/ Double, Double Double
Window
Double input,
Int temporal-index
Int operation,
Double
Temporal-Diff Double i Double
Multi-Channel
Int channel-index,
Int channel-operation
Double
Region
Int region-operation,
Vector coordinates,
Vector area
Double
programs achieved perfect accuracy on most of the tasks and consistently outperformed the
other classifiers.
The results have demonstrated that on single-channel time series segments, GP can learn
useful features by using arithmetic and logical operators. We expect that with a more
comprehensive representation, GP will be able to solve more complex problems in which the
pattern sizes are unknown and multiple channels exist.
3.3 Advanced Functions and Terminals for Multi-channel Time Series
In this section, a comprehensive set of functions and terminals are introduced to enable GP
to process and analyse multi-channel time series data.
The functions are listed in Table 3.4, each row presenting the inputs and the outputs of one
function. The “Parameters” column shows the number and the data type of the inputs while
the “Return Type” column shows the same information for the outputs. There are eight
functions in total. The first four are the basic arithmetic operations. A protected version of
division is used which returns 0 if the denominator is 0. The fifth and the sixth functions are
for capturing temporal dependency and the last two for capturing the channel dependency.
These four more complex functions will be further described in the following sections.
Table 3.5 presents a summary of the terminals which appear at the leaf nodes of the GP
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program trees. For each terminal, the second, third and fourth column describe the value
range, the return type and the functions that uses this terminal respectively. The most
basic terminal is the channel m terminal. It reads the current value of channel m. It is the
only terminal available for all functions that take float numbers as parameters. The other
terminals apply only to a particular function.
The functions and the terminals will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Table 3.5: Terminal Set
Terminal Value Return Type Function
channel m Current reading of Channel m Double Any
temporal-operation AVG,STD,DIF,SKEWNESS Integer Window
temporal-index [1, 2Sizef − 1] Integer Window
channel-index [1, 2num−of−channels − 1] Integer Multi-Channel
channel-operation MED,AVG,STD,RANGE Integer
Multi-Channel
Region
area (width,height) Double,Double Region
coordinates (x,y) Double,Double Region
3.3.1 Window Function
The Window function has a memory to store a sequence of recent data points from a time
series stream. The size of the memory is called the window function size, denoted as Sizef .
It is manually adjustable. The Window function selects relevant data points from its memory
and applies an operation to them.
This function has three parameters: input, temporal-index and temporal-operation. The
first parameter input indicates the input time series stream from which the Window function
reads in the current data point. A sequence consisting of the most recent Sizef data points
will be kept in the memory and marked as T0, T1, ..., TSizef−1 from the earliest point to the
most recent one. The memory is a first-in-first-out structure. This means when the memory
is full and a new data point is read in, the head of the sequence (T0) will be removed and
the new reading will be added at the end of the sequence as (TSizef−1). Therefore from the
Sizefth time point in the input stream and every point afterward, a new sequence will be
formed. The sequence is equivalent to the time series segment extracted by a sliding window
(the size is Sizef) at the same time point. Note that although so far the Window function
seems similar to the concept of sliding window, they are different. The details are discussed
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on page 78.
The second parameter temporal-index can only be a temporal-index terminal which returns
an integer in the range of 1 to 2Sizef − 1. First the integer is converted to its binary form
to generate a string. If the binary string is shorter than Sizef , it will be left padded with
“0”. For example, if Sizef is 8 and the temporal-index parameter is 5 (101 in binary),
the binary string will be padded with five “0”s to be 00000101. This binary string is then
pairwise aligned with the sequence in memory to select a group of data points. A bit with
“1” means the corresponding data point will be selected while a bit with “0” means the data
point will be ignored.
Table 3.6 illustrates three examples of alignments, assuming Sizef is 8. The first one shows
that when the temporal-index parameter is 5 (00000101 in binary), the Window function
will be guided by its binary string to select data points T5 and T7. Similarly, a parameter
value of 56 (00111000 in binary) will choose data points T2 and T3 and T4. A parameter value
of 255 will select all the data points. This temporal-index parameter allows the Window
function to select a consecutive sequence or a number of isolated data points from a sequence
in memory. It is more flexible than the sliding window which often uses all the data point in
a time series sequence.
Table 3.6: Examples of Data Points Selected by temporal-index
temporal-index Binary String Selected Data Points
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 T5, T7
56 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 T2, T3, T4
255 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T0, T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7
The third parameter operation can only be a temporal-operation terminal which is an integer
value between 1 and 4. Each value corresponds to one of the four operations: AVG, STD, DIF
and SKEWNESS. They calculate the average, the standard deviation, the sum of absolute
differences and the skewness of the selected data points, as shown in equation 3.2, equation
3.3, equation 3.4 and equation 3.5. N is the number of selected data points. The result of
the calculation is the output of the Window function.
AV G =
∑N
i=1Di
N
(3.2)
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STD =
0 N = 1√ 1
N−1
∑N
i=1(Di −AV G)2 N ≥ 1
(3.3)
DIFF =
N−1∑
i=1
|Di+1 −Di| (3.4)
SKEWNESS =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Di −AV G
STD
)
− 3 (3.5)
To illustrate how this works, an example of a Window function with Sizef 5 is shown in
Figure 3.6. In this example, the input is a single-channel time series, the second parameter
temporal-index is 17 (10001 in binary) and the third parameter temporal-operation is 1,
the AVG operator. As shown in Figure 3.6, this function selects the first data point and fifth
data point from the sequence in memory and outputs their average value.
The Effective Window Size of a GP Program
As mentioned earlier, there are some similarities between the Window function and the
sliding window as both move along a time series stream, storing only the latest data points.
However, they are fundamentally different. The major difference between the two is that the
sliding window size needs to be close to the pattern size while this is not necessary for the
Window function.
For the sliding window, if its size is not close to the pattern size, a good feature set may
not be possible hence compromising the classification results. If the sliding window size is
larger than the pattern size, the same feature set can be much less effective as the feature
values can be biased by irrelevant data, although this problem could be addressed by using
features which are insensitive to redundant data. If the sliding window size is smaller than
the pattern size, then there will be insufficient information to construct an effective feature
set.
For the Window function, when its size is larger than the pattern size, the temporal-index
parameter selects only relevant data points, not all of them. If the window function size is
smaller than the pattern size, adequate information cannot be obtained by only one Window
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Figure 3.6: Example of Applying the Window Function (Sizef = 5)
function. However, a GP evolved classifier may acquire the necessary information by nesting
several Window functions or by combining Window functions with a Temporal-Diff function
(see section 3.3.2, page 82).
Figure 3.7 demonstrates an example of a program with two Window functions:
Window(Window(channel_0, 13, AVG), 11, AVG)
The window function size Sizef is 4. The outer Window function is denoted as Wout and
the inner one as Win. For Win, the second parameter temporal-index is 13 (1101 in binary),
so it requires 4 historical data points to generate an output. At time point t3, Win outputs
the median value of the first data point 5.34, the second data point 5.78 and the fourth data
point −7.05 in its memory. The output of Win is effectively the input time series of Wout. For
Wout, the temporal-index is 11 (1011 in binary), which also requires 4 data points in memory
for a valid output. At time point t6 it acquires enough data points, 5.34, 5.78, −4.46 and
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Figure 3.7: A Program with Nested Window Functions: Window (Window (channel 0, 13,
MEAN), 11, AVG)
−7.05. The output of Wout is −2.06, which is the average value of the first, third and fourth
data points in the memory. It is also the output of the whole program. Note that the GP
evolved program requires 7 data points from the original time series stream to produce one
output for classification. Although the window function size is 4, the size of an input for the
GP evolved program is 7. This has been automatically constructed rather than manually
selected. We call the number of data points effectively used by a GP evolved classifier the
effective window size.
This situation is similar for the Temporal-Diff function, as this Temporal-Diff function re-
quires two time points to generate a valid output. It can be considered as a variant of Window
function of size 2. If a program contains two nested Temporal-Diff functions, the effective
window size of that program will be 3 as it needs 3 data points to perform a calculation. The
Temporal-Diff function and the Window function can be used together to create programs
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with different effective window sizes.
Temporal-Diff(Temporal-Diff(channel_0))
The effective window size of a GP program can be calculated in a recursive way as shown
in Figure 3.8. The calculation begins at the root node of a GP tree. The effective window
size is the maximum number of time points that are required by all the child nodes. Only
the Window function and the Temporal-Diff function will expand the effective window size.
The calculation will be conducted recursively until all the leaf nodes are reached.
Calculate_Effective_Window_Size(Node node)
{
If (node is a leaf node)
{
return 1;
}Else
{
If (node is Window function)
{
base_ws = Calculate_Effective_Window_Size(node->para1);
selected_span = toBinaryString(node->para2);
ext_ws = length(selected_span);
return base_ws + ext_ws - 1;
}Else If (node is Temporal_Diff function)
{
ext_ws = Calculate_Effective_Window_Size(node->para1);
return 2 + ext_ws - 1;
}Else
{
For each child of node c_n
size = Calculate_Effective_Window_Size(c_n);
addToVector(size,vector);
return maximum size in vector;
}
}
}
Calculate_Effective_Window_Size(root_node);
Figure 3.8: Recursive Calculation of The Effective Window Size of a GP Program
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The concept of effective window size can be confused with sliding window size and window
function size. These terms are distinguished as follows:
1. Sliding window size
Scope : Non-GP classifiers
Definition: The number of data points in the sliding window.
Value: Learnt from domain knowledge or empirical experiments.
2. Window function size
Scope: The Window function of GP
Definition: The number of data points stored in the memory of the Window function.
Value: Manually set.
3. Effective window size
Scope: GP evolved classifiers
Definition: The number of data points effectively used by a GP program to perform
the calculation
Value: Automatically determined during the evolutionary process.
3.3.2 Temporal-Diff Function
Temporal changes between adjacent data points are obviously important for identifying the
occurrence of time series patterns. The Temporal-Diff function is introduced to capture this
information. It only takes one double value parameter i which defines the input time series
stream. It reads the current data point of the input stream at ti and stores the previous
one at ti−1 in the memory. The output of this function is simply the difference between the
values at ti−1 and at ti.
The Temporal-Diff function effectively calculates the first derivative of the time series input.
Higher order derivatives can be obtained by nested Temporal-Diff functions.
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Multi-Channel (11, AVG) 
Inputs : 𝑪0 - 𝑪8 
𝑪0 𝑪1 𝑪2 𝑪3 𝑪4 𝑪5 𝑪6 𝑪7 𝑪8 
5.34 2.12 3.34 5.84 1.52 8.32 9.34 4.22 5.77 
Channel Index:11 
5.34 2.12 3.34 5.84 1.52 8.32 9.34 4.22 5.77 
Channel Operation: AVG 
6.1 
Figure 3.9: Multi-Channel Function Operating on A Nine-channel Time Series
3.3.3 Multi-Channel Function
The aforementioned Window function and the Temporal-Diff function can only handle the
temporal dependency in one channel. They cannot capture any dependency across channels,
for example, a dependency between temperature and barometer readings. Time series pat-
terns occurring in multiple channels would not be captured by only using these two functions.
The Multi-Channel function is introduced for this purpose.
The Multi-Channel function is expected to select an arbitrary number of channels and com-
pute characteristics across these channels. This function takes two integers as its param-
eters: channel-index and channel-operation, from the channel-index terminal and the
channel-operation terminal respectively. The selection is based on the whole set of chan-
nels. The first parameter channel-index works in a similar way as the temporal-index for
the Window function. The value range of this parameter is from 1 to 2M − 1 (M is the total
number of channels). Assuming there are nine channels in total, a channel-index value of
7 (000001011 in binary) would tell the function to select the current readings from the sixth
channel channel 5, the eighth channel channel 7 and the ninth channel channel 8. The sec-
ond parameter channel-operation returns an integer from 1 to 4, which corresponds to the
following functions: 1 the median value (MED), 2 the average value (AVG), 3 the standard
derivation (STD) and 4 the distance between the maximum and minimum values (RANGE).
This function takes all the current channel readings as input.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the operation of the Multi-Channel function on a nine-channel time
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series from channel 0 to channel 8. The first parameter and the second parameter are 9 and
2 respectively. The average of the current values of channel 5, channel 7 and channel 8 is
returned as the function output.
By combining the Multi-Channel function and the Window function, GP is enabled to capture
both temporal dependency and channel dependency simultaneously.
3.3.4 Region Function
In some applications, the dependency between multiple channels may be related to their
distance apart as adjacent channels influence each other more than the ones far away. For
example, in a video each pixel can be considered as one channel and neighbouring pixels
which represent one object should be grouped together. In such cases, a function which can
select a group of adjacent channels would be useful to find the spatial channel dependency.
The Region function is introduced for this purpose. It samples a region from the input and
captures the dependency among the channels within that region. It can work more effectively
than the Multi-Channel function to find spatial channel dependency.
The Region function takes three parameters: coordinates, area and channel-operation.
They come from the coordinates terminal, the area terminal and the channel-operation ter-
minals respectively. The first parameter, coordinates, specifies the x coordinate and y
coordinate of the top left corner of a selected region. If the channels are arranged in a
row, then y is always 1. The second parameter, area, defines the width and the height of
the selected region. The width and the height are checked to ensure the region is not out
of bounds. The third parameter, channel-operation, is the same as the one used by the
Multi-Channel function. The chosen operation will be applied to all the data points in the
selected region.
Figure 3.10 illustrates an example of this function. Assuming the three parameters are
coordinates ([1,2]), area ([2,3]) and channel-operation (AVG), the selected region is
highlighted and the average value of all six data points within that region will be the output
of this function.
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Region(<1,0>,  <2,2>, AVG) 
Inputs : 𝑪0 - 𝑪8 
(left to right; top to bottom)  
Coordinate <1,0> 
& Area<2,2> 
Channel 
Operation: 
AVG 
5.34 2.12 3.34 5.34 2.12 3.34 
5.84 1.52 8.32 5.84 1.52 8.32 3.83 
9.34 4.22 5.77 9.34 4.22 5.77 
Figure 3.10: The Region Function Operating on a (3× 3) Multi-channel Time Series
3.4 Dynamic Range Selection
The outputs of the functions and the terminals mentioned above are all numeric. The final
output of an evolved program is also numeric and has to be associated with a class label
to enable the classification. For binary classification, the most intuitive way is to manually
set a constant threshold as the boundary of two classes (see section 2.4.2, page 41). For
example, if the output of the evolved program is larger than 0, then the instance is classified
as positive. Otherwise, it is negative. In this case the threshold is set to 0, the most widely
used threshold value for binary classification [67]. Note that the threshold value can affect
the performance of a classifier and sometimes needs to be tuned manually. A number of
methods for representing classification problems in GP have been reviewed in section 2.4.2
(page 41). Among these methods, dynamic range selection (DRS) has been chosen for this
study because of its good performance on similar problems.
In DRS, multiple thresholds are determined during the training process (the pseudocode
is shown in section 2.4.2, page 42) and presented in a string of class labels indicating the
mapping between a rounded output value and its expected class label. The output values
need to be rounded to integers so that the string length will be finite.
DRS assumes that all the outputs will be within a pre-defined range of [A,B]. A and B are
both integers. If an output happens to be beyond that range, it is re-assigned to its nearest
boundary. That is, the method takes a GP output greater than B as B and an output
less than A as A. In training, the range is divided into several non-overlapping sub-ranges,
each sub-range associated with a class. In testing, each GP output will be checked for the
sub-range it falls into and be classified as the class associated with that sub-range.
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Table 3.7 shows an example of a dynamic range (00111000011) which was generated accom-
panying a GP program in training. In this example, the outputs of the GP program are
assumed to be within a range of [−5,5] and any outputs outside the range will be reassigned
to their nearest border value, e.g. an output of 6 reassigned to 5 and an output of −8 to
−5. For each integer value, a class label is associated with it. According to this table, an
instance will be categorised as the positive class if the rounded output of the GP program
falls the ranges [−3,−1] and [4,5]. Otherwise, it is a negative instance.
Table 3.7: Examples of A Dynamic Range of A GP program
Value −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5
Class 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
3.5 Fitness Function
The fitness measure is a fundamental part of any evolutionary process. We will investigate
a suitable fitness function for the time series analysis tasks of event detection and state
detection. Unbalanced class distribution will need to be addressed. Two fitness functions,
accuracy and AUC, are investigated in the following subsections.
3.5.1 Accuracy
Accuracy is one of the most popular measurements for evaluating a classifier (see section 2.4.2,
page 41). As shown in equation 3.6, it is the percentage of correctly classified instances out
of the total number. It is widely employed for its intuitiveness and fast execution. However,
it has two drawbacks. First, it relies on a single or multiple thresholds to demarcate different
classes. Therefore, it is sensitive to the choice of threshold values. Second, it can be easily
affected by uneven data distribution. A highly unbalanced data set can skew fitness values as
a classifier can easily achieve high accuracy by categorising everything as the majority class.
For example, if the ratio of positives and negative in the training data is 1:10, the accuracy
of such classifier is 90% although it recognises none of the minority class instances.
Accuracy =
True Positives+ True Negatives
All Instances
(3.6)
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3.5.2 AUC
In contrast to the accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
quantifies the intrinsic class separability (see section 2.2.3, page 28). It is independent on the
threshold value. Moreover, AUC is less sensitive to skewed data distribution. Thus, AUC
is a good candidate fitness function for our GP based method. The way we plot the ROC
curve and calculate the AUC value is the same as the method used in [35]. It is a simplified,
but still effective, method for calculating AUC.
1. Input all instances into the to-be-evaluated classifier and store the output numeric
values for both classes separately, all outputs from positive instances in positive
vector A and the others are in negative vector B
2. Sort all the elements in A and B in ascending order
3. Determine the coordinates of each threshold T
(a) Assign the initial value of T to the lowest output value of the minority class
(b) For A, count the number of values that are not less than T. This is the number
of true positives using the current threshold T
(c) Similarly for B, count the number of values that are not less than T. This is
the number of false positives using the current threshold T
(d) Use equation 2.4 (see page 29) and equation 2.6 (see page 29) to calculate TPR
and FPR respectively and store the pair (FPR,TPR) to point vector C
(e) Update the threshold value to the lowest output value in both A and B
(f) Repeat the Step (b) to Step (e) until the largest output value in A is reached
4. Plot all elements in C to get the ROC curve
Figure 3.11: The Steps of Plotting ROC curves For Binary Classification
To calculate the AUC value of a classifier, the ROC curve needs to be first plotted. ROC
gives the classification performance of varying thresholds. The x axis is the false positive rate
(FPR) and the y axis is the true positive rate (TPR). Each point on the curve corresponds to
a threshold. The steps of plotting an ROC curve for a binary classifier are shown in Figure
3.11. After the steps, a point vector C containing pairs of TPR and FPR values is obtained.
The AUC value can be approximately calculated based on point vector C using equation 3.7.
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Class + + + − − + − − − +
Output 9.3 10.5 13.3 2.0 4.7 1.8 6.2 3.4 11.5 8.9
Sorted Vector A : <1.8, 8.9, 9.3, 10.5, 13.3>
Sorted Vector B : <2.0, 3.4, 4.7, 6.2, 11.5>
Iteration Threshold TP FP TPR FPR
1 1.8 5 5 1.0 1.0
2 2.0 4 5 0.8 1.0
3 3.4 4 4 0.8 0.8
4 4.7 4 3 0.8 0.6
5 6.2 4 2 0.8 0.4
6 8.9 4 1 0.8 0.2
7 9.3 3 1 0.6 0.2
8 10.5 2 1 0.4 0.2
9 11.5 1 1 0.2 0.2
10 13.3 1 0 0.2 0
AUC = 0.68
Figure 3.12: An Example of calculating the AUC value for A Classifier
AUC =
N−1∑
i=1
1
2
(FPi+1 − FPi)(TPi+1 + TPi) (3.7)
Figure 3.12 shows an example of calculating the AUC value of a classifier trained on a set
of ten instances. The classifier is applied to each instance and outputs ten numeric values.
These ten outputs are the thresholds used for plotting the ROC curve and calculating the
AUC value. Each threshold is associated with the class label of its corresponding instance.
The thresholds with a positive label are added into vector A and the others are added into
vector B. The two vectors are then sorted. The coordinates of each threshold are determined
by running step 3 shown in Figure 3.11. The AUC value is 0.68 which was calculated based
on equation 3.7.
The best GP classifier is the one with the highest AUC value generated in the learning process.
To be applied to a classification task, a threshold needs to be determined. Intuitively, the
optimal threshold value should maximize true positive rate while minimizing false positive
rate. In an ROC curve plot, this threshold corresponds to the point (0, 1) (100% true positive
rate and 0 false positive rate). However, as the two objectives inherently conflict with each
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other, it is difficult to obtain the optimal threshold value. In fact, there is still no generally
agreed method for making the choice. One commonly used method is to use the point on
the ROC curve that is nearest to the point (0, 1) [128]. In this thesis, we use this method to
select the threshold.
3.5.3 Comparing Accuracy with AUC
The reason why accuracy is not a suitable fitness function for highly unbalanced data is
demonstrated in the following example. We apply the GP based method to three dangerous
driving behaviour detection tasks of Chapter 4. We conduct two groups of experiments. The
only difference between the two is that the fitness function is accuracy or AUC. Table 3.8
shows the results obtained in both groups of experiments. The results are deceiving as all
the accuracies are similar. However, the true positive rates are very low when accuracy is
used. The promising accuracy achieved by the accuracy measure is only due to the highly
unbalanced data.
Table 3.8: Comparison of Using Accuracy and AUC in Testing Results (%)
Accuracy AUC
Task 1. Harsh Acceleration
99.85
TP : 0
TN : 100
97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76
Task 2. Sudden Braking
99.21
TP : 85.71
TN : 99.47
99.68
TP : 100
TN : 99.68
Task 3. Swerving
97.65
TP : 78.57
TN : 97.76
99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01
3.6 Runtime Parameter Settings
Two settings of GP runtime parameters are used in the investigations in later chapters, as
shown in Table 3.9.
The two settings differ only in three parameters namely the population size, the maximum
tree depth and the window function size. This adjustment is mainly to enable different search
space sizes as it is probable that in real-world problems search spaces will be larger. As the
synthetic problems are less complex, the three parameters are set to smaller values. The
maximum tree depth is limited to 5 so that the evolved classifiers will be easier to understand.
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Table 3.9: GP Run-time Parameters for Synthetic Data Sets and Real-World Problems
Synthetic Data Sets Real-World Problems
Population 300 1000
Generation 50 50
Maximum Tree Depth 5 8
Minimum Tree Depth 2 2
Mutation Rate 5% 5%
Crossover Rate 85% 85%
Elitism Rate 10% 10%
Window Function Size 8 12
Table 3.10: GP Run-time Parameters for Synthetic Data Sets and Real-World Problems
Setting 1 Setting 2 Our Setting
Mutation Rate 10% 10% 5%
Crossover Rate 80 70% 85%
Elitism Rate 10% 20% 10%
For the real-world data sets a relatively large population of 1000 is used. Moreover, the
maximum tree depth and the window function size are set to 8 and 12 respectively which
allows GP to explore more complex solutions.
The rest of the run-time parameters are identical in the two settings: a minimum tree depth
of 2, a mutation rate of 5%, a crossover rate of 85% and an elitism rate of 10%. These
parameter values were also used in our preliminary work and in GP settings reported in the
literature [183].
Our empirical studies showed that slight changes of the settings do not improve the per-
formance while significant setting changes may bring detrimental effects. Again we use the
three dangerous driving behaviour detection tasks for demonstration. We compare the set-
ting in Table 3.9 with another two settings. The three settings are different in mutation
rate, crossover rate and elitism rate, as shown in Table 3.10. Setting 1 is more similar to
our setting. In setting 2, the three parameters are more different, 10%, 70% and 20% re-
spectively. Table 3.11 shows that the similar settings brought indistinguishable results while
significantly different settings decreased the performance in the first task.
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Table 3.11: Comparison of Three Parameter Settings (%)
Setting 1 Setting 2 Our Setting
1. Harsh Acceleration
98.25
TP : 100
TN : 98.25
99.81
TP : 33.33
TN : 99.90
97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76
2. Sudden Braking
98.42
TP : 100
TN : 98.4
99.61
TP : 100
TN : 99.6
99.68
TP : 100
TN : 99.68
3. Swerving
98.22
TP : 100
TN : 98.21
99.11
TP: 100
TN:99.11
99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01
3.7 Summary
This chapter addressed our first research question: How can GP be formulated for clas-
sifying raw multi-channel time series data? Our preliminary study showed that GP even
with basic settings can perform classification on single-channel time series segments. Then
advanced sets of functions and terminals were described. They enable GP to capture the
temporal dependency along the time axis and channel dependency among arbitrary chan-
nels or spatially-dependent channels. These functions can be combined with each other and
be nested to enhance the capabilities. In addition, how to represent a binary classification
problem in GP was discussed. Two kinds of fitness functions were described. Finally, two
settings of GP run-time parameters were established for synthetic data sets and real-world
data sets. With the formulations established in this chapter, GP is able to classify time series
patterns. The performance of this proposed method will be studied on different problems in
the following chapters.
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Event Detection in Time Series
In this chapter, the GP based method proposed in Chapter 3 will be evaluated on event
detection on synthetic data sets and two real-world applications. The performance of the
GP based method will be compared with a number of non-GP classification methods. These
methods will be tested on both raw data and manually constructed features. This chapter
validates the capability of the GP based method established for the first research question
and addresses our second research question: How well can the GP based classification method
perform on event detection tasks?
4.1 Introduction
In the preliminary study described in Chapter 3, the GP time series classification method
was examined on single-channel segmented time series data. With a simple set of functions,
terminals and a standard runtime parameter setting, the GP based method outperformed
OneR, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1 and Adaboost in all of the tasks. The promising performance
gives confidence that the GP based method has the ability to identify time series patterns
by finding useful features and forming a classifier. An advanced representation was then
designed to enable GP to handle multi-channel unsegmented streams. Several new questions
arise regarding the proposed method, for example, whether it can be used for event detection
tasks with little human intervention and how the performance of the GP based method
compares to other classification methods.
To answer these questions, we evaluate the GP based method on event detection tasks of
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increasing difficulty, from a range of synthetic data sets to two multi-channel real-world data
sets, i.e. dangerous driving behaviour detection and video shot detection. In addition, the
performance of the GP based method on raw time series data will be compared with non-GP
classifiers on both raw data and manually constructed features.
4.2 The Classifiers for Comparison
This section presents the five non-GP classifiers that are used for comparison in this thesis.
They are briefly described in section 2.2.2, page 27. In addition, we show the process of
converting a time series stream into time series segments and the process of constructing
features based on these segments. The comparisons and features will be used throughout the
entire investigation presented in this thesis.
Five popular conventional classifiers were chosen for comparison purposes. They are OneR,
J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1 and Support Vector Machines (SVM). They are representative of the
range of classification approaches.In addition, AdaBoost will be used to combine multiple
classifiers as an ensemble to improve accuracy. For each task, the best-performing classifier
from the above five methods will be used as the base classifier in AdaBoost.
In this thesis, we employ a commonly used machine learning package Weka1 which contains
implementations of all the algorithms mentioned above. For each method, we use the default
parameter settings in Weka.
4.2.1 Data Preparation for Non-GP Classifiers
For non-GP classifiers, a time series stream needs to be transformed into a series of input
instances before classification. An input instance is a vector of attributes, which can be either
a raw time series segment extracted by a sliding window or features manually constructed
based on that time series segment. The data preparation for non-GP classifiers will be
conducted in two steps. The first step is to decide the sliding window size. It should be
very close to the pattern size so that necessary information is ensured while redundant data
are eliminated. The second step is to find a feature set which can capture the time series
pattern, according to our domain knowledge.
For synthetic data sets, both the sliding window size and the feature set can be decided easily
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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as the time series patterns are known. In such tasks, the non-GP classifiers are expected to
work properly on provided features. Note this information is not given to the proposed GP
method. The same setting will be used for all the synthetic tasks.
For real-world applications, it is difficult to find a suitable sliding window size and an effective
feature set due to the lack of insight on the nature of the patterns. The effectiveness of the
provided features cannot be guaranteed as there is no knowledge of the time series patterns
available. For each task, the sliding window size is set to the same value as the window
function size in the GP parameter settings. This is to ensure that at each time point, the
inputs of the GP based method and the non-GP methods are the same. As the proposed GP
based method is able to store historical information while non-GP methods are not, the GP
based method may have certain advantages.
We show the process of preparing data for the non-GP classifiers by using a time series stream
of 2 channels and a sliding window size of 3.
Raw Data Input A raw time series segment is obtained by flattening the data of all the
channels into one row. This is the same as representing a matrix as a one-dimensional
array. Figure 4.1 shows how a two-channel time series is converted into six-attribute
instances. At ti (i ≥ 2), the instance consists of raw values at ti−2, ti−1, ti from both
channels.
Stream Data  Converted Vectors 
𝐶0(𝑡0)   𝐶1(𝑡0) 
𝐶0(𝑡1)   𝐶1(𝑡1) 
𝐶0(𝑡2)   𝐶1(𝑡2) 𝐶0(𝑡0), 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶1(𝑡0), 𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2) 
𝐶0(𝑡3)   𝐶1(𝑡3) 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶0(𝑡3), 𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2), 𝐶1(𝑡3) 
… … 
𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)   𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) 
        
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
Figure 4.1: An Example showing How to Convert a Two-Channel Time Series Stream To
Raw Data Vectors for Conventional Classifiers (Sliding Window Size: 3)
Feature Set A: Temporal Difference This feature set consists of the differences between
any two consecutive data points (i.e. ti − ti−1) of all the channels. The process of
extracting such features is shown in Figure 4.2. In total, four features are generated at
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ti (i ≥ 2). They are the differences between ti and ti−1 and between ti−1 and ti−2 for
both channels.
Stream Data  Feature Vector A 
𝐶0(𝑡0)   𝐶1(𝑡0) 
𝐶0(𝑡1)   𝐶1(𝑡1) 
𝐶0(𝑡2)   𝐶1(𝑡2) 𝐶0(𝑡1) - 𝐶0(𝑡0), 𝐶0(𝑡2) - 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡1) - 𝐶1(𝑡0), 𝐶1(𝑡2) - 𝐶1(𝑡1)  
𝐶0(𝑡3)   𝐶1(𝑡3) 𝐶0(𝑡2) - 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡3) - 𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶1(𝑡2) - 𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡3) - 𝐶1(𝑡2) 
… … 
𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)   𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1) - 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛) - 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1) - 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) - 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1) 
        
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
Figure 4.2: An Example showing How to Extract Temporal Difference Features From a Two-
Channel Time Series Stream for Conventional Classifiers (Sliding Window Size: 3)
Feature Set B: Temporal Average and Variance The feature set consists of, for each
channel, the average value and variance of the time series segment as shown in Figure
4.3. An instance at ti (i ≥ 2) contains four features, the average value and the variance
of ti−2, ti−1 and ti for both channels.
Feature Set C: Wave Length This feature set contains only a single value. It is designed
for periodic time series patterns. In such cases, a time series pattern can appear
differently when starting at different phases. Nevertheless, the feature value will stay
the same regardless of the phases. As shown in Figure 4.4, at ti (i ≥ 2) the instance
contains two features, the sum of the absolute differences between ti−2 and ti−1 and
between ti−1 and ti for both channels.
Feature Set D: Channel Average This feature set consists of, for each time point within
the sliding window, the average value of all the channels as shown in Figure 4.5. Two
features are calculated at ti (i ≥ 2). These are the average value of Channel 0 at ti−2,
ti−1 and ti and that of Channel 1.
4.3 Event Detection on Synthetic Data Sets
The GP based method will first be evaluated on the synthetic data sets. There are two main
motivations for using synthetic data sets. Firstly, the capability of the GP based method
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Stream Data  Feature Vector C 
𝐶0(𝑡0)   𝐶1(𝑡0) 
𝐶0(𝑡1)   𝐶1(𝑡1) 
𝐶0(𝑡2)   𝐶1(𝑡2) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡0), 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡0), 𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2)}, 
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡0), 𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2)},𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡0), 𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2)}   
𝐶0(𝑡3)   𝐶1(𝑡3) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶0(𝑡3)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2), 
𝐶1(𝑡3)},𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶0(𝑡3)},𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡2), 𝐶1(𝑡3)} 
… … 
𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)   𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1), 
𝐶1(𝑡𝑛)},𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)},𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒{𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1), 
𝐶1(𝑡𝑛)}   
        
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
Figure 4.3: An Example showing How to Extract Temporal Average and Variance Features
From a Two-Channel Time Series Stream for Conventional Classifiers (Sliding Window Size:
3)
can be verified on problems that we fully understand. Secondly, it is easier to analyse the
GP programs evolved for synthetic data sets as the time series patterns are known.
4.3.1 Data Sets
The synthetic data sets include both single-channel time series and multi-channel time series.
These data are different to the data sets used in Chapter 3 because they are not segmented.
The details of the tasks are given in this section.
Single-Channel Time Series
There is no need to consider channel dependency in single-channel time series. However, the
GP based method still needs to find the pattern size and suitable features for each task. The
synthetic single-channel time series data sets for event detection are described below.
Task 1 and Task 2. Single Point Changes In many applications small changes in the
readings are considered as noise and hence ignored. The presence of a variation that is
beyond a certain threshold is considered as an event. A good classifier is expected to
identify the events while ignoring the noise. Two tasks were constructed to simulate
noise tolerant classifiers. For each task, two thresholds are used as the boundaries of
acceptable variations. If a change over two consecutive data points is within this range,
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Stream Data  Feature Vector B 
𝐶0(𝑡0)   𝐶1(𝑡0) 
𝐶0(𝑡1)   𝐶1(𝑡1) 
𝐶0(𝑡2)   𝐶1(𝑡2) |𝐶0(𝑡1) - 𝐶0(𝑡0)| + |𝐶0(𝑡2) - 𝐶0(𝑡1)|, |(𝐶1(𝑡1) - 𝐶1(𝑡0)| + |(𝐶1(𝑡2) - 𝐶1(𝑡1)| 
𝐶0(𝑡3)   𝐶1(𝑡3) |(𝐶0(𝑡2) - 𝐶0(𝑡1)| + |𝐶0(𝑡3) - 𝐶0(𝑡2)|, |(𝐶1(𝑡2) - 𝐶1(𝑡1)| + |(𝐶1(𝑡3) - 𝐶1(𝑡2)| 
… … 
𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)   𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) |(𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1) - 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2)| + |(𝐶0(𝑡𝑛) - 𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1)|, |(𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1) - 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2)| + 
|(𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) - 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1)| 
        
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
Figure 4.4: An Example showing How to Extract Wave Length Features From a Two-Channel
Time Series Stream for Conventional Classifiers (Sliding Window Size: 3)
Stream Data  Feature Vector D 
𝐶0(𝑡0)   𝐶1(𝑡0) 
𝐶0(𝑡1)   𝐶1(𝑡1) 
𝐶0(𝑡2)   𝐶1(𝑡2) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡0), 𝐶1(𝑡0)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡1)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡2), 
𝐶1(𝑡2)} 
𝐶0(𝑡3)   𝐶1(𝑡3) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡1), 𝐶1(𝑡1)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡2), 𝐶1(𝑡2)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡3), 
𝐶1(𝑡3)} 
… … 
𝐶0(𝑡𝑛)   𝐶1(𝑡𝑛) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−2), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−2)}, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡𝑛−1), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛−1)}, 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒{𝐶0(𝑡𝑛), 𝐶1(𝑡𝑛)} 
        
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
Figure 4.5: An Example showing How to Extract Channel Average Features From a Two-
Channel Time Series Stream for Conventional Classifiers (Sliding Window Size: 3)
it is considered as the negative class. Otherwise, it is reported as the positive class, an
event.
The two data sets differ in the tolerance level to noise. In the first data set, the range of
tolerable variations is [−0.5, 0.5], while in the second data set the range is much wider,
[−2.5, 5.0]. Examples of these time series are shown in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b)
respectively. A positive class, i.e. an event, should be reported at each time point that
is highlighted with a red dot in the figures. It can be seen that very small changes are
ignored in Figure 4.6(a), while in Figure 4.6(b) even more noticeable changes are not
marked.
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(a) Tolerance: [-0.5, 0.5]
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Figure 4.6: Single Point Change with Tolerance
Task 3. Perturbed Periodic Function In real-world applications, an event may exist in
a number of data points rather than variations occurring between only two data points.
Furthermore in reality, an event can be much more complex, for example, a period
change. Hence in this task, a time series stream is generated by sampling a periodic
function y = |100∗sin(x)| with an interval of 2pi7 . A complete cycle consists of eight data
points. At some data points, the periodic function is perturbed by replacing those data
points with random numbers between 0 and 100. An event in this task is defined as an
unperturbed cycle of the periodic function regardless of the phase. The pattern size in
this task is obviously 8. Any incomplete cycles or perturbations should be reported as
the negative class. Figure 4.7 illustrates a sample time series and two events of which
the duration is marked by grey dash lines and the finishing points are marked with red
dots. Note these two occurrences of this event appear different, however, they should
be considered as the same class by good classifiers.
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Figure 4.7: Perturbed Periodic Function
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Figure 4.8: Multi-channel Time Series (Two Channels)
Multi-Channel Time Series
Identifying an event in multi-channel time series requires not only capturing the temporal
dependency but also the relationships among the channels. The synthetic multi-channel time
series data sets for event detection are described below.
Task 4. Changes in Two Channels In this task, an event occurs when there are simul-
taneous changes in both channels of the two-channel time series, as shown in Figure 4.8.
An event only occurs when the sum of point changes of two channels is greater than
10. A positive instance can be either a significant change in either channel or changes
in both channels. It is necessary to consider both channels to identify an event.
Task 5. Changes in Any Two out of Five Channels This task is more complex than
the above one as there are five channels. In addition, an event is only reported when
there are simultaneous significant variations in any two channels. The variations must
be greater than 5.
Summary
The synthetic data sets for event detection are listed in Table 4.1. The table gives the ratio
of the positives and the negatives for training and test sets, the pattern size and the number
of channels.
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Table 4.1: A Summary of Synthetic Data Sets for Event Detection
Tasks
Training
(P:N)
Test
(P:N)
Pattern
Size
Channel
Numbers
1. Single point changes
with a smaller tolerance
214:185 98:101 2 1
2. Single point changes
with a larger tolerance
171:228 97:102 2 1
3. Perturbed periodic function 111:282 56:137 8 1
4. Changes in two channels 200:199 103:96 2 2
5. Changes in any
two out of five channels
193:206 110:89 2 5
4.3.2 Experiments and Results
Two GP runtime parameter settings were investigated in section 3.6 (page 89). The first
configuration was used for the synthetic data sets. The fitness function for these synthetic
tasks is the accuracy because the data distribution is even.
OneR, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes and IB1 (see section 4.2, page 93) were used for comparison. For
each task, the best classifier out of these four was used as base classifier by Adaboost to create
an ensemble classifier. For each task, numbered from 1 to 5, the inputs for non-GP classifiers
are summarised in Table 4.2. Each row presents the feature set used, the number of the raw
values in an instance and the number of attributes after feature extraction. More details of
the non-GP classifiers including the data preparation process were presented in section 4.2
(page 93).
Table 4.2: Training and Test Data of the Five Synthetic Event Detection Tasks for Non-GP
Classifiers
Tasks
Feature
Set
Number of
Attributes
(No Features)
Number of
Attributes
(Features)
1. Single point changes
with a smaller tolerance
A 2 1
2. Single point changes
with a larger tolerance
A 2 1
3. Perturbed periodic function C 8 1
4. Changes in two channels A 4 2
5. Changes in any
two out of five channels
A 10 5
Table 4.3 lists the results of all classification methods on the raw data. Each row presents,
from task 1 to task 5, the accuracy, the true positive rate (TP) and the true negative rate
(TN) on test data obtained by all the classifiers. The results of the GP based method are
listed in the rightmost column. As the table shows, without pre-defined features, none of
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Table 4.3: Synthetic Event Detection: Comparison with Conventional Methods on Raw Data
% (No Pre-defined Temporal Features)
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1
52.76
TP : 83.70
TN : 22.80
49.25
TP : 100
TN : 0
47.24
TP : 92.90
TN : 3.00
62.81
TP : 79.60
TN : 46.50
61.31
TP : 81.60
TN : 41.60
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2
56.78
TP : 52.60
TN : 60.80
51.25
TP : 0
TN : 100
51.26
TP : 0
TN : 100
67.34
TP : 68.00
TN : 66.70
67.34
TP : 68.00
TN : 66.70
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
3
70.98
TP : 0
TN : 100
70.98
TP : 0
TN : 100
70.98
TP : 0
TN : 100
95.34
TP : 100
TN : 93.40
94.82
TP : 100
TN : 92.70
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
4
52.26
TP : 44.70
TN : 60.40
51.76
TP : 100
TN : 0
49.75
TP : 27.20
TN : 74
51.76
TP : 58.30
TN : 44.80
50.75
TP : 58.30
TN : 42.70
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
5
47.73
TP : 58.40
TN : 39.10
55.28
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.29
TP : 10.10
TN : 95.50
50.25
TP : 48.30
TN : 51.80
57.29
TP : 10.10
TN : 95.50
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
the five non-GP methods achieved perfect or near perfect performance in any of the tasks,
even in the simplest task of detecting a single point change (task 1). In the detection of a
complete cycle of the sine wave (task 3), IB1 managed to reach an accuracy of 95.34% with
good TP and TN. However it performed very poorly on the other tasks.
Table 4.4 presents the results of non-GP methods using pre-defined features. The results
of the GP based method are shown in the rightmost column as in Table 4.3. No manually
constructed features were used in these GP runs. The results show that with the presence of
features, some non-GP methods can match the performance of GP.
4.4 Dangerous Driving Behaviour Detection
The GP based method has shown promising performance on the synthetic data sets. In this
section, the GP based method is evaluated on a more complex problem which is to recognise
dangerous driving behaviours based on the sensor data collected from smartphones. Danger-
ous driving behaviours refer to highly risky actions performed by a driver, such as driving
under the influence of alcohol and speeding. In this study, three types of dangerous driving
behaviours were investigated. They are harsh acceleration, sudden braking and swerving.
These behaviours cannot be detected simply by measuring the speed of vehicles at an instant
in time. They are different kinds of events, for example, a sudden braking is the event of
a vehicle significantly decreasing its speed in a short period. A swerving is the event of a
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Table 4.4: Synthetic Event Detection: Comparison with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined
Temporal Features (%)
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
99.00
TP : 98.00
TN : 100
96.99
TP : 93.90
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
86.93
TP : 73.20
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
3
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
99.48
TP : 100
TN : 99.30
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
4
78.89
TP : 56.30
TN : 99.10
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
5
65.82
TP : 56.20
TN : 73.60
97.99
TP : 97.80
TN : 98.20
87.94
TP : 100
TN : 78.20
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
vehicle suddenly changing its heading from one direction to another.
There is no precise definition of the three dangerous driving behaviours such as “sudden
braking is a change in speed from U km/h to V km/h in W seconds”. In this study, an
independent observer stayed in the vehicle with a driver when a dangerous behaviour was
marked when the observer is affected by an action, e.g. feeling uncomfortable and moving
on the seat. All the data were marked by the same observer for consistency.
4.4.1 Data Collection
A set of data consisting of both normal driving behaviours and risky behaviours was collected
by a smartphone 2. The data collection process is described below.
Hardware
The phone model used for data collection was an 8GB iPhone 5. The phone has three types
of built-in inertial sensors: accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer, all providing triaxial
readings. The three-axis coordinate system is shown in Figure 4.93.
2The ethics approval is ASEHAPP 18-14 ”Dynamic Assessment of Driving Risks using a Smartphone App”.
3The image is from the iOS development Library web page (https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/
documentation/uikit/reference/uiacceleration class/Reference/UIAcceleration.html).
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The accelerometer measures two types of acceleration: user acceleration and gravity. The
user acceleration reflects the force caused by the movements of a person holding the phone or
a vehicle in which the phone has been attached at a fixed point. The three-axis readings of
user acceleration will keep changing as long as the person or vehicle is moving. In contrast,
gravity reflects the constant strength caused by the earth. The three-axis readings of gravity
will stay the same if the phone does not rotate. The gyroscope measures the rotation rate
of the phone. It also measures the degree to which the phone has been rotated around the
x, y and z axes as “roll”, “pitch” and “yaw”. These three values describe the orientation
of a rigid phone. The magnetometer reports the magnetic fields around the device. The
readings mainly come from the earth magnetic field, but can also be affected by the presence
of nearby magnetic fields caused by electronic devices such as power lines, microwave ovens
and air conditioners.
The inertial sensors in an iPhone 5 are accurate and sensitive. For example, the accuracy
range of the accelerometer is ±2g which is suitable for activity recognition. Furthermore, the
magnetometer is sensitive to a magnetic field of less than 0.01 microtesla. However, these
sensors can be influenced by the environment, e.g. temperature and surrounding magnetic
fields, which increases the difficulties of event detection from the sensor readings.
X
Y
Z
Figure 4.9: The X,Y and Z axis of iPhone 5
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In total, there are 21 channels available in the iPhone. They are shown in Table 4.5. Some
of the channels are mutually dependent. For example, a raw acceleration signal channel 0,
can be decomposed into gravity, channel 3 and user acceleration, channel 6, as shown in
equation 4.1. To determine a movement along the x axis, all of these three channels need to
be taken into consideration rather than any single one. A constant sensor reading on channel
0 may not be evidence for non-movement along the x axis. The user acceleration could
offset the gravity on the x axis hence resulting in no change in channel 0 reading. Another
relationship is shown in equation 4.2. On the x axis, the unbiased rotation rate, channel 15,
is a component of the raw rotation rate, channel 12.
Table 4.5: Sensor Channels available on iPhone
Channel Description
0 Raw Acceleration X (raw accelerometer reading)
1 Raw Acceleration Y (raw accelerometer reading)
2 Raw Acceleration Z (raw accelerometer reading)
3 Gravity X
4 Gravity Y
5 Gravity Z
6 User Acceleration X
7 User Acceleration Y
8 User Acceleration Z
9 Yaw
10 Pitch
11 Roll
12 Raw Rotation Rate X (raw gyro reading)
13 Raw Rotation Rate Y (raw gyro reading)
14 Raw Rotation Rate Z (raw gyro reading)
15 Unbiased Rotation Rate X
16 Unbiased Rotation Rate Y
17 Unbiased Rotation Rate Z
18 Magnetic Heading X
19 Magnetic Heading Y
20 Magnetic Heading Z
RawAccelerationX = UserAccelerationX +GravityX (4.1)
RawRotationRateX = UnbiasedRotationRateX +Bias (4.2)
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Data Collection Protocols
An iPhone App was developed and deployed on the phone for data collection4. The App
records the inertial sensor readings at intervals of 0.1s (10Hz). The readings are stored
in ASCII format. This App can also receive and process external sounds for labelling. The
phone was attached to the windshield vertically in front of the driver on a cradle. A researcher
in the passenger seat was responsible for monitoring the driving process and labelling the
data by voice commands.
All the data were collected on real suburban roads rather than a simulation lab such as
the Carrs-Q simulator5. The driving paths were not pre-defined and thus different road
conditions are included in the process. In addition, the data were collected on different days,
so the initial position and orientation of the phone are different every session. The data
collection process in these real-world scenarios involves a significant amount of variation.
Hence the tasks are significantly difficult for any classifier.
Labelling
In most of the existing work, the sensor data are labelled by examining synchronised video
recordings frame by frame. This is a very time-consuming process [170]. In this study, a
user-driven labelling method is used to mark the data. The App described in section 4.4.1
(page 102) is able to monitor and process external audio signals while recording the sensor
streaming data. So the data can be labelled by voice commands: when an event, one of the
three dangerous driving behaviours, occurs, the observer will speak at the end of the event.
The corresponding data point will be labelled as the positive class, indicating the occurrence
of an event. All of the other data points are considered as the negative class. Note that the
duration of an event is not recorded.
Because the operator’s precision on deciding an event is less than 0.1s, the data points
immediately before and after a positive instance are manually marked as the positive class.
4The iOS Developer Library web page - https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/navigation/
5CARRS-Q Advanced Driving Simulator: http://www.carrsq.qut.edu.au/simulator/
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Data Set
For each kind of dangerous driving behaviour, two sessions were recorded. The longer session
was used for training and the other one for test. Table 4.6 shows the data distribution of
the training and test sets. The data are highly unbalanced. Taking harsh acceleration for
example, the negatives (1160 instances) are nearly 100 times more frequent than the positives
(12 instances).
Table 4.6: Training and Test Data Sets for the Three Types of Driving Behaviours
Training Test
Positives Negatives Positives Negatives
1. Harsh Acceleration 12 1160 9 681
2. Sudden Braking 9 1679 6 941
3. Swerving 12 1194 6 822
It is very difficult even for human experts to extract useful features for dangerous driving
behaviours. A segment of the original readings of 500 data points is illustrated in Figure
4.10. The segment contains a swerve to the left and another swerve to the right mixed with
normal driving. The patterns of swerving cannot be visually identified from this figure. After
a close examination of the data, we removed the readings of yaw, pitch, roll (Channel 9-11)
and magnetic heading (Channel 18-20) as shown in Figure 4.11. Only then, do the patterns
of swerving become visible. They occur around the 50th time point and the 150th time point.
4.4.2 Experiments and Results
The GP runtime parameter settings were described in section 3.6 (page 89). As the data
distribution is very uneven, AUC was used as the fitness function. Ten GP runs were con-
ducted for each task. The best programs generated from the GP evolutionary process were
evaluated on the test data.
For synthetic tasks, the performance of the GP based method on the raw data was compared
with that of other classifiers on both the raw data and the features. As dangerous driving
behaviour detection is a complex problem, the OneR classifier was replaced with SVM. The
four methods for comparison are now J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1 and SVM. The ensemble learning
method Adaboost was also used for each task. The base classifier is the best one of the above
four non-GP classifiers. The inputs for the non-GP classifiers include both raw inputs and
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Figure 4.10: Examples of the Multi-Channel Sensor Input - Original 21-Channel Sensor
Input
Figure 4.11: Examples of the Multi-Channel Sensor Input - Manually Processed 15-Channel
Input
features extracted from a sliding window. The sliding window size is 12, which is equal to
the window function size of GP. The feature sets are the ones previously described in section
4.2 (page 93):
Feature set A: Temporal Difference This feature set contains for each channel, the dif-
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ference between any two consecutive data points.
Feature set B: AVG and Variance This feature set contains for each channel, the aver-
age and variance value of a time series segment.
Table 4.7 shows the test results on the raw data, including the accuracy, true positive rate
(TP) and true negative rate (TN). In general, all non-GP classifiers performed very poorly
on the three tasks. Their high accuracies are due to the significantly unbalanced data. Their
true positive rates are all very low. Only J48 and Na¨ıve Bayes obtained reasonable results on
detecting swerving. In contrast, the GP based method detected all risky driving behaviours
with few false positives on all three tasks.
Table 4.7: Test Results on Raw Stream Data(%)
Tasks J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP
1. Harsh
Acceleration
95.73
TP : 33.30
TN : 96.60
77.76
TP : 66.70
TN : 77.90
98.23
TP : 33.30
TN : 99.10
98.53
TP : 0
TN : 99.90
98.23
TP : 33.30
TN : 99.10
97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76
2. Sudden
Braking
99.36
TP : 50
TN : 99.70
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 50
TN : 99.70
99.68
TP : 100
TN : 99.68
3. Swerving
99.51
TP : 83.30
TN : 99.60
94.86
TP : 83.30
TN : 94.90
99.39
TP : 66.70
TN : 99.60
97.80
TP : 0
TN : 98.50
99.39
TP : 33.3
TN : 99.90
99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 show the results obtained by applying the non-GP methods on
manually constructed feature sets A and B. The results of the GP based method on the raw
data from Table 4.7 are shown for comparison purposes.
Feature set A did not bring many benefits while with feature set B, J48 achieved the best
performance over all the others on task 1 and task 3. However it did not perform very well
in detecting sudden braking.
In comparison the performance of the GP based method is consistent and no worse than J48
on task 1 and task 3. One may argue that with a better feature set or a combined set of the
two existing sets the non-GP methods could achieve better results. However that is exactly
the point of this study. We would like to avoid the manual feature extraction step as a good
feature set is often dependent on the problem and will affect the performance of the learning
methods.
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Table 4.8: Comparison with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined Feature Set A (%)
Tasks J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP
1. Harsh
Acceleration
98.09
TP : 33.30
TN : 99
47.28
TP : 100
TN : 46.60
96.90
TP : 0
TN : 98.20
98.67
TP : 0
TN : 100
98.67
TP : 0
TN : 100
97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76
2. Sudden
Braking
69.80
TP : 67.30
TN : 71.40
39.96
TP : 50
TN : 39.90
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.47
TP : 16.70
TN : 100
99.68
TP : 100
TN : 99.68
3. Swerving
98.90
TP : 16.70
TN : 99.50
71.85
TP : 83.30
TN : 71.80
99.39
TP : 16.70
TN :100
99.27
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.27
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01
Table 4.9: Comparison with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined Feature Set B (%)
Tasks J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP
1. Harsh
Acceleration
99.26
TP : 100
TN : 99.30
65.68
TP : 66.70
TN : 65.70
96.20
TP : 33.30
TN : 97
98.67
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.12
TP : 44.40
TN : 99.90
97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76
2. Sudden
Braking
98.61
TP : 16.70
TN : 99.10
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.36
TP : 0
TN : 100
98.61
TP : 16.70
TN : 99.10
99.68
TP : 100
TN : 99.68
3. Swerving
99.76
TP : 100
TN : 99.80
94.86
TP : 100
TN : 94.80
99.39
TP : 100
TN : 99.40
99.27
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.51
TP : 100
TN : 99.50
99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01
4.5 Video Shot Detection
The aim of video shot detection is to detect scene changes in a sequence of video frames.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of a scene change. The boundary is marked by a vertical red
line. The two frames on the left are one scene and the two frames on the right are obviously
a difference scene. In a video each pixel can be considered as a channel. So a scene change
can be considered as an event that occurs in a multi-channel time series. Due to the high
dimensionality of the video data, video shot detection is a very challenging problem for time
series classification methods.
Figure 4.12: An Example of Shot Detection
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4.5.1 Data Set
The videos for training and testing are two clips from two different TV programs. In both
clips, the frame size is 140× 80. A software tool was developed to enable manual labelling of
the boundaries between the scenes. This tool can also record pixel values for classification.
The first frame of a new scene, the frame after the boundary, is labelled as the positive class.
Other frames are marked as the negative class.
Obviously the ratio between the number of negatives and the number of positives is very
high. We manually adjusted the ratio to about 1 : 5. This was done by randomly selecting
and removing some of the negatives from training set. The numbers of positive instances and
the negative instances in the training set are 134 and 482 respectively. For the test data, the
numbers are 83 and 902 respectively.
Note that the videos we used have no artificially inserted frames, such as a few frames of
pure black background in between two scenes to indicate the boundary. The fade-in and
fade-out effect where the first scene gradually disappears while the second one becomes more
and more visible is not included either. These kinds of special boundaries are considered as
separate problems and are not studied in this thesis.
Data Preparation for GP
The input pixels of the video frames are all in RGB color. Considering the high dimensionality
of the video data set, 11200 pixels in each frame, we represent each pixel by its intensity
value rather than the red (R), green (G), blue (B) values. Hence there are 140× 80 = 11200
channels in this data. The grey-scale representation is sufficient for manually determining
scene changes.
Equation 4.3 is the method for converting the blue, red and green colors of a pixel to the
intensity value.
Intensity = 0.3×R+ 0.59×G+ 0.11×B (4.3)
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Data Preparation for Non-GP Classifiers
The inputs for the non-GP classifiers contain both raw data and manually extracted features.
To reduce the difficulties for these methods, the number of channels was reduced from the
original 11200 to only 4. They are the average intensity, the average R, G and B values of
the whole frame. The word “raw” means that the frame differences were not calculated for
the classifiers.
The following features were extracted for non-GP classifiers. This feature set has been shown
to be effective in video shot detection, being able to achieve comparable performance to a
commercial product [186, 216]. The rest of this section describes the manually extracted
features.
Frame Features Frame features were extracted based on frame differences on the assump-
tion that frames belonging to the same scene will have similar frame statistics while
frames from different scenes will have different frame statistics. The first three feature
sets were all generated based on equation 4.4.
Frame Difference(t) = |fn(t)− fn(t− 1)| (4.4)
The symbol t is the current frame of a video stream input and n is one of the feature
extraction functions. Equation 4.4 basically calculates the absolute difference between
the current frame and the previous frame in certain feature spaces.
1. Intensity f1(t): The feature value for each frame is the average over all pixels as
shown in equation 4.5, where h and w are height and width values of the video
frame.
f1(t) =
∑h
i=0
∑w
j=0GrayscaleIntensity(ti,tj)
h× w (4.5)
2. RGB f2(t): To preserve colour information, we also include the average R,G,B
values of each frame as they might provide clues for frame boundaries.
f2(t) =

AverageRed(t)
AverageGreen(t)
AverageBlue(t)
 (4.6)
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3. HSV f3(t): HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) is another widely used color space
representation. A scene change might not be captured well in the RGB space
where these three values are interrelated. Instead, a scene change might be better
captured in one of the HSV channels.
f3(t) =

AverageHue(t)
AverageSaturation(t)
AverageV alue(t)
 (4.7)
HSV values are converted from RGB inputs from each frame using the standard
conversion method [14]. Note that the “V” in HSV is the normalized maximum
value in RGB, so it is very different to the grayscale value.
Spatial Features The above three sets of features are all calculated based on an entire video
frame. In reality, it is possible that two different scenes contain similar components,
for example two different groups of performers appearing on the same stage. Under
such circumstances, an overall frame feature may not be very suitable if the average
change is not significant. To address this issue, we use another three sets of features to
capture spatial information.
A B C
D E F
G H I
Figure 4.13: Dividing a Frame into Sub-regions
As shown in Figure 4.13, a frame is evenly divided into nine sub-regions. Then features
are calculated based on comparing one sub-region over two consecutive frames. For
example, the average difference in grayscale over sub-region A is:
DiffGrayA(t) = |
∑h/3
i=0
∑w/3
j=0 GrayscaleIntensity(ti,tj)
h/3× w/3 −∑h/3
i=0
∑w/3
j=0 GrayscaleIntensity((t−1)i,(t−1)j)
h/3× w/3 |
(4.8)
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After calculating these values for all of the sub-regions, the 4th feature set (f4(t)) was
obtained, as shown in equation 4.9. It can be seen that this feature set does not contain
all 9 feature values, but only 3 of them, which are the maximum, minimum and average
from the 9 sub-regions. This is to reduce the size of the final feature set.
f4(t) =

argmaxDiffGrayA (t),...,DiffGrayI (t)
argminDiffGrayA (t),...,DiffGrayI (t)
averageDiffGrayA (t),...,DiffGrayI (t)

(4.9)
The last two sets of features were generated in the same way. The 5th set (f5(t)) is
based on the regional comparison of the RGB values. The 6th set (f6(t)) is based on
the comparison of the HSV values.
f5(t) =

argmaxDiffRGBA (t),...,DiffRGBI (t)
argminDiffRGBA (t),...,DiffRGBI (t)
averageDiffRGBA (t),...,DiffRGBI (t)

(4.10)
f6(t) =

argmaxDiffHSVA (t),...,DiffHSVI (t)
argminDiffHSVA (t),...,DiffHSVI (t)
averageDiffHSVA (t),...,DiffHSVI (t)

(4.11)
Note that the above two functions provide three values for each dimension of RGB and
HSV. Therefore 9 values will be generated by each function for one frame.
4.5.2 Experiments and Results
The GP runtime parameter settings were described in section 3.6. The GP based method
was run 10 times and the performance of the best individual is presented.
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Table 4.10 shows the accuracy, the true positive rate (TP) and the true negative rate (TN)
achieved in the test phase by GP and the other five classification methods. We can see that
the accuracies of the five non-GP methods were not low. However that was not genuinely
good performance as their true positive rates were all very low, even as low as 0%. In contrast
the performance of the GP based method is much better.
Table 4.10: Comparing with Conventional Methods on The Raw Data (%)
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
Video Shot Detection
89.76
TP : 4.80
TN : 97.70
91.48
TP : 0
TN : 100
91.48
TP : 0
TN : 100
96.15
TP : 60.70
TN : 99.40
95.54
TP : 58.30
TN : 99.00
98.47
TP : 97.59
TN : 98.55
Table 4.11 shows the results of J48 and Na¨ıve Bayes with the following more complex feature
sets:
1. f1(t) + f4(t): both of them are based on grayscale intensity.
2. f2(t) + f5(t): both of them are RGB features
3. f3(t) + f6(t): two HSV feature sets
4. f1(t) + f2(t) + f3(t): the features that are based on the whole frame
5. f4(t) + f5(t) + f6(t): the features that are base on the sub-regions
Table 4.11: Classification Using More Complex Features (%)
f1(t) + f4(t) f2(t) + f5(t) f3(t) + f6(t)
f1(t) + f2(t)
+f3(t)
f4(t) + f5(t)
+f6(t)
f1(t) + f2(t) + f3(t)
+f4(t) + f5(t) + f6(t)
J48
98.58
TP : 100
TN : 98.40
98.58
TP : 100
TN : 98.40
98.48
TP : 100
TN : 98.30
97.67
TP : 79.50
TN : 99.30
98.48
TP : 100
TN : 98.30
98.48
TP : 100
TN : 98.30
Na¨ıve Bayes
98.27
TP : 100
TN : 98.10
98.48
TP : 100
TN : 98.30
97.87
TP : 100
TN : 97.70
15.23
TP : 97.60
TN : 7.60
97.56
TP : 100
TN : 97.30
97.77
TP : 100
TN : 97.60
The results show that with a suitable set of features, the non-GP classifiers can achieve much
better performance than on the raw data. The performance of the GP based method is still
comparable even without any features.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, the proposed GP based method was evaluated on a range of synthetic
data sets and two real-world event detection applications. The performance of the pro-
posed method was compared with five non-GP methods on both the raw data and manually
constructed features. The results show that, on the raw data input, the GP based method
performed much better than other methods. Even when feature sets were provided, the GP
based method achieved at least comparable results to the other classification methods. The
study in this chapter demonstrates the capability of the proposed method for detecting events
in time series.
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State Detection in Time Series
In this chapter, the GP based method proposed in chapter 3 will be evaluated on state
detection problems. Similar to chapter 4, this study involves both synthetic problems and
a real-world problem. The performance of the GP based method will be compared with a
number of non-GP classifiers. The chapter addresses our third research question: How well
can the GP based classification method perform on state detection tasks?
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, the GP based method has shown very good results in event detection tasks. In
this chapter, we extend the investigation to state detection problems. As mentioned earlier,
a state is different from an event. A state could exist over a long time span, even with no
ending. It should be detected before it ends.
The investigation is carried out over a wide range of data sets, from single-channel synthetic
time series to multi-channel synthetic time series, to a multi-channel real-world data set for
activity recognition. The performance of the GP based method on raw data will be compared
with non-GP classifiers on both raw data and manually constructed features.
5.2 State Detection on Synthetic Data
As in chapter 4, in this chapter the evaluation of the GP based method also starts with
synthetic data sets. One important difference between the data sets presented in this chapter
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and the data sets in chapter 4 is that they are labelled differently. Theoretically, during the
appearance of a state, the first few data points before reaching the pattern size should belong
to the negative class since evidence of a state happening is insufficient. For synthetic data
sets the time series patterns are known. However in real-world problems, the pattern size
is often unavailable. This should not impact the labelling of a state, as all points in the
state should be labelled positive. When the minimum pattern of a state is reached all the
points within the window and beyond should be marked positive. For simplification, all data
points during a state will be labelled as the positive class. These wrong labels may mislead
the training process. However, a classifier should overcome this if the real-world data sets
contain enough instances.
5.2.1 Data Generation
Our synthetic data sets contain both single-channel time series and multi-channel time series.
The details of the tasks are:
Single-Channel Time Series
The time series state patterns investigated in our study are box functions, intensive fluctua-
tions, increasing trend and periodic functions.
Task 1. Box Functions A state in this task is defined by a channel reading maintaining
a pre-defined value while allowing for minor fluctuations. This simulates real-world
scenarios such as water being boiling for a while or a vehicle moving at a certain speed.
In this task, a state is when the channel readings go beyond value 90 for a period of
three data points. Otherwise, a data point is negative. A sample time series is shown
in Figure 5.1(a). The starting point and the end point of a state of interest are marked
with red dots. The pattern size is 3. The states of interest in the following figures in
this section will be marked in the same way.
Task 2. Oscillation In a range of applications constant oscillation may be viewed as a state
of interest. For example, ground vibrations caused by crustal movements may indicate
a coming earthquake. In this task, a state is defined as consecutive peaks in which the
top value is above 180 and the bottom value is below 10, as shown in Figure 5.1(b).
Note that the state lasts for a period of at least four data points.
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(a) An Example of Box Function
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(b) An Example of Intensive Vibrations
Figure 5.1: Examples of A Box Function and Intensive Vibrations
Task 3. Sine Waves versus Random Changes A state may not just be a constant value
but consist of regular changes. In this task, a state is the presence of a periodic function.
Random changes are considered as negatives. As shown in Figure 5.2(a), the periodic
function used in this task is y = |100 ∗ sin(x)|, sampled every pi30 . The pattern size in
this task is 8.
Task 4. Different Sine Waves This task is more complex. A state is defined in the same
way as in the last task, the negative class, however, consists of other sine waves, rather
than random changes. These variants are generated by several similar periodic functions
y = |100∗sin(x∗f)| (f = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), as shown if Figure 5.2(b). The aim is to investigate
whether the GP based method can discriminate these kinds of patterns. The pattern
size is 8 in this task.
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(a) Sine Wave versus Random Changes
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(b) Sine Wave versus Other Sine Waves
Figure 5.2: The State As A Periodic Function
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Figure 5.3: Sine Waves in Two Channels
Multiple-Channel Time Series
The multi-channel data sets introduced here contain two to five channels. The time series
data and the tasks are explained as follows.
Task 5. Sine Waves in Two Channels The sine wave is again y = 100∗sin(x), sampled
at pi7 . However, in this task, a state of interest occurs only if sine waves are present
in both channels simultaneously. The sine waves in different channels may start at
different phases. If random changes appear in either channel, this will be considered
as negative. As shown in Figure 5.3, only the middle section highlighted by grey lines
is considered as the occurrence of a state.
Task 6. Box Functions in Four out of Five Channels This is an extension of the single-
channel box function problem. A state means that there are four or more channels
among all of the five channels with a signal value above 90 for at least 8 data points.
Summary
The synthetic data sets used for state detection are summarised in Table 5.1. In the training
sets the positives and the negatives are fairly evenly distributed.
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Table 5.1: A summary of The Synthetic Data Sets for State Detection
Tasks
Training
(P:N)
Test
(P:N)
Pattern
Size
Channel
Numbers
1. Box Functions 263:249 122:133 3 1
2. Intensive Vibrations 217:280 88:178 4 1
3. Sine Waves versus Random Changes 279:150 112:133 8 1
4. Different Sine Waves 219:201 69:141 8 1
5. Sine Waves in Two Channels 140:276 46:159 8 2
6. Box Functions in 4 out of 5 Channels 203:309 92:163 8 5
5.2.2 Experiments and Results
For the synthetic state detection tasks the runtime parameter settings used by the GP based
method are the same as the setting used in the synthetic event detection tasks. The details
can be found in section 3.6, page 89. Since the data sets are also balanced, the fitness function
is again accuracy.
The non-GP methods are also the same as those in synthetic event detection tasks. They are
OneR, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes and IB1. The best performer will be used as the base classifier for
adaBoost to build an ensemble classifier. The inputs of the non-GP classifiers are summarised
in Table 5.2. The table lists from task 1 to task 6, the number of attributes of an instance, the
feature set used and the number of attributes after feature extraction. The data preparation
process for non-GP methods is the same as that in chapter 4 (see section 4.2, page 93).
Table 5.2: Training and Test Data for the Six Synthetic State Detection Tasks for Non-GP
Classifiers
Tasks Feature Set 1
Numbers of
Attributes
(No Features)
Numbers of
Attributes
(Features)
1. Box Functions B 3 2
2. Intensive Vibrations C 7 1
3. Sine Wave versus Random Numbers C 8 1
4. Sine Waves C 8 2
5. Sine Wave in Two Channels C 16 2
6. Box Functions in 4 out of 5 Channels D 40 8
Table 5.3 shows the results of the six classifiers on the raw data for the six state detection
tasks. All the results in the table are from test. Considering the overall performance, the GP
based method clearly outperformed the other classifiers. It achieved above 98% accuracy in
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all the tasks while the non-GP methods did not perform very well, except in task 1 where
most classifiers were 100% successful. In particular, in task 3 and task 5, the GP based
method outperformed its counterparts by a great margin. In other tasks the differences in
performance between the GP based method and the other classifiers were not as significant
as in the event detection tasks.
Table 5.4 presents the results of non-GP classifiers on pre-defined feature sets B, C and D.
The results from the GP based method on the raw data are listed additionally in the rightmost
column. It is obvious that these manually designed features help the non-GP classifiers to
achieve better results. However even with the presence of these features, non-GP methods
did not outperform the GP based method on raw data.
Table 5.3: Synthetic State Detection: Comparing with Conventional Methods on Raw Data%
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1
92.09
TP: 98.4
TN: 86.3
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2
59.84
TP: 63.7
TN: 56.8
98.46
TP: 99.1
TN: 97.9
90.73
TP: 100
TN: 83.6
99.23
TP: 100
TN: 98.6
99.23
TP: 100
TN: 98.6
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
3
56.3
TP: 92.9
TN: 23.8
91.18
TP: 100
TN: 83.3
61.76
TP: 74.1
TN: 50.8
92.86
TP: 100
TN: 86.5
91.18
TP: 100
TN: 83.3
99.58
TP : 99.11
TN : 100
4
66.5
TP: 65.2
TN: 67.2
96.55
TP: 100
TN: 94.8
66
TP: 82.6
TN: 57.5
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.8
97.04
TP: 100
TN: 95.5
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.76
5
65.15
TP : 100
TN : 54.6
87.88
TP : 56.5
TN : 97.4
82.83
TP : 100
TN : 77.6
74.75
TP : 0
TN : 97.4
85.86
TP : 43.5
TN : 98.7
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
6
74.6
TP: 51.1
TN: 88.5
96.77
TP: 97.8
TN: 96.2
90.73
TP: 79.3
TN: 97.4
99.19
TP: 100
TN: 98.7
97.18
TP: 98.9
TN: 96.2
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
5.3 Study on A Small Activity Recognition Data Set
The promising results obtained in synthetic tasks show that the proposed method is able to
detect ongoing states as well. In this section, the GP based method will be evaluated on a
complex real-world application, activity recognition. The task is to recognise four activities:
sitting, standing, walking and running from mobile sensor data. These activities were chosen
because they are typical activities in daily life. The transitions between two states, for
example from sitting to standing, are not considered as states and are marked as negative.
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Table 5.4: Synthetic State Detection: Comparing with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined
Temporal Features %
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP: 100
TN:100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
3
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
99.58
TP: 74.1
TN: 99.2
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
A:99.58
TP: 99.11
TN: 100
4
93.6
TP: 100
TN: 90.3
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.8
91.13
TP: 100
TN: 86.6
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.8
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.8
98.52
TP: 100
TN: 97.76
5
77.78
TP: 100
TN: 71.1
98.99
TP: 100
TN: 98.7
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
99.49
TP: 100
TN: 99.3
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
6
87.1
TP: 93.5
TN: 83.3
98.79
TP: 97.8
TN: 99.4
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
5.3.1 Data Collection
The sensor data was collected from iPhone 5 in-built inertial sensors at a frequency of 30
Hz. The hardware and the software for data collection are the same as those used in the
dangerous driving behaviour task. The details can be found in section 4.4.1, page 102.
This data set was collected from monitoring one healthy subject. The subject was asked
to complete three sessions which cover all four activities mentioned above. The phone was
placed in the front pants pocket during each data collection session.
All the sessions are recorded in a natural environment rather than in a controlled lab. In
addition, these sessions were recorded on different days and in different places. In each
session, the duration of each activity was not pre-defined but arbitrarily determined by the
subject. All the activities may repeat during a session.
5.3.2 Experiments and Results
The runtime parameters of the GP based method are consistent with the early studies shown
in section 3.6, page 89. To shorten the training process, the fitness function is accuracy.
As in dangerous driving behaviour detection, the performance of the GP based method on
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raw data will be compared with the other four classifiers, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1 and SVM, on
both raw data and features. The inputs for these comparisons were extracted from a sliding
window. The sliding window size is 12 which is equal to the window function size of the GP
based method. The two feature sets which were used in the event detection tasks are used
for activity recognition:
Feature Set A: Temporal Difference This feature set contains, for each channel, the
difference between any two consecutive data points.
Feature Set B: AVG and Variance This feature set contains, for each channel, the av-
erage and the variance of the points in a time series segment.
The data preparation process was the same as that for event detection (see section 4.2, page
93).
There are four tasks in total, each distinguishing one of four activities: sitting, standing,
walking and running, from all others. They are all binary classification problems, for example,
sitting and not sitting. Not sitting includes standing, walking, running and all others. Table
5.5 presents the test accuracies, true positive rates (TP) and true negative rates (TN) for
all classifiers without using any features. It is obvious that the performance of the non-GP
classifiers is very poor on raw data. The high accuracy of 90.12% appearing in task 1, sitting
detection, is deceptive because the true positive rate is 0. Effectively the non-GP classifiers
recognized nothing. The high accuracy is merely due to the dominance of the negative
instances in the data set. The only good result from the non-GP methods is obtained by IB1
in running detection.
Table 5.6 presents the results from the non-GP classifiers on feature set A, compared with
the GP based method. The results from the GP based method are presented in the right-
most column in the table. Although these features did increase the performance of non-GP
classifiers, they are not as good as the GP based method in sitting and standing detection. In
particular, the true positive rates of these methods are rather poor. Only IB1 has achieved
reasonable results in walking and running detection. Similarly, as shown in Table 5.7 feature
set B did not help these non-GP methods much to achieve better results, except in running
detection.
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Table 5.5: Test Results - Both Conventional Methods versus GP on Raw Input (%)
Data Set J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM GP
1. Sitting
90.1
TP : 0
TN : 100
90.1
TP : 0
TN : 100
40.2
TP : 0
TN : 44.6
58.2
TP : 100
TN : 53.6
99.7
TP : 100
TN : 99.7
2. Standing
57.0
TP : 0
TN : 99.6
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.0
TP : 0
TN : 99.6
96.6
TP : 92.1
TN : 99.9
3. Walking
76.3
TP : 21.7
TN : 97.9
74.4
TP : 9.9
TN : 100
85.7
TP : 52.9
TN : 98.6
79.4
TP : 46.5
TN : 92.4
A:97.7
TP : 97.1
TN : 98.0
4. Running
34.2
TP : 88.5
TN : 22.7
18.7
TP : 100
TN : 1.6
96.4
TP : 94.4
TN : 96.8
19.2
TP : 84.9
TN : 5.3
99.5
TP : 98.0
TN : 99.9
Table 5.6: Test Results - Conventional Methods on Feature Set A versus GP on Raw Input
(%)
Data Set J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM GP
1. Sitting
76.6
TP : 26.4
TN : 82.1
58.1
TP : 100
TN : 53.5
63.1
TP : 89.4
TN : 60.2
90.1
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.7
TP : 100
TN : 99.7
2. Standing
72.6
TP : 53.2
TN : 87.0
85.2
TP : 89.3
TN : 82.1
64.4
TP : 21.1
TN : 96.6
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
96.6
TP : 92.1
TN : 99.9
3. Walking
90.4
TP : 74.3
TN : 96.8
40.5
TP : 78.6
TN : 25.4
93.8
TP : 84.8
TN : 97.4
71.7
TP : 0
TN : 100
A:97.7
TP : 97.1
TN : 98.0
4. Running
96.1
TP : 96.0
TN : 96.1
77.4
TP : 100
TN : 72.6
97.9
TP : 88.0
TN : 100
82.6
TP : 0
TN : 100
99.5
TP : 98.0
TN : 99.9
5.4 A Benchmark Data Set for Mobile Phone Based Activity Recognition
To further evaluate the capability of the proposed method, we used a much larger data set for
activity recognition. The data set covers seven daily life activities: sitting, standing, walking,
running, lying down, going upstairs and going downstairs. This data set is proposed as the
first mobile phone based activity recognition benchmark data set [217]2.
5.4.1 Data Collection
The data collection process for the benchmark data set is described in the following subsec-
tions.
2The data can be downloaded from http://yallara.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼s3268719/AR/data.html.
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Table 5.7: Test Results - Conventional Methods on Feature Set B versus GP on Raw Input
Data Set J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB1 SVM GP
1. Sitting
57.0
TP : 100
TN : 52.2
90.0
TP : 0
TN : 99.9
41.7
TP : 0
TN : 46.3
52.1
TP : 100
TN : 46.8
99.7
TP : 100
TN : 99.7
2. Standing
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
57.3
TP : 0
TN : 100
96.6
TP : 92.1
TN : 99.9
3. Walking
76.2
TP : 24.6
TN : 96.6
77.9
TP : 22.2
TN : 100
92.2
TP : 72.9
TN : 99.8
82.5
TP : 55.8
TN : 93.0
A:97.7
TP : 97.1
TN : 98.0
4. Running
95.2
TP : 98.4
TN : 94.5
67.3
TP : 99.8
TN : 60.4
99.0
TP : 99.1
TN : 98.9
98.6
TP : 98.2
TN : 98.7
99.5
TP : 98.0
TN : 99.9
Hardware
Three Android smartphones were used in data collection. They are Samsung Galaxy S4 GT-
I9505, Sony Xperia C6903 and HTC One. All these smartphones have 3-axis inertial sensors:
an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetic sensor, as shown in Table 5.8. The sample
rate was set to 30 Hz which is consistent with the smaller data set mentioned in section 5.3
(page 121). There are 12 channels recorded in this data set, as shown in Figure 5.9.
Table 5.8: Configuration of Phones
Phone Sensor Type
Maximum
Sample
Rate (Hz)
Samsung Galaxy S4
(GT-I9505)
Accelerometer STMicroelectronics K330 100
Gyroscope STMicroelectronics K330 100
Magnetic Field Yamaha YAS532 100
Sony Xperia
(C6903)
Accelerometer BOSCH BMA255 200
Gyroscope BOSCH BMG160 200
Magnetic Field BOSCH AK8963 50
HTC One
Accelerometer BOSCH BMA250 100
Gyroscope ST Group R3GD20 83
Magnetic Field AKM AK8963 100
Data Collection Protocol
The data collection process is natural as all the subjects are allowed to perform activities in
public places or at home. A laboratory environment was not used. An observer stayed with
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Table 5.9: Sensor Channels available on Android Phones
No. Channel
0 User Acceleration X
1 User Acceleration Y
2 User Acceleration Z
3 Gravity X
4 Gravity Y
5 Gravity Z
6 Raw Rotation Rate X
7 Raw Rotation Rate Y
8 Raw Rotation Rate Z
9 Magnetic Heading X
10 Magnetic Heading Y
11 Magnetic Heading Z
the subjects to observe their activities. This observer gave instructions such as “please sit
down on the couch for a rest” or “please go the level 4 by the stairs” to ensure each session
covered as many activities as possible.
The subjects were told that standard behaviours are preferred but not mandatory. They
were allowed to freely conduct any activities, such as standing still or turning around, sitting
upright or stretching, walking fast or slowly. All activities could be interrupted as inter-
ruptions do happen in real-world scenarios. For example, a subject could stop briefly from
walking to give way to others or to open a door. Hence, substantial variations exist in an
activity even it is conducted by the same subject. This generates significant difficulty for
accurate recognition of these activities.
A web server was set up for continuous data storage, labelling and synchronizing data with
labels. All the sensor recordings were temporally stored in smartphones and then sent to
the server periodically through a wireless connection. The web server also provided a web
interface for users to label all the activities. This will be described in the next section. The
sensor data and the corresponding labels were then combined for learning. Figure 5.4 shows
the infrastructure for data collection. Each smartphone is connected to the server individ-
ually, as is the one for labelling. All the devices connected to the server are synchronised
based on the server time.
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Figure 5.4: The infrastructure for Data Collection
Data Recording and Labelling
An Android application was developed and deployed for data collection. It allowed the
subject to record the start and the end of a session by a “Start” button and an “End”
button in the App. When the “Start” button was pressed, sensor readings were recorded.
This process was terminated by pressing the “End” button at which time all the recordings
were sent to the sever. This application also allowed the time series recorded on the phones
synchronised with the server time.
The subjects did not label the data themselves as self-reporting can be error-prone. More-
over, requiring the subjects to make notes can severely disrupt their activities. It is also
inconvenient for subjects to be taking notes all the time. In addition, the labels marked by
the subjects around the beginning and the end of an activity may not be accurate and need
additional editing and adjustment [25]. Another possible labelling method is to record a
video and check it frame by frame. This method is highly time-consuming and not suitable
for large scale dataset collection. In this study, an observer was involved in observing the
subjects and assigning the labels. The observer could access the application and record the
start point and the end point for each activity. Activities that did not fall into any of seven
classes were assigned an eighth catch-all class “Other”.
Synchronization
As mentioned earlier, all smartphones connected to the server were synchronised with the
server time before the data collection. This synchronisation process was: first the current
device time Tm of the phone was recorded, second the phone sent a HTTP request to acquire
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Table 5.10: The information of subjects and data collection
Subject Gender Environment Phone Placements
1 male domestic setting coat pocket, front pants pocket
2 female office space coat pocket, front pants pocket
3 male office space coat pocket, front pants pocket, back pants pocket
4 female office space coat pocket, front pants pocket, back pants pocket
5 female office space coat pocket, front pants pocket, back pants pocket
the current server time Ts, last the difference between the phone time and the server time
was calculated as |Ts − Tm +Dc|, where Dc is the duration of the internet connection which
can be easily obtained. The timestamps of a recording were then adjusted according to this
difference.
Note that the sensor data is sampled at regular time intervals while the labels can be marked
at any time point. Hence, the synchronization cannot guarantee the labelled start and end
points of an activity will perfectly match the timestamps in the sensor recordings. We
matched the sensor data and the labels by the closest time.
Data Set
This data set consists of the recordings from 5 healthy young adult subjects of both genders,
numbered from 1 to 5. For each subject, three sessions were recorded. Each session was
around 10 minutes long. In total, there were about 2.5 hours of recordings. For each subject,
two sessions were randomly chosen for training and the other for test.
There are three positions for the subject to place the smartphones. They are coat pocket for
Samsung, front pants pocket for Sony and back pants pocket for HTC. All the placements
were on the right side of the subjects. The subjects were allowed to place phones freely and
move freely in their preferred environments, for example, domestic houses and public places.
Table 5.10 lists the details of the gender, the environment of the data collection and the
placements of smartphones. Note that subject 4 was recorded in an unfamiliar environment
to her.
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5.4.2 Experiments and Results
The proposed GP method was first used on seven binary time series classification tasks to
detect activity states. They were sitting, standing, walking, running, lying, going upstairs
and going downstairs. Two extra types of activities, being still and walking-3-gaits were also
studied. Being still refers to a subject staying relatively stationary, combining the “inactive”
activities of sitting, standing and lying down. Walking-3-gaits consists of walking, going
upstairs and going downstairs.
For each task, the GP based method was repeated 10 times to compensate for variations
across runs. The best of the 10 runs on test data is reported as the final output. Three
non-GP algorithms were used for comparison: J48, Na¨ıve Bayes and SVM. These are more
complex than OneR and IB1. The feature set employed in the smaller data set for activity
recognition (see section 5.3.2, page 122) was also used here. Two extra features were provided,
the maximum value and the minimum value, to assist the non-GP classification methods.
All the features were extracted from a sliding window of size 12.
Individual Training and Test (Front Pants Pocket)
The experiments described in this section were performed on data collected at the same
mobile placement, front pants pocket and from the same subject. Table 5.11 shows the test
accuracies, true positive rates (TP) and true negative rates (TN) of the GP based method
on raw data. The results show that the GP based method has obtained good performance
in the tasks of detecting sitting, standing, running, lying down and being still. For these five
activities, the test accuracies are above 95%. The true positives rates and the true negative
rates are almost all above 90%. The test data of subject 5 does not contain instances of
sitting. It should be noted that nearly all negatives have been successfully classified. The
accuracies in detecting walking, going upstairs and going downstairs are around 85%. The
overall performance increased to 90%-95% when the three classes were combined in the
walking-3-gaits class.
The performance of the three non-GP classifiers on features are presented in Table 5.12. The
results are in bold if they are comparable or better than that of the GP based method on
raw data as shown in Table 5.11. The results show that these classifiers occasionally work
similarly or slightly better than GP. However, none of them achieves consistently better
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Table 5.11: Individual Training and Test (Front Pants Pocket) - the test accuracies,
true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classifiers
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
96.5
TP: 74.4
TN: 98.9
99.1
TP: 96.5
TN: 99.4
87.4
TP: 95.3
TN: 81.8
99.4
TP: 98.3
TN: 99.8
96.8
TP: 100
TN: 96.6
92.7
TP: 87.4
TN: 92.9
98.0
TP: 80.4
TN: 98.6
97.7
TP: 97.5
TN: 97.8
86.2
TP: 95.0
TN: 78.2
Subject 2
99.6
TP: 99.7
TN: 99.5
99.2
TP: 94.7
TN: 99.9
87.5
TP: 93.7
TN: 84.5
98.0
TP: 98.4
TN: 98.0
99.4
TP: 100
TN: 99.4
89.4
TP: 48.2
TN: 93.9
83.5
TP: 90.6
TN: 82.6
98.9
TP: 99.8
TN: 98.4
95.1
TP: 95.0
TN: 95.2
Subject 3
97.8
TP: 99.0
TN: 97.4
99.3
TP: 94.4
TN: 99.7
85.1
TP: 86.1
TN: 84.8
99.2
TP: 96.9
TN: 99.3
99.2
TP: 98.2
TN: 99.4
87.7
TP: 72.7
TN: 89.1
92.9
TP: 94.4
TN: 92.7
98.8
TP: 98.4
TN: 99.1
92.4
TP: 96.2
TN: 89.6
Subject 4
96.0
TP: 87.0
TN: 97.8
99.6
TP: 98.8
TN: 99.7
85.9
TP: 87.6
TN: 84.8
94.5
TP: 99.1
TN: 94.2
94.9
TP: 98.0
TN: 94.5
91.2
TP: 79.7
TN: 92.3
93.7
TP: 95.2
TN: 93.6
98.1
TP: 98.0
TN: 98.2
95.1
TP: 96.7
TN: 92.8
Subject 5 -
99.0
TP: 98.8
TN: 99.0
83.3
TP: 87.1
TN: 80.9
98.8
TP: 93.8
TN: 99.3
99.7
TP: 99.5
TN: 99.8
81.3
TP: 89.5
TN: 80.3
94.2
TP: 91.8
TN: 94.5
99.2
TP: 99.0
TN: 99.2
96.2
TP: 95.9
TN: 96.6
results over all activities across various subjects. For example, the results of using SVM
to detect walking and walking-3-gaits are very promising. SVM outperforms the GP based
method on all the subjects expect subject 2. However, in detecting going upstairs and going
downstairs, SVM fails to recognise most of the positive instances, the high accuracies are
the result of class imbalance. The low true positive rate reveals that SVM did not capture
any patterns. J48 and Na¨ıve Bayes perform even worse. Overall, the GP based method is
superior to these non-GP methods even when these methods are provided with manually
extracted features while the GP based method works on raw data.
Individual Training and Test (Other Placements)
The results presented below are individual training and test accuraries at the other two phone
placements. They are back pants pocket and coat pocket. Table 5.13 shows the results for
the back pants pocket and Table 5.14 shows the results for the coat pocket. It can be seen
from Table 5.13 that the GP based method obtains similar performance when the phone is
carried in the back pants pocket as when it is in the front pants pocket . One interesting
observation is that at both pants placements the overall performance of detecting going
upstairs is better than that of detecting going downstairs and walking. This may be because
going upstairs involves more movement of thighs and hence produces more distinguishable
patterns, i.e. greater rotations and higher acceleration readings. In addition, detecting
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Table 5.12: Individual Training and Test (Front Pants Pocket) - the test accuracies,
true positive and true negative rates (%) of non-GP classifiers
Sitting Standing Walking
J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM
Subject 1
91.94
TP: 22.8
TN: 99.3
87
TP: 51.8
TN: 90.7
90.4
TP: 0
TN: 100
94.96
TP: 50.9
TN: 99.4
99.36
TP: 94.4
TN: 99.9
99.17
TP: 93.8
TN: 99.7
81.97
TP: 79.7
TN: 83.6
78.43
TP: 87.6
TN: 72
88.62
TP: 83.9
TN: 91.9
Subject 2
96.15
TP: 95.8
TN: 98.6
88.62
TP: 0
TN: 100
77.31
TP: 70
TN: 99.5
99.32
TP: 96.4
TN: 99.7
87.27
TP: 0
TN: 1
99.67
TP: 99.6
TN: 99.7
85.01
TP: 78.2
TN: 88.2
69.85
TP: 6.2
TN: 99.7
76.28
TP: 98.4
TN: 65.9
Subject 3
89.55
TP: 72.6
TN: 94.8
80.19
TP: 98.7
TN: 74.5
99.34
TP: 99.3
TN: 99.4
99.49
TP: 92.3
TN: 100
99.46
TP: 95.8
TN: 99.7
99.57
TP: 95.4
TN: 99.9
89.30
TP: 83.0
TN: 91.3
76.54
TP: 97.3
TN: 69.9
90.19
TP: 88.3
TN: 90.8
Subject 4
87.72
TP: 35.4
TN: 98.3
93.9
TP: 65.4
TN: 99.6
93.6
TP: 64
TN: 99.6
99.76
TP: 96.9
TN: 99.9
99.66
TP: 93.7
TN: 99.9
99.49
TP: 90.9
TN: 99.9
90.14
TP: 90.9
TN: 89.7
78.00
TP: 96.4
TN: 66.7
90.52
TP: 91.3
TN: 90
Subject 5 - - -
99.28
TP: 86.6
TN: 99.7
99.51
TP: 92.7
TN: 99.8
99.26
TP: 81.5
TN: 99.9
84.47
TP: 79.9
TN: 87.3
76.27
TP: 94.2
TN: 65.2
87.77
TP: 84
TN: 90.1
Running Lying Down Going Downstairs
J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM
Subject 1
97.96
TP: 98.2
TN: 97.9
78.74
TP: 99.3
TN: 72.7
93.94
TP: 98.8
TN: 92.5
97.7
TP: 98.8
TN: 97.6
92.66
TP: 0
TN: 100
88.94
TP: 100
TN: 88.1
91.58
TP: 12.6
TN: 94.1
84.89
TP: 52.6
TN: 85.9
91.64
TP: 30.6
TN: 93.6
Subject 2
99.24
TP: 97.1
TN: 99.4
99.57
TP: 97.7
TN: 99.7
97.58
TP: 99.1
TN: 97.4
88.12
TP: 0
TN: 100
88.12
TP: 0
TN: 100
98.58
TP: 100
TN: 98.4
89.98
TP: 0
TN: 99.7
91.45
TP: 22
TN: 99
90.25
TP: 0
TN: 100
Subject 3
99.02
TP: 95.4
TN: 99.3
90.61
TP: 97.4
TN: 90.2
99.63
TP: 96.5
TN: 99.8
80.7
TP: 0
TN: 100
76.61
TP: 98.9
TN: 71.3
99.03
TP: 98.8
TN: 99.1
94.17
TP: 52.9
TN: 98.1
64.89
TP: 92.7
TN: 62.3
95.32
TP: 60
TN: 98.6
Subject 4
98.68
TP: 93.0
TN: 99.1
92.50
TP: 99.0
TN: 92.1
99.66
TP: 95.4
TN: 100
88.86
TP: 2.2
TN: 99.2
89.33
TP: 0
TN: 100
99.44
TP: 97.5
TN: 99.7
95.37
TP: 60.6
TN: 98.6
83.88
TP: 80.3
TN: 84.2
94.97
TP: 56.1
TN: 98.6
Subject 5
98.16
TP: 90
TN: 99
95.28
TP: 96.7
TN: 95.1
99.20
TP: 94.2
TN: 99.7
94.92
TP: 78.7
TN: 100
76.1
TP: 0
TN: 100
76.23
TP: 7
TN: 99.9
91.08
TP: 54
TN: 95.6
58.87
TP: 89.9
TN: 55.1
92.01
TP: 45
TN: 97.7
Going Upstairs Being Still Walking-3 gaits
J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM J48 Na¨ıve Bayes SVM
Subject 1
97.41
TP: 19.6
TN: 99.9
94.97
TP: 5.2
TN: 97.8
98.42
TP: 59.2
TN: 99.7
93.88
TP: 82.9
TN: 97.8
97.61
TP: 97
TN: 97.8
97.77
TP: 97.2
TN: 98
83.53
TP: 79.6
TN: 87.1
82.22
TP: 87.4
TN: 77.6
94.44
TP: 94.6
TN: 94.3
Subject 2
72.65
TP: 57.2
TN: 74.4
63.38
TP: 76.1
TN: 61.9
72.6
TP: 99.5
TN: 69.6
74.56
TP: 32.1
TN: 98.4
98.84
TP: 99.4
TN: 98.5
98.23
TP: 99.9
TN: 97.3
94.77
TP: 92.2
TN: 97.6
72.93
TP: 48.4
TN: 99.4
95.08
TP: 91.4
TN: 99
Subject 3
93.05
TP: 60.8
TN: 96.6
75.16
TP: 95
TN: 73
94.16
TP: 50.1
TN: 98.9
91.02
TP: 82.9
TN: 98.9
98.85
TP: 98.8
TN: 98.9
99.04
TP: 98.7
TN: 99.3
95.79
TP: 96.1
TN: 95.5
90.37
TP: 97
TN: 85.4
97.82
TP: 98.6
TN: 97.2
Subject 4
95.44
TP: 72.4
TN: 98.1
89.45
TP: 77
TN: 90.9
93.73
TP: 59.8
TN: 97.7
97.82
TP: 95.4
TN: 99
98.24
TP: 97.7
TN: 98.5
98.32
TP: 96.6
TN: 99.1
96.65
TP: 97.9
TN: 95
90.82
TP: 96.2
TN: 83.7
97.33
TP: 99.5
TN: 94.5
Subject 5
92.81
TP: 63.2
TN: 96.6
59.56
TP: 91.7
TN: 55.4
92.17
TP: 49.9
TN: 97.6
79.12
TP: 27.6
TN: 98.6
98.86
TP: 97
TN: 99.6
98.99
TP: 99
TN: 99
97.26
TP: 98.6
TN: 95.2
93.15
TP: 96.6
TN: 87.8
97.51
TP: 98.8
TN: 95.6
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Table 5.13: Individual Training and Test (Back Pants Pocket) - the test accuracies,
true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classifiers
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
96.0
TP: 98.0
TN: 95.8
99.4
TP: 96.7
TN: 99.7
88.0
TP: 93.7
TN: 84.0
99.1
TP: 99.2
TN: 99.1
99.9
TP: 99.7
TN: 99.9
89.6
TP: 47.4
TN: 91.0
92.6
TP: 70.9
TN: 93.3
97.8
TP: 97.3
TN: 98.0
94.5
TP: 95.3
TN: 93.8
Subject 2
99.5
TP: 98.6
TN: 99.6
99.1
TP: 95.9
TN: 99.6
83.5
TP: 80.2
TN: 85.1
99.3
TP: 97.4
TN: 99.4
98.6
TP: 97.2
TN: 98.8
83.0
TP: 60.8
TN: 85.5
87.4
TP: 84.0
TN: 87.8
97.4
TP: 97.2
TN: 97.6
95.9
TP: 99.1
TN: 92.4
Subject 3
99.5
TP: 99.0
TN: 99.7
99.4
TP: 97.1
TN: 99.6
87.7
TP: 91.5
TN: 86.6
97.3
TP: 97.9
TN: 97.3
99.4
TP: 99.8
TN: 99.2
89.5
TP: 74.4
TN: 90.9
94.0
TP: 95.6
TN: 93.8
98.6
TP: 98.3
TN: 99.0
94.8
TP: 94.4
TN: 95.1
Subject 4
98.6
TP: 97.8
TN: 98.8
99.1
TP: 82.9
TN: 99.9
84.8
TP: 89.8
TN: 81.8
95.4
TP: 98.1
TN: 95.2
99.9
TP: 99.4
TN: 100
91.0
TP: 82.1
TN: 91.8
94.3
TP: 94.9
TN: 94.2
98.3
TP: 98.3
TN: 98.3
95.5
TP: 97.6
TN: 92.8
Subject 5 -
99.0
TP: 99.8
TN: 98.9
85.2
TP: 88.7
TN: 83.1
99.0
TP: 95.2
TN: 99.4
99.6
TP: 99.5
TN: 99.6
87.7
TP: 84.6
TN: 88.1
94.1
TP: 94.2
TN: 94.0
98.7
TP: 98.1
TN: 98.9
94.8
TP: 95.0
TN: 94.5
walking-3-gaits seems to be an easier task for the GP based method than detecting the three
gaits separately. This is understandable as the differences between the three gaits are more
subtle and consequently the patterns are more difficult to distinguish.
The results of the data collected in the coat pocket are very different. As shown in Table 5.14,
the results of detecting sitting from the coat placement did not achieve the consistent good
performance of the two pants placements. Detecting lying down is even worse, as very few
positives were identified for subject 3 and subject 4. A possible reason is that the coat can be
unzipped and unbuttoned so the phone will swing around and move freely inside the pocket.
When a subject is lying down the phone could remain in the status of the last movement and
the orientations, angles and the relative position to the subject become unpredictable. For
example, a subject might be lying on top of the phone or the phone might be on top of the
subject. The GP evolved classifiers did not perform very well in detecting going upstairs in
this case. The reason could be that the movements of the legs can not be adequately sensed
from the coat pocket. Overall, the coat pockets are worse placements than the pants pockets
for activity recognition.
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Table 5.14: Individual Training and Test (Coat Pocket) - the test accuracies, true
positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classifiers
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 3
79.7
TP: 97.6
TN: 74.2
98.4
TP: 96.7
TN: 98.6
82.1
TP: 81.3
TN: 82.3
96.8
TP: 98.3
TN: 96.8
80.7
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
85.4
TP: 73.0
TN: 86.6
84.3
TP: 86.8
TN: 84.0
98.5
TP: 98.7
TN: 98.4
96.6
TP: 96.2
TN: 96.9
Subject 4
98.0
TP: 97.7
TN: 98.0
97.3
TP: 42.7
TN: 99.9
81.9
TP: 84.1
TN: 80.5
97.6
TP: 97.5
TN: 97.6
89.4
TP: 0.5
TN: 100
93.1
TP: 93.5
TN: 93.1
83.2
TP: 85.0
TN: 83.0
98.2
TP: 97.5
TN: 98.6
93.4
TP: 94.3
TN: 92.2
Subject 5 -
97.6
TP: 99.4
TN: 97.5
84.0
TP: 86.2
TN: 82.7
98.8
TP: 95.0
TN: 99.2
99.4
TP: 99.2
TN: 99.5
87.4
TP: 83.9
TN: 87.8
93.6
TP: 89.9
TN: 94.0
98.1
TP: 98.5
TN: 97.9
95.8
TP: 96.2
TN: 95.2
Cross Subject Test
Cross subject test refers to training a classifier on one subject and testing it on all of the
others. Table 5.15 and Table 5.16 shows the results of GP evolved classifiers trained on
subject 1 being tested on all other subjects. The results in these two tables are based on the
data obtained at the front pants pocket and the back pants pocket. There are no results for
the coat pocket as subject 1 did not use that placement in data collection.
It can be seen from the results that when detecting standing, running, being still and walking-
3-gaits, the proposed method can generate classifiers that are based on one person but can
still be used on other people. Similar observations can be seen when detecting standing,
but not in detecting sitting and lying down, although all these three are static activities.
The main difference between these activities is that when people are standing the thighs are
vertical while they are almost horizontal when sitting or lying down. Hence, standing is more
distinguishable than the other two activities. We do not present all of the non-GP results
because they are generally worse. The results are given when they are comparable to the
GP based method. A ∗ symbol after the accuracy value in the table indicates that one of
the three non-GP classifiers is comparable with or better than the GP based method. The
non-GP methods without this symbol performed worse than the GP based method. These
results show that GP based method is better across different subjects.
Other results for cross-subject tests are very similar to the ones presented in Table 5.15 and
Table 5.16 and are not presented in this thesis.
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Table 5.15: Cross Subject Test at Front Pants Pocket (Training on Subject 1 and Test
on Others) - the test accuracies, true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classifiers.
Non-GP classifiers achieving comparable good results are highlighted with (∗)
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
96.50
TP: 74.40
TN: 98.90
99.10
TP: 96.50
TN: 99.40
87.40
TP: 95.30
TN: 81.80
99.40
TP: 98.30
TN: 99.80
96.8
TP: 100
TN: 96.60
92.70
TP: 87.40
TN: 92.90
98.00
TP: 80.40
TN: 98.60
97.70
TP: 97.50
TN: 97.80
86.20
TP: 95.00
TN: 78.20
Subject 2
11.40
TP: 100
TN: 0
96.70
TP: 80.90
TN: 99.00
68.10
TP: 86.50
TN: 59.40
98.50 (∗)
TP: 81.80
TN: 100
87.70
TP: 0
TN: 99.60
90.20
TP: 0
TN: 100
89.30
TP: 0
TN: 99.40
97.10
TP: 99.90
TN: 95.50
88.00
TP: 96.20
TN: 79.20
Subject 3
71.60
TP: 65.30
TN: 73.60
94.60
TP: 98.60
TN: 94.30
78.20
TP: 94.20
TN: 73.10
99.20 (∗)
TP: 96.80
TN: 99.30
99.10
TP: 97.40
TN: 99.40
74.50
TP: 12.60
TN: 80.40
55.90
TP: 98.40
TN: 51.30
98.30 (∗)
TP: 98.70
TN: 97.80
91.70
TP: 93.20
TN: 90.5
Subject 4
16.80
TP: 100
TN: 0
97.40
TP: 97.10
TN: 97.40
73.10
TP: 95.70
TN: 59.20
97.20 (∗)
TP: 56.00
TN: 100
89.30
TP: 0
TN: 100
91.50
TP: 0
TN: 100
46.60
TP: 94.50
TN: 41.10
95.70
TP: 99.00
TN: 94.10
90.60
TP: 98.50
TN: 80.10
Subject 5 -
97.50
TP: 42.40
TN: 99.60
63.70
TP: 80.50
TN: 53.30
97.10
TP: 69.40
TN: 100
99.70 (∗)
TP: 99.80
TN: 99.70
89.20
TP: 0
TN: 100
88.60
TP: 0
TN: 100
97.00
TP: 99.20
TN: 96.10
85.20
TP: 92.00
TN: 74.80
Table 5.16: Cross Subject Test at Back Pants Pocket (Training on Subject 1 and Test
on Others) - The test accuracies, true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classifiers.
Non-GP classifiers achieving comparable good results are highlighted with (∗)
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
96.0
TP: 98.0
TN: 95.8
99.4
TP: 96.7
TN: 99.7
88.0
TP: 93.7
TN: 84.0
99.1
TP: 99.2
TN: 99.1
99.9
TP: 99.7
TN: 99.9
89.6
TP: 47.4
TN: 91.0
92.6
TP: 70.9
TN: 93.3
97.8
TP: 97.3
TN: 98.0
94.5
TP: 95.3
TN: 93.8
Subject 2
88.6
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
87.8
TP: 98.4
TN: 86.3
56.7
TP: 96.9
TN: 37.8
99.4
TP: 96.7
TN: 99.7
88.1 (∗)
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
33.8
TP: 100
TN: 26.7
88.2
TP: 2.0
TN: 97.9
97.0 (∗)
TP: 98.2
TN: 96.4
82.5
TP: 89.4
TN: 75.1
Subject 3
76.4
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
95.4
TP: 96.4
TN: 95.3
70.7
TP: 94.1
TN: 63.3
98.9
TP: 96.4
TN: 99.1
80.7
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
48.5
TP: 100
TN: 43.6
90.0
TP: 0.1
TN: 99.8
98.4 (∗)
TP: 98.5
TN: 98.4
88.6
TP: 90.4
TN: 87.3
Subject 4
83.3
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
96.4
TP: 82.1
TN: 97.0
68.9
TP: 87.0
TN: 57.8
98.1
TP: 98.9
TN: 98.0
90.2 (∗)
TP: 8.9
TN: 99.9
35.1
TP: 100
TN: 29.1
89.5
TP: 0.0
TN: 99.9
97.6 (∗)
TP: 98.4
TN: 97.3
87.5
TP: 90.5
TN: 83.6
Subject 5 -
90.8
TP: 99.0
TN: 90.5
71.5
TP: 98.0
TN: 55.0
98.4
TP: 93.9
TN: 98.9
75.5 (∗)
TP: 0.0
TN: 99.2
36.7
TP: 100
TN: 29.0
87.5
TP: 0.0
TN: 98.8
97.7
TP: 99.9
TN: 96.8
87.0
TP: 88.1
TN: 85.4
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Table 5.17: Cross Placement Test (Training in Front Pants Pocket and Test in
Back Pants Pocket) - The test accuracies, true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP
classifiers. Non-GP classifiers achieving comparable good results highlighted with (∗)
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
90.4
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
71.6
TP: 10.0
TN: 77.9
66.1
TP: 71.1
TN: 62.5
99.2 (∗)
TP: 97.5
TN: 99.8
92.7
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
96.8
TP: 1.6
TN: 99.8
97.5
TP: 93.4
TN: 97.6
97.4 (∗)
TP: 97.7
TN: 97.3
78.2
TP: 78.9
TN: 77.6
Subject 2
88.6
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
98.7 (∗)
TP: 97.8
TN: 98.8
86.0
TP: 89.0
TN: 84.6
83.2 (∗)
TP: 98.6
TN: 81.8
81.3
TP: 16.8
TN: 90.0
76.0
TP: 55.1
TN: 78.2
81.5
TP: 66.2
TN: 83.3
97.2 (∗)
TP: 97.5
TN: 97.0
93.4
TP: 96.2
TN: 90.4
Subject 3
76.4
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
97.6
TP: 99.2
TN: 97.5
74.5
TP: 81.9
TN: 72.2
98.4 (∗)
TP: 79.4
TN: 99.6
67.8
TP: 9.7
TN: 81.7
80.5
TP: 65.5
TN: 81.9
94.7
TP: 80.3
TN: 96.3
98.6 (∗)
TP: 98.7
TN: 98.5
57.5 (∗)
TP: 0.2
TN: 99.9
Subject 4
83.2
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
79.6
TP: 100
TN: 78.7
62.0
TP: 0.2
TN: 100
93.5 (∗)
TP: 0.0
TN: 100
63.3
TP: 52.0
TN: 64.7
39.6
TP: 100
TN: 34.0
89.8
TP: 32.9
TN: 96.4
53.4 (∗)
TP: 100
TN: 31.6
68.2
TP: 45.7
TN: 98.0
Subject 5 -
20.1
TP: 100
TN: 17.1
70.8
TP: 86.6
TN: 61.0
97.1
TP: 94.8
TN: 97.3
75.8
TP: 0.0
TN: 99.7
59.1
TP: 67.3
TN: 58.1
88.5
TP: 0.0
TN: 99.9
28.6 (∗)
TP: 100
TN: 1.6
51.7 (∗)
TP: 24.8
TN: 93.0
Cross Placement Test
Cross placement test means that the classifiers are trained on one placement and tested on
the others for the same subject. The results presented in Table 5.17 and Table 5.18 show
the test results for back pants pocket and coat pocket. The classifiers are obtained from the
training at the front pants pocket. The two tables show that the GP evolved classifier only
achieved limited reusability in a limited number of tasks, for example detecting running and
being still. The three non-GP methods achieved similar results as the GP based method in
these two tasks. However, they are less effective than the GP based method in detecting
standing and going upstairs. Note that our GP based method is compared with the best of
the other three classifiers.
Leave-one-subject-out Validation
Leave-one-subject-out means taking the recording from one subject for test and all the other
recordings for training. The leave-one-subject-out results are presented in Table 5.19. The
results show that in detecting sitting, standing, walking-3-gaits, running, lying down and
being still, the GP based method achieved consistently good accuracies, although they are
slightly worse than those in individual training and test. In detecting walking-3-gaits, the
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Table 5.18: Cross Placement Test (Training in Front Pants Pocket and Test in
Coat Pocket) - The test accuracies, true positive and true negative rates (%) of GP classi-
fiers. Non-GP classifiers achieving comparable good results highlighted with (∗)
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 3
62.9
TP: 26.8
TN: 74.0
89.9 (∗)
TP: 99.8
TN: 89.2
66.8
TP: 18.1
TN: 82.3
96.8 (∗)
TP: 63.7
TN: 98.9
68.6 (∗)
TP: 0.0
TN: 85.0
70.2
TP: 79.5
TN: 69.3
86.1
TP: 67.7
TN: 88.1
98.3 (∗)
TP: 98.2
TN: 98.5
59.0 (∗)
TP: 11.5
TN: 94.2
Subject 4
81.3
TP: 67.2
TN: 84.1
82.7
TP: 100
TN: 81.9
62.9
TP: 4.0
TN: 99.1
99.4
TP: 96.0
TN: 99.6
55.3
TP: 7.8
TN: 61.0
46.6
TP: 100
TN: 41.7
81.9
TP: 0.0
TN: 91.4
72.7 (∗)
TP: 97.9
TN: 60.9
72.7 (∗)
TP: 60.5
TN: 88.9
Subject 5 -
46.6
TP: 100
TN: 44.6
52.3
TP: 10.3
TN: 78.3
97.3 (∗)
TP: 94.6
TN: 97.6
98.9
TP: 98.2
TN: 99.2
76.9
TP: 73.2
TN: 77.4
87.8
TP: 0.0
TN: 99.1
28.2 (∗)
TP: 100
TN: 1.0
61.8 (∗)
TP: 38.3
TN: 97.8
Table 5.19: Leave-one-subject-out (Front Pants Pocket): Accuracies, True Positive
and True Negative rates (%)
Sitting Standing Walking Running Lying Down
Going
Downstairs
Going
Upstairs
Being Still
Walking
-3-Gaits
Subject 1
91.5
TP: 100
TN: 90.1
99.1
TP: 95.0
TN: 99.3
78.1
TP: 83.6
TN: 74.5
99.7
TP: 96.9
TN: 99.9
99.6
TP: 99.2
TN: 99.6
72.4
TP: 73.7
TN: 72.2
89.6
TP: 75.9
TN: 91.1
98.6
TP: 98.4
TN: 98.6
91.7
TP: 92.7
TN: 90.4
Subject 2
97.1
TP: 79.8
TN: 99.3
93.7
TP: 97.5
TN: 88.5
79.5
TP: 80.7
TN: 78.4
99.5
TP: 94.2
TN: 99.7
97.7
TP: 98.2
TN: 97.7
72.5
TP: 85.1
TN: 71.1
95.0
TP: 85.2
TN: 96.2
98.7
TP: 98.1
TN: 98.9
94.1
TP: 96.9
TN: 87.5
Subject 3
88.7
TP: 93.4
TN: 88.1
97.3
TP: 99.0
TN: 97.0
86.0
TP: 90.3
TN: 83.3
99.6
TP: 96.4
TN: 99.9
98.9
TP: 100
TN: 98.8
73.8
TP: 88.9
TN: 72.3
94.8
TP: 74.0
TN: 96.3
97.7
TP: 99.2
TN: 97.0
91.2
TP: 97.8
TN: 83.6
Subject 4
95.9
TP: 94.3
TN: 96.3
98.4
TP: 97.0
TN: 98.5
80.6
TP: 93.1
TN: 75.1
96.4
TP: 94.0
TN: 96.6
98.1
TP: 94.7
TN: 98.6
84.8
TP: 70.7
TN: 86.1
80.6
TP: 94.1
TN: 79.2
97.9
TP: 98.1
TN: 97.7
93.4
TP: 95.4
TN: 91.6
Subject 5
98.5
TP: 96.3
TN: 98.9
99.2
TP: 97.2
TN: 99.5
81.3
TP: 82.2
TN: 80.7
96.0
TP: 97.5
TN: 95.7
99.7
TP: 99.1
TN: 99.8
78.1
TP: 71.3
TN: 78.3
83.8
TP: 97.1
TN: 83.4
98.1
TP: 97.6
TN: 98.5
91.0
TP: 91.2
TN: 91.0
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accuracy is lower. This may be because people conduct the most of the activities in a similar
way but the walking gaits vary from individual to individual.
5.5 Summary
This chapter investigated state detection problems based on both single-channel and multi-
channel time series. The proposed GP based method was evaluated on a range of synthetic
problems and one real-world state detection task. As in chapter 4, the performance of
this method was compared with a range of classical non-GP methods on both raw data
and manually constructed features. The results showed that on raw data input the GP
based method achieved good performance. In comparison, the non-GP classification methods
performed poorly. Furthermore, when features were made available to these classifiers, the
performance of the GP based method was still better. The study in this chapter demonstrates
the capability of the proposed method to be used for detecting states in time series.
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Analysis of Suitability for
Real-world Problems
Solving real-world time series analysis problem is an important motivation for investigating
this GP based method. This chapter extends the analysis of the suitability of our method for
real-world scenarios. In this chapter, the fourth research question is addressed: How suitable
is the GP based method for real-world problems?
6.1 Introduction
Suitability refers to how practical our method is in solving real-world problems where accu-
racy is often not the only consideration. Accuracy has been investigated in the last three
chapters. Experimental results have shown that GP evolved classifiers can accurately detect
events and states in synthetic data sets and in three complex real-world problems. However,
when it comes to usability for real-world applications, more factors should be taken into
account. These include 1) Extensibility to multi-class classification, 2) Interpretability of
the evolved classifiers, 3) Ability to handle variable pattern sizes and 4) Real-time execution
performance. There are other factors in evaluating the suitability of a classifier, for example,
the capability of handling missing data and noise. They are outside of the scope of this
thesis.
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6.1.1 Four Aspects of Suitability for Real-world Application
The aforementioned four aspects are discussed below in conjunction with how the corre-
sponding investigations were carried out:
1. Extensibility to Multi-class Classification Multi-class classifiers are preferred to bi-
nary classifiers in some applications where binary decomposition is cumbersome to carry out.
Hence we investigate whether our GP based binary classification method can be extended to
multi-class with reasonable accuracy.
2. Interpretability of Evolved Classifiers. Real-world applications often require the
classifiers to be understandable to humans. If a classification model can be understood to
some degree, it will give more confidence to the users to use it in practice, especially in
high-risk situations such as medical diagnosis and power plant control. Another benefit of
a comprehensible classifier is that it may provide some insight for experts in understanding
the problem domain. However, explaining GP evolved programs is not a trivial task. It is
more difficult to do so when little domain knowledge is available. In this study, we focus on
analysing the best individuals generated for synthetic tasks. This analysis will show that the
GP based method is not successful by chance, but by finding key regularities.
3. Ability to Handle Various Pattern Sizes. As we discussed in section 2.2 (page 24),
most of the existing methods employ a sliding window to extract time series segments from
stream input. The sliding window size is ideally close to the pattern size to facilitate classi-
fication. However, the pattern size is often unknown in many application areas particularly
where multi-channel time series are involved. In our GP representation, the Window function
enables the GP programs to decide how many previous time points should be effectively used
(see section 3.3.1, page 78). Although, for the purpose of practicality, the parameter window
function size has to be pre-defined, it is not necessary to set a value to the pattern size for a
particular application. Intuitively, the further that parameter is from the true pattern size,
the more difficult it will be for GP to find a solution. In this chapter, we will investigate
whether given a fixed parameter setting, the proposed method can be tolerant to variable
pattern sizes.
4. Real-time Execution Performance For many real-world applications, real-time clas-
sification in essential. It is important for classifiers to be able to respond to continuous data
feeds with no delays. For example, in the case of detecting dangerous driving behaviours,
a risky situation needs to be recognised as soon as it occurs, so that timely a warning can
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be issued. Delayed warnings are not only useless, but also misleading. Here we investigate
whether the GP evolved programs can be executed as real-time solutions. The training time
of our method is long and shortening the training time or online learning is not the focus of
our study.
6.2 On Extensibility to Multi-class Classification
A multi-class classifier may often be preferred over a binary one in some applications where
there are more than two classes to be detected and binary decomposition is cumbersome. For
example, in activity recognition, it is not very useful to just differentiate running states and
non-running states. Recognising other human behaviours simultaneously may help to create
an activity profile for a subject. For this purpose, we investigate two ways of implementing
multi-class classification for the activity recognition task: 1) Using a single multi-class clas-
sifier by directly applying our method, and 2) Using an ensemble of binary classifiers. The
details will be described in the following sections.
6.2.1 Using a Single Multi-class Classifier
As mentioned earlier (see section 2.4.2, page 42), dynamic range selection (DRS) is a method
of dynamically learning threshold boundaries for two or more classes. It associates a numeric
output of a GP program with a particular class label.
DRS partitions a numeric range into multiple sub-ranges to decide different classes. For
example, in a task of distinguishing the activities of sitting, standing, walking, running and
other, a range from -250 to 250 could be partitioned by DRS as follows: [-250, -220] to
standing, [-219, -152] to walking, [-153, 100] to sitting, [101,116] to running and [117,250] to
other. An instance will be assigned to sitting if the output of the GP program is 10. An
instance with an output value of 235 will be other, the same as an instance with boundary
value 250.
6.2.2 Using An Ensemble of Binary Classifiers
The previous method generates a single multi-class classifier. An alternative way is to make
an ensemble classifier is based on binary decomposition (see section 2.4.2, page 42). The
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ensemble classifier can use the binary classifiers that we already have. The idea here is to
divide an N-class classification problem into N binary classification tasks: given a classifica-
tion problem with a set of classes C = c1, c2, ..., cN , for each class cj a classifier Classifierj
is evolved to classify that class against all other classes. The target class is labelled as pos-
itive and the others are negative. In total, N classifiers are required. An instance will be
classified to class cj if Classifierj claims that instance as positive. When one instance is
claimed by more than one classifier the classifier with higher credit will win. The credit of a
classifier is determined by its accuracy in training. An instance not claimed by any classifier
is considered to belong to the “other” class.
6.2.3 Experiments and Results
The task here is to recognise five classes of activities on the activity recognition data set
described in section 5.3 (page 121). The activities are sitting, standing, walking, running
and other where other means all the other activities. Similarly to the previous experiments,
we compared the performance of the GP based method on raw data to four other classifiers,
J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB5 and SVM, on raw data and on two feature sets. The first feature
set A contains temporal differences and the second, feature set B, contains the average and
variance values. Both feature sets were described in section 5.3 (page 121).
Two groups of experiments were conducted. In the first group, the classifiers were applied
directly to the five-class classification problem and in the second group ensemble classifiers
were built based on four binary classifiers, each classifier detecting one activity of sitting,
standing, walking and running. The instances ruled out by all the four binary classifiers were
designated other.
The results from the first group of experiments are shown in Table 6.1. We can see that non-
GP classifiers react to the two feature sets differently. J48, Na¨ıve Bayes and IB5, achieved
better results on feature set A, while SVM benefited from feature set B. Nevertheless, their
performance was much worse than that of the GP based method on raw data. The accuracy
of the GP based method is 93.7%, almost 14% higher than the best of the non-GP classifiers.
In the second group of experiments, ensembles were used. An ensemble consisted of the four
best binary classifiers. The chosen binary classifiers are listed in Table 6.2. All the classifiers
in one row were combined to form an ensemble. If an instance is claimed multiple classifiers,
e.g. sitting and standing. the most accurate classifier on the training data labels the instance.
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Table 6.1: Test Accuracies from Multi-class Classification(%)
J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB5 SVM GP
Raw Input 20.7 29.0 33.1 35.6
93.7Set A: Temporal Difference 63.9 80.0 58.1 20.6
Set B: AVG and Variance 28.3 62.5 40.1 50.2
Table 6.2: Ensemble of Conventional Classifiers
Sitting Standing Walking Running Accuracy
Raw Input GP GP GP GP 94.5%
Raw Input SVM IB5 IB5 IB5 42.5%
Feature Set A: Temporal Difference J48 Na¨ıve Bayes IB5 IB5 78.7%
Feature Set B: AVG and Variance SVM Na¨ıve Bayes IB5 IB5 47.9%
If the instance is recognised by none of the classifiers, it is labelled as other. The accuracy
of each ensemble is presented on the rightmost cell on that row.
For the GP based method, the best classifiers trained for each activity were used as an
ensemble to perform multi-class classification. The accuracy was 94.5%. The GP based
method clearly performed better than the ensembles of conventional classifiers.
Comparing the GP rows of Table 6.2 and Table 6.1, we can see that directly using DRS in
multi-class classifier achieves similar accuracy to the ensemble approach. Furthermore, DRS
is more straightforward and takes much less training time.
6.2.4 Summary of Extensibility to Multi-class Classification
In this section, two ways to extend the proposed method to multi-class classification tasks
were examined: 1) Using a single multi-class classifier by directly applying our method and
2) Using an ensemble of binary classifiers. The results showed that a single classifier directly
using our method is as good as an ensemble classifier. The multi-class classifier also requires
less training time. Both of these two methods are superior to the non-GP methods. This
shows that the proposed method can be directly used if multiple events or states need to be
detected.
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6.3 Interpretability
In this section the best individuals for synthetic event detection are analysed. In addition,
the evolved GP programs for driving behaviour detection, video shot detection and activity
recognition are examined. For each synthetic task we know the time series pattern, its size
and characteristics. The knowledge is helpful in analysing a program. Hence, we can explain
the programs in detail. In contrast, we do not have the same knowledge in the real-world
applications and it is difficult to gain full understanding of the evolved classifiers. However,
analysing these programs still provide us with some insight into the domains.
6.3.1 Classifiers for Synthetic Tasks
The best individuals for five event detection tasks on synthetic data were analysed to see
what kind of patterns were captured by the evolved programs.
Evolved Program:
Temporal-Diff(channel_0)
Dynamically Defined Range:
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
1
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Figure 6.1: The Evolved GP Program and Dynamic Ranges for Task 1
Task 1 - Single Point Changes Task 1 was to detect changes beyond the range of -0.5
to 0.5 in a single-channel time series (see section 4.3.1, page 96). The change here is
between a time point and its immediate predecessor. One of the best individuals for this
task is shown in Figure 6.1. The individual consists of two parts: the evolved program
and a dynamically generated range. As mentioned earlier in section 2.4.2 (page 42), an
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if (round(Temporal-Diff(channel_0)) in [0 to 0])
event = false;
else
event = true;
Figure 6.2: An Evolved GP Program for Task 1
evolved program outputs a numeric value for each input instance. The value is then
rounded to an integer ranging from −250 to 250 and mapped to a class label according
to the dynamic range. Hence the range can be expressed as a 501-length code index
from −250 to 250, each corresponding to the class label for that index value. In Figure
6.1, the first five rows represent the class labels for indices from −250 to −1 and the
last five rows from 1 to 250. They are all labelled as class 0. The only class 1 is at
index 0. This means that only when the rounded output equals 0 will the instance be
a positive one. Hence the evolved individual can be translated into the form shown in
Figure 6.2.
Note that the evolved program is only within the brackets of the round function and
everything else comes from dynamic range selection. For simplicity, we will present all
the individuals in this translated form, in the rest of this chapter.
As described in section 3.3.2 (page 82), the Temporal-Diff function has only one pa-
rameter, the time series. It remembers the last time point ti−1 and when it meets a new
input ti, it outputs the difference ti − ti−1. Hence the individual in Figure 6.2 simply
calculates the difference between two consecutive points of channel 0 terminals. As
the output of this program will be rounded by dynamic range selection, any temporal
changes that are less than 0.5 will result in zero. The program assigns a time point
to the negative class if the temporal difference between this point and the preceding
point is within [−0.5, 0.5]. Otherwise, an event will be assigned. This GP detector has
captured the exact characteristic of this event.
The best individual from another run of the same problem is shown in Figure 6.3.
if (round(-Window(channel_0, 3, DIF) in [-250 to 0])
event = false;
else
event = true;
Figure 6.3: Another Evolved GP Program for Task 1
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It uses a Window function of higher complexity than the Temporal-Diff function. As
mentioned in section 3.3.1 (page 76), the Window function has three parameters. The
input time series is from channel 0, as indicated by the first parameter. The second
parameter temporal-index is 3 which is 00000011 in binary, so this window function
selects only the latest two values from the eight point window and excludes the other
six time points. The third parameter temporal-operation is DIF which calculates
the sum of absolute differences between the chosen points. In this case the absolute
difference between the last two points is calculated. This program also captures the
pattern precisely. The function set established in our method enables an evolved pro-
gram to capture a pattern in different ways. The GP based method can construct the
same pattern capturing mechanism by different and sometimes creative combinations
of functions and terminals.
Task 2 - Single Point Changes Task 2 was similar to task 1, but with a larger thresh-
old. The details can be found in section 4.3.1, page 96. An event occurs when the
change between adjacent points is larger than 5 or smaller than −2.5. One of the best
individuals from our runs is presented below.
if (round(Temporal-Diff(channel_0) + Temporal-Diff(channel_0) -
channel_0/(channel_0+channel_0)) in [-5 to 9])
event = false;
else
event = true;
Figure 6.4: An Evolved GP Program for Task 2
The program in Figure 6.4 is effectively 2 × Temporal-Diff (channel 0) - 0.5 in (-
5.5,9.5), which is equivalent to 2 × Temporal-Diff (channel 0) in (-5, 10) and Temporal-
Diff (channel 0) in (-2.5,5). We can see this program indeed finds the characteristic of
the event. One part of this program
channel 0
(channel 0 + channel 0)
evaluates to a constant
value of 0.5. Although this branch does not use any information from the time series, it
shows that the GP based method can create constants. It helps the program to adjust
the range of its outputs.
Task 3 - Perturbed Periodic Function Task 3 is a more difficult problem. The aim is
to distinguish complete periodic function cycles from others which have been perturbed
by a random number. The details can be found in section 4.3.1, page 96. Accordingly,
the evolved solutions are more complex than the programs in task 1 and task 2. One of
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the best individuals, which is also relatively small, is shown in Figure 6.5. This program
embeds a Temporal-Diff function into a Window function as its first parameter. That
is, the Window function takes the sequential outputs of the Temporal-Diff function as
its input. As described in section 3.3.1 (page 78), this will expand the effective window
size of the GP program. Figure 6.6 shows an example of this program processing a
segment of time series data. The first row is the raw input from the first channel,
channel 0. The second row shows the Temporal-Diff function values based on input
raw data. At t0, the function did not generate any output as it requires two time points
to do so. At time point t1, the function outputs the current reading of channel 0, 97.49,
minus the reading at time point t0, 78.18, giving 19.31. The last row shows that after
enough data points have been collected, the Window function starts working.
if (Window( Temporal-Diff (channel_0), DIFF, 127)
in [85,86,87,154,158,165])
event = true;
else
event = false;
Figure 6.5: The Evolved GP Program for Task 3 (1)
𝒕𝟎 𝒕𝟏 𝒕𝟐 𝒕𝟑 𝒕𝟒 𝒕𝟓 𝒕𝟔 𝒕𝟕 𝒕𝟖 𝒕𝟗 
Channel_0 78.18 97.49 97.49 78.18 43.38 0 43.38 78.18 97.49 18.45 
Temporal_Diff (↑) - 19.31 0 -19.31 -34.8    -43.38 43.38 34.8 19.31 -79.04 
Window(↑, 127, DIF) - - - - - - - 158.03 154.21 233.25 
Figure 6.6: An Example of a Classifier Processing a Time Series
As the figure shows, the Window function uses the latest seven outputs from the
Temporal-Diff function, because its second parameter, 127, is 01111111 in binary form.
To generate these seven values, the Temporal-Diff function must sample eight points
from the original time series channel 0. The eight points specified by this program are
exactly the pattern size in this task. This solution does successfully include the correct
pattern size, although its exact operation is not entirely clear. Figure 6.7 shows some
examples of the classification results. The first seven cases shown in Figure 6.7 are all
complete sine cycles, starting at different phases. In the eighth case, the sine wave is
perturbed at the last point. The last four waves are not sine waves.
A more complex program with accuracy of 100% is shown in Figure 6.8. The root node
is the sum of two identical Temporal-Diff functions. Each Temporal-Diff function takes
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Figure 6.7: Some Positive and Negative Examples for Perturbed Sine Waves (P indicates a
true segment and N indicates a perturbed periodic function)
a combined input that is made up of the current value of channel 0 plus the output of
a Window function. Although it is difficult to explain why the values in the range are
the keys to distinguish two classes, this program also requires eight points in a row to
identify the pattern.
Task 4 - Changes in Both Channels In task 4, the time series pattern occurs across two
channels of the time series. The details can be found in section 4.3.1, page 96. An event
only occurs when the sum of point changes of the two channels is greater than 10. A
good GP program evolved for this task is shown in Figure 6.9. Its test accuracy was
100%.
Unlike all the previous tasks, in this task a single channel is not sufficient to identify
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if (round(Temporal-Diff(channel_0 - Window(channel_0, DIF,116) ) +
Temporal-Diff(channel_0 - Window(channel_0, DIF,116) ))
in [-207,-206,-205,-38,-8,17,19,20,21,69,70,89,125,126])
event = true;
else
event = false;
Figure 6.8: An Evolved GP Program for Task 3
a pattern. Figure 6.9 shows that the evolved program indeed uses the Multi-Channel
function which combines a number of selected channels. The parameter channel-index
of the Multi-Channel function is 3 (11 in binary). Both channels are selected. This
program reports an event if the change of the average of these two channels is larger
than five. This is the same as the sum of changes of two channels being greater than
10. So the hidden relationship in the data is indeed found by this GP detector.
Task 5 - Changes in 2 out of 5 Channels Task 5 involves five channels and an event
occurs when a change greater than 5 occurs in two or more channels (see section 4.3.1,
page 96). The event can occur in channel 0 and channel 1, or in channel 2, channel
3 and channel 4. So a classifier cannot only consider any particular channel but must
take all of them as a whole. The best individual evolved for this task is shown below
in Figure 6.10. The test accuracy is 100%. We can see that in this program the Multi-
Channel function has the first parameter of 31 which translates to 11111 in binary
meaning all the channels are selected. If the temporal difference between the average
of all channel values is greater than 2 a positive is identified. Considering the time
series pattern, if an event occurs it means the sum of temporal changes should be at
least 10. This is equivalent to a change greater than 2 occurring in each channel. So
the hidden relationship has been captured.
if (round(Temporal-Diff(Multi-Channel(3,AVG))) in [-250,5])
event = false;
else
event = true;
Figure 6.9: An Evolved GP Program for Task 4
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6.3.2 Interpretibility of Event Detectors for Dangerous Driving Behaviour De-
tection
In the field of dangerous driving behaviour detection (see section 4.4, page 101), due to lack
of domain knowledge, these programs are much more difficult to explain. However we can
still obtain insights from these programs.
Three best programs for detecting harsh acceleration, sudden braking and swerving are shown
in Figure 6.11. Although these programs have not used any nested functions, the selection
of channels and time points is hard to visually determine from the expressions.
This information is visualised in Figure 6.12. All of the selected time points are highlighted
with characters and colors. A character “A” with an orange background indicates the points
selected by the program for detecting harsh acceleration. A character “B” with green back-
ground indicates the points selected by the program for detecting sudden braking while a
character “S” with blue background indicates the points selected by the program for detect-
ing swerving. A grey color means that the cell has been chosen by more than one program.
We can see that the selected channels for identifying the three behaviours are different.
The detection program for harsh acceleration only uses four channels: x-axis gravity, y-
axis user acceleration, z-axis user acceleration and y-axis raw rotation rate. This choice of
channels seems understandable as the three channels are related to acceleration. Detecting
harsh acceleration behaviour will significantly rely on acceleration. In addition, this program
does not use any magnetic sensors.
The program for detecting sudden braking is simpler. It only uses two channels, z-axis raw
acceleration and rotation rate. This event also involves a significant change in acceleration
especially along the direction of motion of the vehicle, which is the z-axis of the phone. The
program does select the relevant channels.
For swerving, the five channels selected by the evolved program are x-axis raw acceleration,
y-axis gravity, x-axis user acceleration, x-axis raw rotation rate and y-axis raw rotation rate.
if (Temporal-Diff(Multi-Channel(31,AVG)) in (2,250])
event = true;
else
event = false;
Figure 6.10: An Evolved GP Program for Task 5
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[1] Harsh Acceleration
channel_8 + channel_7 - Window(channel_13 + channel_3, DIF, 1391)
[2] Sudden Braking
channel_14/Window(channel_2, 3883, SKEWNESS) - Window(channel_2,
38, DIF) * channel_2
[3] Swerving
- Window(channel_6, 1920, STD) * (Temporal-Diff(channel_4) +
channel_13) * (channel_4 + Window(channel_12, 1918, DIF)) +
channel_0 * channel_13
Figure 6.11: Examples of Evolved Programs for Three Dangerous Driving Behaviour
We can see that two rotation measurements have been used here. This is sensible as swerving
events involve the phone turning to left or right and hence affect the gyroscope.
For all three behaviours, we can see from Figure 6.12 that the points in channel 2 (raw
acceleration z), channel 3 (gravity x), channel 12 (raw rotation rate x) and channel 13 (raw
rotation rate y) are the most frequently used. The details can be found in section 4.4.1 (page
102). It seems that accelerometer and gyroscope are the important sensors to determine a
risky behaviour.
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Figure 6.12: Effective Time Points of Detectors for Harsh Acceleration (A), Sudden Braking
(B) and Swerving (S), with Background Colours of Orange, Green and Blue respectively
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(a) Correctly Detected Boundary No. 1 (b) Correctly Detected Boundary No. 2
(c) Correctly Detected Boundary No. 3 (d) Correctly Detected Boundary No. 4
Figure 6.13: Examples of Successfully Captured Shot Boundaries
6.3.3 Event Detectors for Video Shot Detection
Compared with the other real-world applications, the evolved programs in video shot detec-
tion task use more spatial features. What we can see is that the best individual only takes
a small proportion of the frame as the input. The three areas used are area(71, 23) start-
ing from coordinates(94, 4), area(53, 43) starting from coordinates(94, 4) and area(71, 23)
starting from coordinates(3, 76). Two of these areas overlap. This detector essentially only
requires 1978 pixels out of all 11200 pixels to achieve high detection accuracy. The small
number of pixels suggests that there may be over specialisation in the training. Figure 6.13
shows four examples of successfully detected boundaries between video shots which are shown
by vertical red lines. In each of these four examples the two frames at the boundary are vi-
sually similar. We can see that the evolved program used regions highlighted by rectangles
which contain significantly different content at the scene boundaries. An example of a missed
boundary is shown in Figure 6.14. The two frames at the boundary are highly similar to
each other in terms of color and content, especially in the highlighted regions. They are very
difficult to distinguish even for humans.
Figure 6.14: An Example of Missed Shot Boundaries
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6.3.4 State Detectors for Activity Recognition
Similar to dangerous driving behaviour detection, there is not much domain knowledge avail-
able for activity recognition, for example, which channels are more relevant to a state of
walking. Other examples include the features for characterising a state of running and the
least period for identifying a state of sitting. This knowledge is not known to human experts.
Although we cannot verify whether they have captured a genuine pattern or not, we still
analyse several of the best individuals, in particular, we look at which sensor channels have
been used by these programs.
We analyse three of the best individuals whose accuracies are more than 95%. The programs
are shown in Figure 6.15 and the program trees are visualised in Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17
and Figure 6.18. The first and the second programs shown in Figure 6.15 are for binary
recognition of walking and running. The third one is for multi-class classification. They are
small in size and simple in structure. The first individual uses a Temporal-Diff function and
contains also a Multi-Channel function. The second program comprises five levels of windows.
The third program is similar to the first two programs in terms of selected channels and the
structure. It was evolved for a multi-class task which is to distinguish sitting, standing,
walking, running and other (see section 6.2.1, page 140). The structure of this program is
simply a three-level window function applying skewness, difference and average at different
levels. As it is the simplest programs of all three, we will investigate which channels and
data points have been used.
In the following we analyse the channels and time points in those channels. Note that
although the selected channels can be easily identified by examining the terminal channel m
and the Multi-Channel functions, it is difficult to trace the flow of time series points in the
Window function. Before we begin the analysis, we now describe a notation to facilitate the
analysis.
1. (ti): The symbol ti (i=0, 1, 2, ...) denotes ith time point in a time series and the
parenthesised expression (ti) refers to the processing of this input by a GP program at
that time point. Note that at time point ti, each function or terminal node in a GP
program will generate a value based on its inputs. In describing several time points, we
use a comma to separate two points. For example, four time points ti−7, ti−5, ti−3 and
ti−1 will be shown as (ti−7, ti−5, ti−3, ti−1). Successive time points will be abbreviated,
for example, the four time points from ti−4 to ti−1 will be shown as (ti−4, ..., ti−1).
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[1] Running
Window( Window( Window( channel_12 + channel_12 + channel_12 *
channel_1, DIF, 457) * channel_12 * Window(Temporal-Diff(
channel_8), DIF, 3980) * Window( DIF, 3247, channel_14), STD, 3247)
, STD, 2523)
[2] Walking
Window( Temporal-Diff ( Temporal-Diff ( Multi-Channel( AVG, 450984))
+ channel_13 * Window( channel_6 * Window( channel_15, DIF, 2703)
, DIF, 3067)), DIF, 2703)
[3] Multi-class Recognition
Window( Window( channel_1 * channel_12 - Window( (channel_12 -
channel_8) * channel_6 * channel_16, SKEWNESS, 2592), DIF, 3919)
, AVG,1987) + channel_4
Figure 6.15: Examples of Evolved Programs for Activity Recognition
Window 
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Figure 6.16: A GP Tree for A Running Classifier
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2. Output X: The symbol Output X denotes a time series of outputs of Function X, e.g.
the output time series of Window function A is Output A, so the output of A at the
time point ti would be Output A(ti)
3. [CY ]: The symbol [CY ] denotes the time series from channel Y. In describing a group
of channels, commas are used for separation. For example, four selected channels
channel 5, channel 8, channel 9 and channel 10 will be noted as [5, 8, 9, 10], short for
[5], [8], [9], [10]. They will be further abbreviated as [5, 8, ..., 10] as the last three channel
numbers are consecutive.
4. →: This symbol denotes the dependency between output on the left side and corre-
sponding input on the right side.
Based on this notation the way that the output of a function depends on historical values
+ 
Temp_Diff 
3919 DIF 
Window 
1987 AVG 
Temp_Diff 
C_6 
× 
Window 
2703 DIF 
2703 DIF 
Window 
C_15 
× 
C_13 
Mul_Channel 
450984 AVG 
Figure 6.17: A GP Tree for A Walking Classifier
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C_12 C_1 
× 
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Window 
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Window 
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Figure 6.18: A GP Tree for A Multi-class classifier
from selected channels can be expressed. For example, if the output of Window function A
at time point ti comes from the time points at ti and ti−1 of channel 1 and channel 2 and the
time points at ti−4 and ti−5 of channel 5, this can be specified by the following expression:
Output A(ti)→ [C1, C2](ti, ti−1), [C5](ti−4, ti−5)
Returning to the analysis of the program in Figure 6.18, three Window functions are used
in this program. These are labelled as Window A, B and C from the top to the bottom of
the tree. The details are shown in Table 6.3. The higher a function node is in the tree, the
deeper it is nested in the corresponding program. We start with the lowest Window function,
node C, for it directly reads raw inputs. Its input is a combination of channel 6, channel
8, channel 12 and channel 16. The second parameter is 2592 (binary form: 101000100000 ),
indicating it reads the values at time points ti−5, ti−9, ti−11 at time point ti. So the output
of Window C, Output C, will be:
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Output C(ti)→ [C6, C8, C12, C16](ti−5, ti−9, ti−11) (6.1)
Window function B reads the output of Window function C and the raw recordings from
channel 1 and channel 12:
Output B(ti)→ [Output C,C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−3, ti−6, ti−8, ..., ti−11) (6.2)
Now we come to the highest Window function, A, which has an input parameter Window
function B and a temporal-index parameter of 1987 (binary form: 011111000011 ). The
dependency can be expressed as:
Output A(ti)→ [Output B](ti, ti−1, ti−6, ..., ti−10) (6.3)
We now replace the input Output B with the data coming from the node one level lower:
Output A(ti)→ [Output B](ti, ti−1, ti−6, ..., ti−10)
→ [Output B](ti), [Output B](ti−1), [Output B](ti−6), ..., [Output B](ti−10)
→ [Output C,C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−3, ti−6, ti−8, ..., ti−11),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−1, ..., ti−4, ti−7, ti−9, ..., ti−12),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−6, ..., ti−9, ti−12, ti−14, ..., ti−17),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−7, ..., ti−10, ti−13, ti−15, ..., ti−18),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−8, ..., ti−11, ti−14, ti−16, ..., ti−19),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−9, ..., ti−12, ti−15, ti−17, ..., ti−20),
[Output C,C1, C12](ti−10, ..., ti−13, ti−16, ti−18, ..., ti−21)
→ [Output C,C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21)
(6.4)
This intermediate equation shows the nodes and time points which are selected to produce
the output of Window function A at time point ti. We further expand it so that the input
consists of only raw data.
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Output A(ti)→ [Output C,C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21)
→ [Output C](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21), [C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21)
→ [Output C](ti), ..., [Output C](ti−4), [Output C](ti−6), ..., [Output C](ti−21),
[C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21)
→ [C6, C8, C12, C16](ti−5, ..., ti−32), [C1, C12](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21)
→ [C1](ti, ..., ti−4, ti−6, ..., ti−21), [C6, C8, C16]((ti−5, ..., ti−32),
[C12](ti, ..., ti−32)
(6.5)
We can see that only five channels are selected to obtain the output value of Output A(t i).
Also, channel 4 is used at the root node, so there are six channels selected out of a total of
21. As mentioned earlier, the channels are indexed from 0; hence the program uses channel
1, channel 4, channel 6, channel 8, channel 12 and channel 16.
Referring to Table 4.5, we can see that the channels are mainly gravity sensors and user
acceleration sensors with a few rotation sensors. This is consistent with our intuition that
acceleration, gravity and rotation in the x and y directions are most relevant to walking,
running, standing and sitting. In comparison, magnetic heading was only used once. This is
understandable as human activities will not affect magnetic heading. In addition, the Euler
angles, yaw, pitch and roll have not been used. This may be because these angles reflect the
orientation of the phone which is not only dependent on the human’s movements but also on
other factors such as how loose the pocket is and how the phone is placed into the pocket.
Thus, it is not a reliable source for deciding the class of the activity. We can see that the
GP based method is capable of picking relevant channels while ignoring channels that are
not that meaningful. The underlying reason that these channels help the GP based method
to distinguish different activities requires further investigation.
For each channel, the points used are different. They are shown in Figure 6.19. In this
figure, the rows stand for time point t0 to t32, from the top to the bottom, while the columns
represent channel 0 to channel 20 from left to right. It is hard to understand why these points
are more relevant for recognition. However, this program is consistent with our hypothesis
that the largest pattern size of the four state patterns, sitting, standing, walking and running,
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should be round 30 time points which is nearly 1 second.
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Figure 6.19: The Time Points Selected in the Multi-class Classifier for Activity Recognition
Table 6.3: The Three Parameters of Window Functions A, B and C
Window
Function
input
temporal-index
(binary form)
temporal-operation
A Window B 1987 (011111000011 ) AVG
B channel 1 × channel 12 - Window C 3919 (111101001111 ) DIF
C channel 6 × channel 16 × (channel 1 - channel 12) 2592 (101000100000 ) SKEWNESS
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6.3.5 Summary of Interpretability
In this section the best individuals evolved for both synthetic data sets and three real-
world data sets were analysed. For the synthetic event detection tasks, analysis of the best
individuals shows that GP programs’ success in achieving high accuracy is not by chance.
The evolved programs indeed capture the synthetic patterns embedded in the time series.
For the three real-world data sets, due to the lack of domain knowledge, we cannot fully
understand how the GP programs detect the time series patterns. Our analysis showed that
the selection on the channels that are effectively used by the best individuals conforms to
common sense.
6.4 Ability to Handle Variable Pattern Sizes
In reality, the pattern size of a certain event or state is often not available. So for conventional
classifiers an essential step in extracting effective features is to determine an approximate
value for the pattern size. If it is wrong then the classifiers will not work properly either
because of redundant data or lack of information. In contrast, the proposed method is not as
sensitive to the pattern size as other classifiers; it can deal with various time series patterns
without knowing the exact pattern size. This is because each GP program can reserve a
different length of history. The length of historical data needed by a GP program is called
the effective window size (see section 3.3.1, page 78).
In synthetic data sets, we can see that although the Window function size is set to a fixed
value of 8, the GP based method is still able to capture patterns that are shorter than 8.
This is expected as sufficient data is given to the classifier. Next we will discuss how the GP
based method performs when the pattern size is greater than the window function size. We
investigate this problem on three synthetic state detection tasks that we addressed earlier
(see section 5.2.1, page 117):
Task 1 - Box Functions
Task 2 - Oscillation
Task 6 - Box Functions in Four out of Five Channels
The pattern sizes in these three tasks were 3, 4 and 8 originally. For each task, the pattern
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size will be increased gradually from 8 to 20 with a step size of 4 while the GP settings
including the window function size and population size remain the same.
Table 6.4: Best Test Performance of State Detection with Increasing State Length for 30
Runs %
Tasks Original (3/4/8) 8 12 16 20
1. Box Functions
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
2. Oscillation
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
3.
Box Functions in
Four out of Five Channels
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
100
TP: 100
TN: 100
97.18
TP: 100
TN: 96.05
95.6
TP: 100
TN: 94.32
90.73
TP: 78.57
TN: 93.2
For each task and a given a state size, the GP based method was run 30 times. Table 6.4
and Table 6.5 present the performance of the GP based method as the pattern size increases
while the size of the Window function remains at 8. The first table lists the best outcome
out of 30 runs while the second one shows the average value. We can see that as pattern
size increases, the average performance stays the same for single-channel time series tasks
task 1 and 2. For multi-channel task 6 a noticeable performance decrease occurs when the
pattern size is around two times the window function size. This could be because the problem
complexity of searching for a suitable sliding window size grows exponentially when there
are several channels. It could also be because one segment contains more than one pattern,
so the features are biased. However, the GP based method is still successful at finding a
working solution for each task.
The effective window sizes of the best individuals were calculated using the method described
in section 3.3.1 (page 78). Table 6.6 shows the statistics of the effective window size and
the accuracy of the best individuals in the 30 runs. For example, the first row presents the
statistical values in the task of detecting box function when the state size is 3. The average
and standard deviation of the effectively used window sizes are 3.9 and 1.8. The median of
the effectively used window sizes is 3. The most frequent effectively used window size is 3
and occurs 24 times. The average accuracy is 98.94%. We can see that the most frequent
effective window size is usually the same or very close to the pattern size. As the pattern
size becomes greater, the average and mean window size also show the same trend. The only
exception is the 5-channel task, when the pattern size is increased to 20 most of the optimal
solutions are with a sliding window of around 15. This observation is consistent with the
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Table 6.5: Average Test Performance of State Detection with Increasing State Length for 30
Runs %
Tasks Original (3/4/8) 8 12 16 20
1. Box Functions
98.74
TP: 99.45
TN: 98.04
99.70
TP: 99.49
TN: 99.83
99.10
TP: 98.98
TN: 99.15
97.72
TP: 96.06
TN: 98.19
97.38
TP: 95.04
TN: 97.87
2. Oscillation
99.28
TP: 99.50
TN: 99.11
99.64
TP: 99.59
TN: 99.66
99.69
TP: 99.52
TN: 99.75
99.67
TP: 99.95
TN: 99.58
98.93
TP: 98.09
TN: 99.15
3.
Box Functions in
Four out of Five Channels
98.00
TP: 97.03
TN: 98.57
98.00
TP: 97.03
TN: 98.57
88.50
TP: 79.20
TN: 92.22
88.36
TP: 73.83
TN: 92.41
83.41
TP: 53.81
TN: 89.45
lower performance of the GP based method in this task, as shown in Table 6.4 and Table
6.5. These results reveal that, to a large extent, the GP based method can manage to search
beyond the limited window function size.
Table 6.6: Results of Experiments for Finding The Effective Window Size
Tasks
State
Size
AVG±Std Med Most Frequent Value
(Frequency)
Average
Accuracy
1. Box Functions
3 3.9 ±1.8 3 3 (24) 98.74
8 8.3 ± 1.3 8 8 (28) 99.70
12 13.4 ± 1.1 13 13 (12) 99.10
16 17.3 ± 2.6 16 15 (12) 97.72
20 20±2.2 20 20 (12) 97.38
2. Oscillation
4 6.3±2.0 7 4 (10) 99.28
8 8.5±1.3 8 8 (23) 99.64
12 13±1.2 12.5 12 (15) 99.69
16 16±0.6 16 16 (28) 99.67
20 20.5±1.3 20.5 20 (13) 98.93
3. Box Functions in
Four out of Five Channels
8 8.2±1.3 8 8 (28) 98.00
12 13.1±2.8 14 15 (12) 88.50
16 15.7±2.5 15 15 (20) 88.36
20 14.6±6.0 15 15 (9) 83.41
Next we will show how this capability plays a significant role in the automatic extraction of
useful features. Two groups of experiments were carried out on task 1 and task 2. In both
groups, five non-GP classifiers were used with features as previously described in section
5.2.2 (page 120). The difference is that the feature extraction is no longer based on a sliding
window of the pattern size, but on a fixed window size of 8. In the first group of experiments,
the pattern sizes in task 1 and task 2 are 3 and 4 while in the second group, they are all 16.
Table 6.7 shows how non-GP classifiers react when redundant information is included by
using a sliding window size that is greater than the pattern size. Table 6.8 shows how
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non-GP classifiers perform when the sliding window size is less than the pattern size and
not sufficient data are available. The results of GP are shown in the rightmost column, all
obtained when the window function size is 8. The results show that without a known pattern
size non-GP classifiers do not work properly, even though features are provided. In contrast,
the GP based method still can manage to generate a working solution.
Table 6.7: Non-GP Classifiers: Sliding Window Size (8) Greater than State Length (3 for
Task 1 and 4 for Task 2)%
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1. Box Functions
88.31
TP: 90.2
TN: 86.5
87.9
TP: 77
TN: 98.4
87.1
TP: 83.6
TN: 90.5
88.71
TP: 86.1
TN: 91.3
89.11
TP: 86.9
TN: 91.3
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2. Oscillation
87.26
TP: 77.9
TN: 94.5
88.42
TP: 73.5
TN: 100
88.03
TP: 84.1
TN: 91.1
86.87
TP: 85.8
TN: 87.7
86.87
TP: 85.8
TN: 87.7
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
Table 6.8: Non-GP Classifiers: Sliding Window Size (8) Less than State Length (16)%
Tasks OneR J48 NB IB1 AdaBoost GP
1. Box Functions
86.29
TP: 89.1
TN: 85.5
85.08
TP: 100
TN: 80.8
85.08
TP: 100
TN: 80.8
82.26
TP: 67.3
TN: 86.5
85.08
TP: 76.4
TN: 87.6
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
2. Oscillation
88.03
TP: 80.6
TN: 90.4
91.89
TP: 98.4
TN: 89.8
92.28
TP: 100
TN: 89.8
86.1
TP: 66.1
TN: 92.4
92.28
TP: 100
TN: 89.8
100
TP : 100
TN : 100
6.4.1 Summary of Ability to Handle Variable Pattern Sizes
In this section, we investigated whether the GP based method is capable of recognising
patterns of different sizes. The investigation was carried out on state detection in synthetic
data sets. The results show that the GP based method has such capability. For comparison
purposes, five non-GP classifiers were applied to the same tasks, and, as expected, they did
not achieve good accuracy without the pattern size being given.
6.5 On Real-time Execution Performance
Two real-world problems in this thesis involve mobile phone based applications. Both appli-
cations require a fast classifier on a device with limited computational resources. Dangerous
driving behaviours should be detected and notified immediately as they occur. Real-time
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detection might not be so urgent in activity recognition. However, it is still desirable to
lower the latency as much as possible. In this section, we examine whether the GP based
method can be suitable for such domains in terms of execution efficiency.
6.5.1 Execution Performance for Activity Recognition
As mentioned earlier, one of the advantages of GP evolved solutions is the low complexity.
The analysis of the interpretablity showed that no loops or other high complexity components
exist in the evolved GP program. So these detection programs can potentially achieve real-
time performance which is desirable in activity recognition, especially on mobile devices.
We first analyse the time efficiency of the best GP programs of final generations on a desktop.
A program was developed which applied each evolved program to a test file and recorded
the start time and the end time of processing the file. The test file contains 3159 instances.
As it is difficult to calculate the CPU time used by a GP program, the total processing
time is obtained by subtracting the end time from the start time. Note that the aim is to
approximately estimate whether GP evolved classifiers can be used in real-time, not to decide
the exact execution time of GP programs. The execution time for a GP classifier to process
a new input can be calculated by the total processing time on a file divided by the number
of instances contained in that file.
The program size, that is, the number of nodes in a GP program, and execution time of
evolved programs are shown in Table 6.9. The programs come from four binary detection
tasks sitting, standing, walking and running and one multi-class classification task. For
each task, the maximum and minimum program size and execution time are presented.
Execution time is measured as the time for processing one instance in milliseconds. The
largest individual comprises 57 nodes for the task of detecting the standing state. It takes
the longest processing time of 18.89 ms. At this speed, these programs are able to detect
human activities in real-time at 1000 HZ. The sampling rate on a phone is usually 30 Hz.
Even though these results were achieved on a desktop, they show the potential of the GP
method to be used for real-time recognition.
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Table 6.9: Execution Time of Evolved GP Classifiers in Activity Recognition (millisecond)
Sitting Standing Walking Running
Multi-class
Recognition
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
Program
Size (node)
13 39 12 57 19 42 25 50 14 43
Execution
Time (ms)
4.47 9.94 4.22 18.89 8.94 11.43 9.44 17.14 5.22 14.66
6.5.2 Execution Performance for Dangerous Driving Behaviour Detection
The investigation on the execution performance for dangerous driving behaviour will be
carried out in two steps. Firstly as in the last subsection, we analyse the program size and
execution time to process an instance. Secondly, the best programs will be deployed on
mobile phone and used on a real road test.
Table 6.9 shows the minimum program size, the maximum program size and execution time
of evolved programs for detecting harsh acceleration, sudden braking and swerving. These
programs were executed under the same configuration as in the last subsection. The largest
individual contains 50 nodes for the task of detecting swerving. It has the longest processing
time of 15.25 ms. They are all suitable for real-time detection when the sample rate is 10HZ.
Table 6.10: Execution Times of Evolved GP Classifiers in Dangerous Driving Behaviour
Detection (milliseconds)
Harsh Acceleration Sudden Brake Swerving
Min Max Min Max Min Max
Program
Size (node)
15 34 8 20 10 50
Execution
Time (ms)
2.35 10.60 4.47 10.60 8.21 15.25
For the real road test, the programs with the highest test accuracy for each task were em-
bedded into an iPhone App. These programs are shown in Figure 6.11.
The interface of the app is simply a grid with three rows and one column. Each grid element
represents one of the three tasks of harsh acceleration, sudden braking and swerving. These
elements stay transparent when no event is detected. Otherwise the relevant element is
highlighted with colour and a warning message. Figure 6.20 shows the app in action. The
left figure shows the phone detecting a sudden braking event and the right figure shows the
detection of a swerving event.
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(a) Sudden Braking Detected (b) Swerving Detected
Figure 6.20: Evolved Detection Programs Running During Road Test
As shown in Figure 6.11, each program is responsible for detecting one type of driver be-
haviour. The sensor input streamed from 21 channels is processed by all of them. With three
programs running, the app achieves real-time performance.
The road test was performed under slightly different condition compared with the original
data collection exercises. The total driving time was over 20 minutes. The results from the
road test are shown in Table 6.11. For the three types of behaviours, there were no false
negatives, meaning these evolved GP programs did not miss any case of bad driving. For
swerving, there were no false positives. There were some false positives for detecting excessive
acceleration and deceleration. These detections were caused by a bumpy road surface. Both
the driver and the observing researcher in the car could feel the movements at that time.
This type of movement might generate a similar pattern as that of sudden acceleration and
deceleration and this triggered the detection program to report a positive.
Table 6.11: The Result of Road Test
True Positives False Positives False Negatives
1. Sudden Acceleration 3 2 0
2. Sudden Braking 2 3 0
3. Swerving 3 0 0
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6.5.3 Summary Of Real-time Execution Performance
The investigation of real-time execution performance involved two steps. In the first step,
the program size and execution time were examined for the programs evolved for activity
recognition tasks. Although the experiments were conducted on a computer, the results
showed that the programs are all small in size and the execution times are much faster than
the speed of reading the input. In the second step, three programs were deployed in an
iPhone app for real road testing. This testing showed that those programs can make in-time
decisions.
6.6 Summary
This chapter addressed the fourth research question: How suitable is the GP based method
for real-world applications? In this chapter, we discussed the extensibility of GP to multi-
class classification. An investigation was carried out to gain insights on what kind of patterns
were captured by the GP classifiers. In addition, we explored the ability of the GP based
method to handle various pattern sizes and the real-time performance of GP classifiers on
two mobile phone based applications.
The outcome of the investigation suggests that the proposed method is suitable for real-world
applications involving the processing of multi-channel time streams if the following conditions
are satisfied: 1) There are two or more classes, 2) Understandability might be needed but
is not that important, 3) Precise pattern size is unknown, 4) Training time can be long but
execution time needs to be short.
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Conclusions
Our primary goal in this study was to develop a GP based method for both event and state de-
tection in time series that is able to: 1) Operate directly on raw data or domain-independent,
low-level features rather than use manually extracted features, 2) Classify effectively without
domain knowledge such as the pattern size and 3) Select and combine data points from a
set of channels to characterise a time series pattern. We investigated a range of event and
state detection tasks. The proposed method requires very little domain knowledge. The pro-
posed method used raw data inputs and achieved better results than the non-GP methods
with manually extracted features. Our analysis demonstrated that the GP based method is
suitable for real-world problems.
7.1 Conclusions on Research Questions
The four research questions presented in Chapter 1 are answered as follows:
1. How can GP be formulated for classifying raw multi-channel time series data?
Chapter 3 addressed this question. In this chapter, a set of functions and terminals was
proposed for event and state detection on raw multi-channel time series data.
The Window function was introduced to capture the temporal dependency. This function is
able to reserve a number of historical data points, select relevant data points and extract a
feature value based on the selected data points. To capture the temporal changes between
adjacent data points in a time series, the Temporal-Diff function was proposed. This function
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also captures temporal dependency.
To capture channel dependency, the Multi-channel function and the Region function were
introduced. The Multi-channel function is able to select an arbitrary subset of relevant
channels and output a value that captures relationships between the chosen channels. When
the channels are spatially dependent, the Region function enables GP to efficiently select a
group of spatially adjacent channels.
In addition to terminals and functions a suitable fitness function was also investigated. Both
accuracy and AUC were used. For state detection tasks accuracy is suitable. For event
detection tasks AUC is a better choice due to class imbalance.
We conclude that with our new formulation, the GP method is capable of analysing and
classifying multi-channel time series.
2. How well can the GP based classification method perform on event detection
tasks?
In Chapter 4, the GP based method was evaluated on event detection problems. The evalua-
tion was carried out on five synthetic tasks of increasing difficulty and two complex real-world
problems. These tasks differ in terms of the pattern size, the number of channels and the
optimal feature set.
For synthetic tasks, the performance of GP was superior to five other classifiers: OneR,
J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1 and an ensemble classifier based on Adaboost. Without pre-defined
features, the GP method achieved 100% accuracy on each task. In contrast, none of the
five non-GP classifiers achieved this level of performance on any of the tasks, even on the
simplest task of detecting a change in adjacent points. In the detection of a complete cycle
of the sine wave, IB1 managed to reach an accuracy of 95.34% with good true positive rate
and true negative rate. However, it performed very poorly on the other tasks. Only when
manually extracted features were provided were the five non-GP classifiers able to obtain
similar results to the GP based method.
In dangerous driving behaviour detection, the GP based method also outperformed five other
classifiers, J48, Na¨ıve Bayes, IB1, SVM and an ensemble classifier based on Adaboost. The
accuracies achieved by the GP based method in detecting harsh acceleration, sudden braking
and swerving were 97.79%, 99.68% and 99.02% respectively. Five other classifiers were used
with the raw data and two feature sets. On the raw data, the non-GP classifiers performed
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very poorly as expected. The first feature set contained temporal differences for each channel.
It did not bring any benefits to these non-GP classifiers. The second feature set consisted
of the average value and variance of each channel. With this feature set, J48 was able to
achieve the best results on harsh acceleration detection and swerving detection but failed on
sudden braking detection.
In video shot detection where there were 11200 channels, the performance of the GP based
method was very accurate (accuracy: 98.47%, true positive rate: 97.59% and true negative
rate: 98.55%). This performance was comparable to non-GP methods using a feature set
manually constructed for this specific task. The performance of the GP based method is
better than a commercial product.
One point to be emphasised here is that in all the above experiments, the non-GP methods
required the provision of a sliding window size equal to the pattern size while the GP based
method did not require this.
We conclude that the GP based method can achieve high accuracy on a number of multi-
channel event detection tasks.
3. How well can the GP based classification method perform on state detection
tasks?
In Chapter 5, the GP based method was evaluated on detecting states. The evaluations
were performed on six synthetic tasks of increasing difficulty and one real-world application.
Similar to the event detection tasks, these tasks differed in terms of the pattern size, the
number of channels and suitable feature set.
The results obtained on synthetic tasks were consistent with those on the synthetic event
detection tasks. The GP based method achieved an accuracy above 98% on all six tasks
without any manually constructed features. The five non-GP classifiers only achieved similar
results when features were provided. Otherwise, their performance was worse than the GP
based method especially in detecting sine waves in both channels. The best accuracy obtained
by those classifiers was 82.83%, with a true positive rate of 100% and a true negative rate of
77.6%.
For the real-world problem of activity recognition the GP based method was first evaluated
on two data sets. The first data set consisted of three short sessions collected from one
subject from one phone placement. The second data set was a mobile phone based activity
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recognition data set which covers five subjects and three phone placements. On the first
data set the performance of the GP method was also compared with five classifiers, the same
ones used in dangerous driving behaviour detection. The manually constructed feature sets
provided to the non-GP classifiers were also the same. The classification performance of
the GP based method was superior to the other classifiers even when manually constructed
features were provided to the non-GP methods. On the second data set, an additional
feature set was provided. It contained the average, the variance, the maximum value and
the minimum value of each channel. However, the results were similar to the results on the
small data set. In the detection of sitting, standing, running, lying down and being still, the
GP method achieved an accuracy over 95%. On the more difficult tasks of detecting different
walking gaits, the method resulted in a lower classification rate. This ranged from 81%
to 90% for different subjects. The accuracy of the five non-GP classifiers was occasionally
similar to or slightly better than the GP based method. However, none of them achieved
consistently similar results over all activities across all subjects. In addition, the evolved GP-
classifiers were more robust than the non-GP classifiers in cross-person validation (training
on one subject and testing on the others) and cross-placement validation (training on one
placement and testing on another).
As in event detection, the GP based method did not require the pattern size as did the other
classification methods.
We conclude that the GP based method can achieve high accuracy on a number of multi-
channel state detection tasks.
4. How suitable is the GP based method for real-world applications?
We answer this question based on the study presented in Chapter 6. In this chapter, the
GP based method was first extended to multi-class classification in two ways - dynamic
range selection and binary decomposition. The GP based method was applied to a five-class
classification task of recognising sitting, standing, walking, running and other. Both methods
gave good accuracies (93.7% and 94.5% respectively) for this task. The performance of non-
GP classifiers was poor and the best accuracy was 80%. This was expected as these classifiers
performed poorly in binary classification tasks.
The GP evolved classifiers were then analysed to examine the kinds of patterns that had been
captured. The analysis of the evolved programs from the synthetic data sets showed that
the GP based method captured various forms of time series patterns. For real-world tasks,
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although the programs are hard to understand, they still give insight. For all three dangerous
driving behaviour detection tasks, the selections of channels is sensible. Four channels from
accelerometer and gyroscope were most frequently used. In video shot detection, the selected
regions contained significantly different content in the boundary frames. For activity recog-
nition tasks, the evolved programs also selected only a subset of channels and time points.
These programs are consistent with our hypothesis that the largest pattern size of the four
state patterns (sitting, standing, walking and running) should be round 30 time points or
nearly 1 second. Our analysis demonstrated that the GP based method had successfully
determined relevant channels and captured the relationships among them.
The ability of the GP based method to handle various pattern sizes was also investigated.
The GP based method with the same runtime parameter settings was applied to tasks with
increasing and decreasing pattern sizes. The results showed that the GP method successfully
identified a pattern without requiring a close value of the pattern size for the sliding window.
In contrast, the non-GP classifiers were very sensitive to the chosen sliding window size.
Additionally, whether the GP evolved classifiers can be used as real-time solutions was anal-
ysed. For activity recognition tasks, by examining the size and execution time on a computer,
we showed that the GP evolved classifiers had the ability to make in-time decisions consid-
ering the sample rate. The evolved classifiers were also embedded into an app which was
then deployed on a mobile phone for dangerous driving behaviour detection. The road test
showed that the app could give accurate real-time decisions with the available computational
resources.
Our investigation demonstrated that the GP based method is likely to be suitable for real-
world time series classification problems if the following conditions are satisfied: 1) There
are two or more classes, 2) Understandability might be needed but is not that important, 3)
Precise pattern size is unknown, 4) Training time can be long but execution time needs to
be short.
7.2 Other Findings
In addition to addressing the research questions, we made the following observations:
1. Additional functions did not improve the performance of the GP based method. The
function set was enriched with advanced mathematical operators such as the Sine func-
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tion and logical operations. An example of logic operation is the greater-than function
which returns true if the first parameter is greater than the second one, otherwise return
false. The results did not show improvement in performance.
2. Our pre-processing, feature extraction and parameter settings are not guaranteed to be
optimised for all the non-GP classifiers. For example, a support vector machine often
requires parameter tuning and data normalisation. It might have performed better if
those processes had been done.
3. Parameter tuning does not always help the classifiers to achieve better results. The
parameters for the nearest neighbour classifier (kNN) had been tuned for the activity
recognition tasks on a smaller data set. The value of k was varied from 1 to 6. However,
the results did not improve with different values for k.
4. As the Window functions can be nested used to obtain more historical information,
window function size can be smaller than the pattern size. However, if the difference
between the two keeps increasing, it might be more difficult for the GP method to
capture the pattern. For example, in synthetic state event detection, when the pattern
size was over two times the Window function size the performance of the GP method
deteriorated. However, a solution could be found by increasing the population size and
the number of generations.
5. The performance of the generated classifiers from different runs varies dramatically. For
example, in detecting sitting and standing, in some runs the best individuals achieved
accurate results but some other runs generated useless classifiers.
6. The GP based method performed much better if the differences between time series
patterns are more significant. For example, in distinguishing three subtly different walk-
ing gaits, i.e. walking normally, going upstairs and going downstairs, the classification
performance was worse than when considering them as one class.
7. Normalisation was helpful for distinguishing some time series patterns, for example,
detecting sitting and standing. The benefit of normalisation is however not definite.
It decreased the classification accuracy, for example, in the detection of walking and
running.
8. The training time of the GP based method is long. For the small activity recognition
data set which contains thousands of records, it takes half an hour for training. For the
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large activity recognition data set which consists of more than two gigabytes of sensor
data, it takes more than two weeks for training. The GP based method will not be
suitable for the cases when fast training is needed.
9. In state detection, we use the GP based method to detect a number of activities such as
sitting and standing. The method could also used for other activity recognition tasks
such as fall detection. This could be helpful for aged-care applications.
7.3 Future Work
In the future, there can be other explorations based on this work. They may further improve
the proposed method or open new research opportunities:
1. In this study, the proposed method has been applied to three real-world applications
with noise and demonstrated its capability of handing noise. It would be interesting
to extend the study to more complex scenarios. The noise can be domain specific.
For example, some noise is periodic and some is not. In some domains, noise has a
consistent impact on signals while in some other domains noise has varying impact
based on different environments. It would be interesting to explore how effectively the
GP method can handle different types of noise.
2. The GP based method was applied to a five-class classification problem and showed
good results. However, it was not evaluated on the tasks with more classes. It would
be interesting to know whether it can handle more classes.
3. How well the proposed method scales with respect to the pattern size is unknown.
In this thesis, the time series patterns were no more than 50 data points. It would
be interesting to investigate how the proposed method performs when the time series
patterns are much longer.
4. How to use GP to sample time series data is another possible investigation of scalability.
It would be interesting to explore how to use GP to automatically down sample the
time series data.
5. Frequency features such as Fourier series coefficients and wavelet transform coefficients
are very useful for time series analysis. The functions and the terminals used in this
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thesis only extract time domain features. Introducing functions or terminals that can
calculate frequency features may help the GP method detect long time series patterns.
6. In this study, a channel comes from a single signal source. However sometimes a channel
can be the mixture of a number of source signals. It would be interesting to investigate
how GP can extract features from such channels.
7. One of our methods for multi-class classification was to use a set of binary classifiers,
each detecting one class from the others. A conflicting decision was handled by voting
based on the training accuracy of each classifier. It would be interesting to explore
whether there is a better voting strategy.
8. Our understanding of the evolved classifiers for real-world applications is limited. It is
not known exactly why the selected time points and channels are more relevant than
the others. How important a selected time point or a channel is for detecting time
series patterns is not known. To answer these questions, further investigations should
be carried out on the evolved classifiers.
9. In this study, AUC was used as the fitness function only for binary classification tasks.
It could be beneficial to use AUC for multi-class classification tasks.
10. The proposed method can effectively find the pattern size during the evolutionary
process. The effective window size of a good classifier should be close to the pattern
size. Encouraging the GP method to search explicitly for the pattern size could shorten
the training time and bring new insights into the time series patterns. In future work,
selection pressure could be applied in the GP method to force it to find a suitable value
for effective window size more efficiently.
11. Each window function has a built-in memory for storing a number of historical read-
ings. Currently a parameter deciding the memory size needs to be manually set for the
window function. In the future work, the parameter value could be adapted automati-
cally during the learning process. This could be done by gradually increasing the value
based on an initial setting until the performance no longer improves.
12. A new mutation operator could be introduced to enable the Window function and
the Multi-Channel function select relevant data points and channels more efficiently.
In the current method, a GP program with reasonable accuracy might generate a
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poorly performing child after mutation. For example, in a good candidate program the
temporal index of the Window function is 25 (binary string:11001). After mutation,
the temporal index is changed to 6 (binary string:00110) and the child program selects
totally different data points from its parent and probably performs poorly. A similar
situation also occurs in the Multi-Channel function. It would be beneficial to investigate
the use of a new mutation operator that maintains good genes from the parents.
13. Many classification methods can only generate one classifier in one run while GP can
generate a population of candidate classifiers. Thus the GP method is more advanta-
geous for forming ensemble classifiers which can be more accurate and robust. In future
work, the proposed method could be adapted so that it is more suitable for forming
ensemble classifiers. This could be done by increasing the population diversity.
14. The proposed method follows a supervised learning style which requires class labels.
However, such information is not always available. It would be beneficial to investigate
whether it could be adapted for semi-supervised learning or unsupervised learning.
15. The proposed method aims only at generating classifiers with good discriminative
power. However, there can other objectives such as simpler classifier structure. Such
objective could be equally important but conflicting with high classification accuracy.
Adapting this method to a multi-objective version could be very useful for such cases.
This thesis introduced a novel GP based method for event and state detection in multi-
channel time series. This method has shown very good performance, fast execution and
independence on domain knowledge on a number of difficult tasks. This method is a strong
candidate for real-world problems. This study has opened up a range of new research topics.
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